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Executive Summary
Relatively low-cost digital technology is ubiquitous
in daily life and work. The Web is a vast source
of information, communication, and connection
opportunities available to anyone with Internet access.
Most professionals and many students have a mobile
device in their pocket with more computing power
than early supercomputers. These technological
advances hold great potential for improving
educational outcomes, but by themselves hardware
and networks will not improve learning. Decades of
research show that high-quality learning resources
and sound implementations are needed as well.
The learning sciences have found that today’s
technologies offer powerful capabilities for creating
high-quality learning resources, such as capabilities
for visualization, simulation, games, interactivity,
intelligent tutoring, collaboration, assessment,
and feedback. Further, digital learning resources
enable rapid cycles of iterative improvement,
and improvements to resources can be instantly
distributed over the Internet. In addition, digital
technologies are attracting exciting new talent, both
from other industries and from the teacher workforce
itself, into the production of digital learning resources.
Yet even with so many reasons to expect dramatic
progress, something more—better use of evidence—
is needed to support the creation, implementation,
and continuous enhancement of high-quality learning
resources in ways that improve student outcomes.
Expanding Evidence Approaches for Learning in a Digital World

In a digital world, evidence fuels innovation and makes
improvement possible. Evidence is what separates
real advances from mere novelties, enhanced learning
from increased entertainment. In the recent past,
evidence has been relatively scarce in education.
And the quality of the best available evidence has
often been disappointingly weak. How can education
decision-makers obtain the increased quality and
quantity of evidence needed to fuel innovation and
optimize the effectiveness of new learning resources?
This report argues for two critical steps.
First, education must capitalize on the trend within
technology toward big data. New technologies can
capture, organize, and analyze vast quantities of data. In
the recent past, data on learning had to be laboriously
and slowly collected, and consequently, data were
scarce. Now, new technology platforms collect data
constantly and organize data automatically. As
learning resources are deployed on these platforms,
learners will generate vast quantities of data whenever
they interact with learning resources. These data can
be available to inform both educational resource
development and instructional decision making.
Further, new types of data are becoming available.
Student data have long focused on broad, relatively
static categories—such as student demographic
characteristics, grade level, and end-of-year grades
and test scores. Now, student data are far more
vii

dynamic, as learning systems capture extremely finegrained information on such things as how students
interact with learning resources and with others
using the same resource. Whereas older data mostly
measured outcomes of learning, now data can be more
closely tied to the process of learning. Whereas in the
past data were typically collected in a single context,
such as classrooms or districts, now data collected in
different parts and at different levels of the educational
system can be more easily linked. Whereas in the past
data collected by different people through different
methodologies tended to be reported in isolation,
with different types of reports on the same product
available in many different places, now websites can
easily aggregate ratings and evidence from multiple
sources in a single reference site.
New technologies thus bring the potential of
transforming education from a data-poor to a datarich enterprise. Yet while an abundance of data is an
advantage, it is not a solution. Data do not interpret
themselves and are often confusing—but data can
provide evidence for making sound decisions when
thoughtfully analyzed. Sound decisions must be made
at each step of a continuous improvement process to
successfully guide refinements. Without thoughtful
analysis of data, iteration is a random walk.
The second step is a revitalized framework for
analyzing and using evidence that can go hand-inhand with newly abundant sources of data. In the
recent past, policymakers and funders have pressed
for gold standard evidence. Gold standard evidence is
best produced by conducting a randomized controlled
trial in which learners are assigned to contrasting
conditions randomly. Gold standard evidence can
establish when an educational intervention caused an
improved educational outcome. While gold standard
evidence is valuable, the pathway to achieving it has
been slow and expensive. In particular, the cost and
time needed are often poor matches to the rapid pace
of digital development practices.
Other approaches to gathering and using evidence
can be appropriate, depending on the goal and the
viii

circumstances. Developers and educators make
myriad decisions every day. The perfect can be the
enemy of the good when one puts off fixing an
urgent or simple or small-scale problem until gold
standard evidence is in hand. An evidence framework
should help educational stakeholders align their
methods of obtaining evidence—which can include
randomized controlled trials—with their goals, the
risks involved, the level of confidence needed, and
the resources available.

Purpose of This Report
This report combines the views of education
researchers, technology developers, educators, and
researchers in emerging fields such as educational
data mining and technology-supported evidencecentered design to present an expanded view of
approaches to evidence. It presents the case for
why the transition to digital learning warrants a reexamination of how we think about educational
evidence. The report describes approaches to
evidence-gathering that capitalize on digital learning
data and draws implications for policy, education
practice, and R&D funding.

Contents of This Report
This report describes how big data and an evidence
framework can align across five contexts of
educational improvement. It explains that before
working with big data, there is an important
prerequisite: the proposed innovation should
align with deeper learning objectives and should
incorporate sound learning sciences principles. New
curriculum standards, such as the Common Core
State Standards and the Next Generation Science
Standards, emphasize deeper learning objectives.
Unless these are substantively addressed at the
core of a learning resource, it is unlikely the resource
will meet these important objectives. Likewise, a
proposed innovation is more likely to succeed if it is
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grounded in fundamental principles of how people
learn. Once these prerequisites are met, the evidence
framework describes five opportunities for utilizing
big data, each in a different educational context:
1. During development of an innovative learning
resource, educational data mining and learning
analytics can uncover patterns of learner behavior
that can be used to guide improvement. Further,
A/B testing can compare alternative versions of a
Web-based product with thousands of users in a
short time period, leading to insights as to whether
alternative A or alternative B is more promising.
A key challenge for these uses of evidence is to
identify the relationship between simple user
behaviors and complex learning objectives. A
further challenge is that those interpreting user
data often do so with little access to the learner’s
context. A complement to data mining and A/B
testing evidence is design-based implementation
research, which collects extensive data from
learners and teachers in a realistic setting. The
purpose of design-based implementation research
is to engage designers with implementation
contexts, because improving learning depends on
achieving good implementations of new resources
in realistic contexts. Design-based implementation
research brings contextual insights, which can
guide interpretation of data mining and A/B
testing results and support the development and
continuous improvement of learning resources.
2. 
As learners use a digital resource, adaptive
learning systems can personalize learning by using
big data with new evidence models. Conventionally,
learning resources are published in books and are
the same for all learners. With digital resources,
however, each learner can have a different pace,
style of presentation, or type of content. Big data
can be used to collect extensive information
about individuals or groups of learners, and the
data can be used to adapt a learning resource to
the learner. For example, in an intelligent tutor
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system, real-time data can identify the exact step
in a complex problem where a student goes wrong
and provide feedback specific to that step (rather
than providing feedback on the whole problem
or to a whole group). Data can also be collected
that reveal relationships between options in the
learning process as well as increases in learning
outcomes, and students can be presented with
options that have shown to work better for them.
Adaptations can also be based on motivational or
affective factors. Further, teachers can be the agents
of adaptation, making instructional decisions based
on rich data collected from their students.
The major challenge in these uses of evidence
has been the difficulty finding robust interactions
between characteristics of users and alternative
ways that learning resources can be adapted
to produce learning gains. Although many find
it obvious that learning can be personalized,
it actually takes quite a bit of work to pin
down solid evidence of combinations of user
characteristics and specific adaptations that
matter. Rather than blanket statements about the
value of personalization, evidence that specific
learning system adaptations produce better
learning for specific types of users is needed, and
these findings need to be positive, stable and
reproducible. The rapid A/B testing possible with
digital learning systems means that we now have
the ability to investigate relationships among user
characteristics, system adaptations, and learner
outcomes much more efficiently than before.
3. 
As institutions try to support struggling
students, big data and new data analysis
techniques can help guide intervention. Most
states now have statewide data systems with a
standard student identifier for each student, which
can make it easier to track data about students as
they transition among education settings. Some
school districts now are also experimenting with
linking administrative data in student information
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systems to records and events in learning
management and digital learning systems.
Those data, in turn, can be combined with data
from social services agencies that students may
engage with outside school, such as the juvenile
justice system, the foster care system, or youth
development programs. Linking these various
types of data can lead school systems to ask new
kinds of questions and to better understand
relationships between students’ conditions
outside school and their in-school behaviors and
experiences. Increasingly sophisticated techniques
for predictive analytics, which combine a variety
of disciplines including statistics, data mining,
and game theory, are being used to investigate
whether some student behaviors are predictors of
school failure and dropping out. The key evidence
challenge is establishing the external validity of
the “signal” provided by technology. Most early
warning systems are based on correlational data
patterns. The interpretation of those patterns
can lead to the design of interventions, but those
interventions may or may not be more effective
than a placebo. Classical randomized controlled
trials can test the effectiveness of an intervention
in particular venues. Alternatively, sophisticated
modeling techniques and longitudinal analyses
can help rule out alternative explanations for
positive trends in student outcomes following an
intervention.
4. 
As educational systems assess student
achievement, big data and new evidence
models can shift measurements to focus more
on what is really important and to provide more
timely information to educators and students. As
demands shift in the 21st century, new outcomes
such as collaboration, problem solving, and critical
thinking become even more important than in the
past. Yet these competencies are rarely measured
by high-stakes tests. Further, the current generation
of high-stakes tests are mostly given at year’s
end. As assessments are delivered via technology,
they can accumulate data on a student’s
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accomplishments throughout the year and can
offer feedback more formatively. The evidence
challenge, however, is that even with technology,
it is hard to design assessments to measure what
is truly important with reliability and validity.
Evidence-Centered Design (ECD) is an emerging
approach to addressing these challenges. In the
past, ECD had been labor intensive, but technology
support systems for applying it to assessment
development have recently emerged. In addition,
combining ECD with assessments embedded in
digital learning systems opens up possibilities
for assessing noncognitive features, such as
persistence and leadership, that are recognized as
important but that could not be measured reliably
and efficiently in the past. A continuing challenge
for both technology-embedded and traditional
assessments is determining whether the measured
outcomes transfer outside the tested context.
5. 
As educators choose and adapt learning
resources from the vast array now offered on the
Internet, big data and new evidence models can
inform their choices. Ideally, many educators would
like to make all their choices based on evidence
of effectiveness established through randomized
controlled trials. However, the production of
rigorous effectiveness studies cannot keep pace
with the abundance of digital learning resources,
and thus educators often make decisions in the
absence of evidence of effectiveness. Further, even
when effectiveness data are available, educators
have additional selection criteria, such as ease of
implementation and likely appeal to their particular
students. Methods used in e-commerce are now
emerging in education:
yy u
ser reviews and ratings of digital learning
resources in online education repositories;
yy u
 ser panels, which are sizable managed online
communities that are used to provide prompt
feedback to test a product’s usability, utility,
pricing, market fit, and other factors;
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yy e
 xpert ratings and reviews to provide curated
sets of learning resources and recommendations
on how to use them; and
yy aggregations of user actions on learning
resources, such as clicking, viewing,
downloading, and sharing to social media.
lthough reviews and recommendations are
A
not proof of effectiveness, aggregating many
user opinions has proven useful in other areas
of the economy in helping users anticipate what
their experience with a new product might be.
In addition, schools can participate in test beds
of schools or classrooms that have committed to
working with a community of researchers to put the
necessary infrastructure (for example, data sharing
agreements and classroom technology) in place
to test new learning technologies. The “alignment”
of learning resources to educational standards is a
key issue for which evidence is needed but often
lacking. Often products advertise alignments that
are superficial and fail to address the details of new
standards. Efforts are under way to apply technology
to this issue, too, with technology supports for
making alignment judgments and a Learning
Registry that aggregates alignment judgments
from multiple sources. Currently, many different
organizations are providing access to different
types of evidence related to the quality of digital
learning resources. This fragmentation suggests the
need for an objective third-party organization that
can serve as a trusted source of evidence about the
use, implementation, and effectiveness of digital
learning resources.
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Summary
Overall, this report recommends an approach
to evidence that is continuous and nonlinear—
incorporating new information constantly as it
becomes available and using that information for
improvement. In the new world of digital resources,
older approaches to evidence that are highly linear or
focus exclusively on gold standard methods may not
be as useful as reflective approaches that integrate
multiple forms of evidence. This report offers an
evidence strategy framework that acknowledges that
decisions require different levels of confidence and
entail different levels of risk. When an educator has
high confidence in the fundamentals of a product
and expects that a resource can be safely used, a
rapid iterative approach to improved implementation
may be appropriate. Conversely, if confidence is low
or risk is perceived as high, different approaches to
gathering and evaluating data make more sense.
The ideas presented in this report have implications
for learning technology developers, consumers,
education researchers, policymakers, and research
funders. The Technical Working Group of researchers
and policymakers who provided input and guidance
for this evidence framework also developed a set
of recommendations for putting the framework
into action. The resulting 14 recommendations for
capitalizing on new approaches to evidence as digital
resources take center stage in education appear on
the next page. The report also includes cautionary
notes about the ethical issues that must be tackled in
handling student data.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are designed to help education stakeholders turn the ideas presented in this report into action.
Detailed explanations of each recommendation are in the Summary and Recommendations section of this report.
1. Developers of digital learning resources, education researchers, and educators should collaborate to define problems of practice
that can be addressed through digital learning and the associated kinds of evidence that can be collected to measure and
inform progress in addressing these problems.
2. Learning technology developers should use established basic research principles and learning sciences theory as the foundation
for designing and improving digital learning resources.
3. Education research funders should promote education research designs that investigate whether and how digital
learning resources teach aspects of deeper learning such as complex problem solving and promote the transfer of
learning from one context to many contexts.
4. Education researchers and developers should identify the attributes of digital learning systems and resources that make a
difference in terms of learning outcomes.
5. Users of digital learning resources should work with education researchers to implement these resources using continuous
improvement processes.
6. Purchasers of digital learning resources and those who mandate their use should seek out and use evidence of the claims made
about each resource’s capabilities, implementation, and effectiveness.
7. Interdisciplinary teams of experts in educational data mining, learning analytics, and visual analytics should collaborate to design
and implement research and evidence projects. Higher education institutions should create new interdisciplinary graduate
programs to develop data scientists who embody these same areas of expertise.
8. Funders should support creating test beds for digital learning research and development that foster rigorous, transparent, and
replicable testing of new learning resources in low-risk environments.
9. The federal government should encourage innovative approaches to the design, development, evaluation, and implementation
of digital learning systems and other resources.
10. Stakeholders who collect and maintain student data should participate in the implementation of technical processes and
legal trust agreements that permit the sharing of data electronically and securely between institutions, complying with FERPA
and other applicable data regulations and using common data standards and policies developed in coordination with the U.S.
Department of Education.
11. Institutional Review Board (IRB) documentation and approval processes for research involving digital learning systems and
resources that carry minimal risk should be streamlined to accelerate their development without compromising needed rights
and privacy protections.
12. R&D funding should be increased for studying the noncognitive aspects of 21st-century skills, namely, interpersonal skills (such
as such as communication, collaboration, and leadership) and intrapersonal skills (such as persistence and self-regulation).
13. R&D funding should promote the development and sharing of open educational resources that include assessment items that
address learning transfer.
14. The federal government and other interested agencies should fund an objective third-party organization as a source of
evidence about the usability, effectiveness, and implementation of digital learning systems and resources.
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Introduction
Education is the key to U.S. economic growth and
prosperity and the best guarantee of the promises
of the American dream. Fulfilling these aims requires
raising expectations about what students should
know and understand and embracing new strategies
for improving learning outcomes so as to increase
high school graduation rates and ensure college
and career readiness for millions of Americans.
One strategy for improving learning outcomes and
educational persistence is to apply digital technology
to teaching and learning and other issues that can
affect learning, such as lack of engagement or social
and emotional connections to school.
Technology in education is not new: experiments
using computers in the classroom date back to the
1960s. What is new is the ubiquity of sophisticated,
relatively low-cost digital technology in daily life
and work. The Web is a vast source of information,
communication, and connection opportunities
available to anyone with an Internet connection.
Most professionals and many students have a mobile
device in their pockets with more computing power
than the early supercomputers.
Technologies are being leveraged to develop engaging
and powerful learning experiences and to provide
professional tools, interactive content, and increasingly
targeted feedback. The Internet is full of resources that
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students can interact with in authentic and meaningful
ways that contribute to improved learning outcomes
(U.S. Department of Education 2010a).
Digital learning has progressed greatly, and with it
have come new opportunities and new challenges.
Realizing the full potential of digital learning requires
evolved thinking about education research and
development (R&D) and evaluation. Specifically,
realizing this potential requires:
yy d
 igital learning innovations that can be developed
and implemented quickly so every school has the
chance to adopt them;
yy c ontinuous improvement processes to improve,
adapt, and enhance these innovations as
experience is gained in using them;
yy u
 sing the vast amounts of data that sophisticated
digital learning systems collect in real time to
ask and answer questions about how individual
learners learn so the needs of every student can
be met; and
yy e
xpanded approaches to evidence gathering
for greater confidence that investments in costeffective and cost-saving technology-based
interventions are wise, capable of producing the
outcomes sought.

1

Drivers of Change
Inspired by the explosion of innovation in consumer
technology in the last decade, educational publishers
and developers are creating a wide variety of
digital learning resources for use inside and outside
classrooms, at all grade levels and for learners of
all ages. Consumers—students, teachers, parents,
higher education institutions, and K–12 schools—are
embracing learning technology in growing numbers.
The Khan Academy videos and Carl Wieman’s
simulations, for example, now have tens of millions of
users. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
OpenCourseWare initiative has spread to 60 nations
and well over 150 institutions and has produced
thousands of freely available college courses. More
than half a million lectures from tens of thousands of
courses are available on iTunes U. When an instructor
at Stanford University offered his Introduction to
Artificial Intelligence course free online—a Massive
Open Online Course (MOOC)—160,000 people from
around the world signed up (Thrun 2012). Widely
publicized, this course gave rise to a new wave of
MOOCs available through not-for-profit organizations
and institutions of higher learning.
A Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
is designed to have large-scale participation—
thousands or even hundreds of thousands of
students—and be accessible free of charge to the
public via the Internet. Higher education courses in
a wide range of subject areas can be found on the
websites of Coursera and Udacity.

Some of these new digital learning resources are
sophisticated systems capable of collecting large
amounts of fine-grained data as users interact with
them, in real time and over time, as learning is taking
place. Providers of these systems are beginning efforts
to analyze these educational data. Such efforts hold
promise for harnessing and sharing the information
2

derived to improve the systems and the learning
outcomes at all levels of education.
In addition, when educational data are combined
with data from other sources, such as community and
social services organizations that also serve children
and youths, the opportunity arises to gain broader
insight into students’ lives, including factors outside
school that can affect educational outcomes. These
combined datasets can be used to solve problems that
require communitywide supports, such as improving
high school graduation rates.

Big Data in Education
The term that industry has coined to describe such large
amounts of fine-grained data is big data. Big data
denotes datasets that are large, complex, and difficult to
store, search, share, analyze, and visualize using
commonly available analytical tools and methods. But
the term is more than just an indication of quantity and
complexity. It also indicates the value of the information
that can be derived by analyzing large datasets.

Big data is a term used to describe a dataset
or collection of datasets so large and complex that
standard data management tools have difficulty
performing analyses and other tasks such as
capturing, storing, searching, sharing, and visualizing
information. Big data is often impossible to analyze
on a single computer, requiring multiple servers
running in parallel.

Depending on the goal, analyzing one large dataset
can produce more accurate and actionable results
than analyzing the same amount of data in smaller
datasets. Examples include the ability to determine
real-time traffic conditions to alert commuters to
hazards or recommend faster routes, spot and act on
global economic trends before a crisis occurs, and
track the path of a disease and intervene to curb its
spread before it becomes epidemic.
Expanding Evidence Approaches for Learning in a Digital World

Viewed from this perspective, big data presents an
opportunity for professionals in all fields to find new
insights and answer questions that were previously
beyond their reach.
Educators are just starting to appreciate the full potential
of big data. For example, big data can be analyzed to
create a picture of an individual learner’s course of
learning, not just the level of proficiency attained but
the way the learner allocated his or her time and used
system resources to attain that proficiency. It can also
provide portraits of different learner types in a particular
classroom or school or at a district, state, national, and
even global level. Shared with individual learners, such
findings can enhance their understanding of how they
learn and where and how they could most profitably
spend additional study time.
The findings can give educators insight into the
concepts students struggle with and individual
student differences. Detailed information about
variation across learners can be used to create
alternative learning paths and supports that lead to
more personalized learning, defined as instructional
methods and pace tailored to the needs, preferences,
and interests of different learners (U.S. Department of
Education 2010a). Education researchers can use big
data to test the applicability of principles of instruction
derived from laboratory-based learning research in
new, more authentic contexts and with more learners
than ever before.
To help further understanding of how big data
could be used to improve learning outcomes and
the U.S. education system, new analytical disciplines
and areas of expertise are evolving. For example,
educational data mining combines conventional and
new learning analytics in ways that make them useful
for big data. A new type of professional is emerging
as well, the educational data scientist. Lacking enough
formally trained educational data scientists today, the
education community is drawing on the expertise of
interdisciplinary teams that often include analytics
professionals from such fields as financial services or
health care to fill the void.
Expanding Evidence Approaches for Learning in a Digital World

New Players Bring New
Perspectives
The growing availability and adoption of sophisticated
digital learning systems are changing the nature
of learning resources and who develops them, in
addition to redrawing familiar development and
distribution models.
For example, technology developers from disciplines
other than education, such as search, gaming, mobile,
and social technologies, are imagining and developing
new digital learning resources that compete with printbased textbooks and other learning materials. They
are working on tools for creating digital portfolios of
students’ work and gathering evidence of their
competency attainments; establishing online
repositories and communities for seeking and offering
assistance with course content; creating games that
engage players as they learn mathematics, science, and
other subjects; and producing tools for building more
authentic, engaging assessments. All these innovations
are reaching wide audiences because of the power and
low cost of the Internet as a distribution channel.

Educational data mining (EDM) professionals develop methods and apply techniques
from statistics, machine learning, and computer
science to analyze data collected during teaching
and learning. EDM can be used to test learning
theories and inform educational practice.

Many of these developers are new to the education
market and bring a fresh enthusiasm, energy, and
creativity to digital learning. They also bring R&D and
evidence approaches and practices that are different from
those of the established academic and government
R&D communities. These should be considered in the
effort to create innovative learning resources more
rapidly and to expand the evidence approaches used
to make decisions about which resources to adopt and
how to improve them over time.
3

Opportunity for Expanded
Approaches to Evidence
The most widely accepted model today for
determining the impact of a learning resource or
intervention consists of three stages of research: small
investigations testing the principles behind a resource
or intervention, somewhat larger studies testing its
efficacy under ideal conditions, and effectiveness
studies—large-scale multisite randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) that test how the intervention works in
the real world. Positive findings from each R&D stage
are generally a prerequisite for the next.
Many academic and government education research
communities consider the experimental design used
in the latter two stages of the research model the
only legitimate method of providing solid evidence
of impact. This is largely because the experimental
design involves randomly assigning study participants
to test and control groups, enabling researchers to
eliminate other possible explanations for observed
effects. Researchers can thus conclude that the effects
were caused by the intervention being tested.
Using this three-stage research model, the maturity
of a learning resource, the scope at which it has been
implemented, and the evidence of its impact grow
together over time. Investigators commonly go
through several rounds of small-scale studies over
several years before concluding that a resource is
ready for large-scale implementation and impact
testing in an effectiveness study.
Using an experimental model has the advantage of
being able to establish a causal relationship between
a practice or intervention and a learning outcome.
The problem with applying it to digital learning
resources, however, is that technology evolves at
lightning speed. Developers cannot wait years to
find out whether their products are effective: Most
products would be obsolete long before the studies
were completed. Similarly, education decision-makers
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must make decisions today about whether and how
to implement digital learning resources; they also
cannot wait years for the results of a study.
A randomized controlled trial (RCT) is a type
of scientific experimental design. It is characterized
by random assignment of study participants to a
treatment group that receives the intervention being
studied or a control group that experiences business
as usual. If the only difference between participants
in the two groups is whether or not they receive the
treatment, any difference between the groups after
treatment can be attributed to the treatment. RCTs
are useful for ruling out competing explanations for
observed effects of a given treatment.
The goal of an efficacy study is to test whether an
intervention can produce a desired effect under
ideal conditions.
The goal of an effectiveness study is to determine
whether or not a desired effect can be produced in a
range of real-world conditions.

In learning environments powered by technology,
there is both the need and the opportunity to create
more and more timely guidance for developing,
purchasing, and using digital learning resources. An
important factor in leveraging this opportunity is
accepting that the strongest level of causal evidence
is not necessary for every learning resource decision.
Moreover, there is a trade-off between having
enough past use of a digital learning resource to
have generated strong evidence of effectiveness
and the extent to which the intervention is new and
potentially transformational. If an idea has never been
tried, justifying a high confidence that it will produce
positive outcomes will be difficult. Yet if digital
learning resources are implemented only when
confidence levels are high, technology innovation
may never occur in education.
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Learning from Industry
To introduce innovations to users in a timely way
in the commercial world, industry has evolved an
R&D model in which an early-stage innovation—“a
minimally viable product” (Ries 2011)—is launched
and used on a massive scale, with data collection and
analysis occurring simultaneously with widespread
adoption rather than before.
The minimally viable product model involves
specifying a product, building out its core idea and
enough of its features to be useful, and deploying it to
see how users react. As users engage with it, the
product collects massive amounts of data about user
interactions, which are then analyzed for insights into
how to continuously refine and improve the product.
This model transforms R&D into an iterative process
with rapid design cycles and built-in feedback loops
as opposed to a linear process with stages.

A minimally viable product (MVP) is not a
minimal product but rather a model or strategy
for accelerating the development of a product to
shorten time to market. It is an iterative process of
idea generation, prototyping, presentation, data
collection, analysis, and learning. After launch at an
early stage, an MVP is iterated to refine and improve it
over time, based on user feedback.

This model has advantages when used to develop
digital learning resources. When a resource is intended
for use as part of formal education, however, educators
and developers must be concerned with more than
what learners do when using the product. They must
also consider whether the learning demonstrated inside
the product can be also observed in learners’ actions
outside the product—for example, in an independent
performance assessment or in performing some new
task requiring the same understanding or skill. This is
necessary because while a student may demonstrate
what appears to be understanding of fractions in a digital
game, the student may not necessarily demonstrate
that understanding in another situation. The ability to
transfer what one has learned is a challenge in digital
learning just as it is in face-to-face learning.
Educators and developers also need to be concerned
about disentangling the multiple potential sources
of observed learning differences. If the best math
teachers gravitate toward a new technology-based
resource for instruction, the strong performance
of their students is not necessarily caused by that
new resource but instead may be the result of the
teachers’ skills. To determine whether it enhances
student outcomes, a digital learning system must be
subjected to research designs in which outcome data
are collected outside the system or in which other
variables related to student learning, such as teacher
skills, are carefully controlled.

When used to develop digital learning resources, this
model severs the link between the maturity of an
innovation and the scale at which it can be implemented
and studied. The model frees early-stage digital
products from having to be kept small scale. Because
data collection can be embedded in the technology and
data analysis can be partially automated, researchers
can handle much larger datasets than was possible in
the past. This enables them to ask and answer more and
different types of questions about learning outcomes
and how to improve the product.
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Importance of Privacy Policy
and Legal Issues
Educators and developers must also treat student
data with appropriate caution. Several privacy policy
and legal issues arise when educators, administrators,
and researchers collect, store, analyze, and possibly
release student data to third parties for data mining
and analysis. The Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) requires that parents and eligible
students (i.e., students who have reached 18 years
old or attending a postsecondary institution at any
age) provide written consent before an educational
agency or institution discloses personally identifiable
information from students’ education records. There
are several exceptions to FERPA’s general consent rule
that permit schools to disclose personally identifiable
information from education records, such as for
certain studies that are conducted for, or on behalf
of, the school. Additionally, FERPA does not apply to
student data that has been properly de-identified. In
this regard, the educational agency or institution or
other party must make a reasonable determination
that a student’s identity is not personally identifiable
because of unique patterns of information about
that student, whether through single or multiple
releases, and taking into account other reasonably
available information. (More information can be
found on the U.S. Department of Education’s Family
Policy Compliance Office website, www2.ed.gov/
policy/gen/guid/fpco/.) A full discussion of privacy
and confidentiality is beyond the scope of this
report, but new resources are available that address
data management for education and research.
These include the technical brief series from the
Department’s National Center for Educational
Statistics (U.S. Department of Education 2010b). In
addition, recent guidance on FERPA has helped clarify
how institutions may use detailed and longitudinal
student data for research, accountability, and school
improvement under certain conditions.
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One approach is to work at an agency level to
examine aggregate patterns in data rather than
individual-level data, as happens within projects of
the YDA (Youth Data Archive, featured in a sidebar
in Chapter 3). Working with a district and other
partners, YDA gathers individual-level identified
information from different agencies and reports back
aggregate analyses (without personally identifying
information) to participating agencies. Projects in
the YDA have made use of linked datasets to explore
such questions as whether youths in foster care face
especially difficult challenges in school compared
with similar youths not in care or what pathways
from high school to local colleges and community
colleges yield greater success for various kinds of
students. Another option is to use anonymized
versions of datasets with individual-level data. Such
datasets can be analyzed to help researchers and
educational systems understand better how student
difficulties in school are linked to problems outside
school. Analyses of these data may also help identify
protective factors that help keep students engaged
and in school.

Institutional Review Boards
Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), as the only formal
mechanism for overseeing human subjects research
in the United States, have an important role in
protecting students, teachers and others against
unnecessary risks in research when they participate
in education research, including risks to individual
rights of privacy. Some IRB reviews become timeconsuming and costly. And research that does not
involve funding from a Common Rule agency, such as
research conducted by commercial developers, is not
covered by the regulation unless the entity engaged
in research has opted to apply the protections to all of
their human subjects research. 1
1 It is important to note that researchers whose work is reviewed by
an IRB must also comply with FERPA and the Protection of Pupil Rights
Amendment (PPRA) when the research pertains to an educational
agency or institution subject to FERPA. This means that consent may be
required even if the IRB states that consent is not necessary.
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Many educational research risks involve disclosure
of information from student records, either directly
or through linkage with external data. In July 2011
the federal government issued an Advanced Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) that invited
comment on possible changes to the Common Rule
for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research (45
CFR 46) that sought to streamline the review process
without compromising needed protections. Among
the changes considered is elimination of prospective
review of minimal risk research, with staff review
of a certification that the research organization
conducting the research had established data
safeguards to protect the data from unwarranted
disclosures.2 Over 1,000 public comments were
received, including from professional associations
such as the American Consortium of Social Science
Associations (COSSA). Consideration of the proposed
changes is ongoing.

Commitment to Transparency
In the use of big data in education, ensuring privacy is
of tantamount importance—and so is a commitment
to transparency. The methods and sources used in
collecting evidence about the effectiveness and
implementation of digital learning resources should be
shared. The value of claims of alignment with standards
cannot be judged without knowing the qualifications
of the people who performed the alignment and the
process they used, for example. Similarly, the credibility
of a claim that experimental evidence demonstrates
the effectiveness of a technology hinges on details
of the experiment’s design and implementation
(for example, the way students or classrooms were
sampled and assigned to treatment or control groups,
the rate of attrition from the two conditions, and the
way student learning was measured).
2 Specifically, the ANPRM proposed to reduce or eliminate IRB review of
research that imposes only risks to privacy, which the U.S. Department of
Education finds is the greatest risk to participants in education research.
Instead, research involving primarily privacy risks would involve staff
review of a certification that the research organization conducting
the research had established data safeguards to protect the data from
unwarranted disclosures.
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Although not all education stakeholders are research
methods experts, making this kind of information
public increases the probability that it will be reviewed
and commented on by experts in much the same way
that reviewers tag Wikipedia entries when they see
the need for greater documentation or objectivity.

The Role of Continuous
Improvement
The underlying principle of continuous improvement is that a product or process is unlikely to be
improved unless its intended outcomes can be
defined and measured.
The continuous improvement process starts with
identifying desired outcomes and entails collecting
data on both the processes being put in place and
their outcomes, interpreting those data to identify
potential areas of improvement, and then trying
out the revised process, collecting more data, and
repeating the analysis, reflection, and refinement
stages. It also involves getting a handle on costs so
the ratio of outcomes to costs can be tracked over
time.
Regardless of the specific tools used or the names
applied to the stages of inquiry, continuous
improvement processes all involve:
yy collaborative inquiry,
yy c ollecting empirical data about processes and
outcomes, and
yy u
 sing insights gained from data to design
improvements.
Technology developers with their roots in industry
(which has embraced continuous improvement
through such programs as Six Sigma, Kaizen,
Lean, and other variations) believe that if they use
processes and technologies that enable completing
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improvement cycles more rapidly, they can create
dramatic improvements more quickly (Carlson and
Wilmot 2006).
Tony Bryk, president of the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching, views rapid cycles
of modification, analysis of results, and redesign as
key to producing dramatic change while reducing
risk (Bryk 2011). An alternative point of view is that
continuous improvement processes can get in the
way of innovation and must be put aside to create
innovations that disrupt the status quo. Regardless of
these different points of view and other influences, the
adoption of continuous improvement in education
has been slow. This must change for education to
benefit from new R&D approaches.

Building on Past Calls
for Evidence
Efforts to produce evidence of the impact of learning
resources are not new and not limited to digital
learning resources. At the federal level, a focus on
results dates to the passage of the Government
Performance and Results Act and the establishment of
the independent Coalition for Evidence-based Policy
in the early 1990s.
The No Child Left Behind Act, passed in 2001, included
the expectation that the increased accountability
for the educational performance of all student
subgroups that the law imposed would provide
incentives to pay more attention to research on the
effectiveness of educational practices. The need to
report proficiency levels for student subgroups has
led district, state, and federal education agencies to
make substantial investments in student learning
data systems with statewide student identifiers and
information on students’ demographic characteristics,
achievement test scores, teachers, and grades (Data
Quality Campaign 2012). For the last six years, the U.S.
Department of Education has been funding states to
develop such student learning data systems.
8

Education researchers are finding that the ability to
examine student achievement data longitudinally makes
it possible to investigate questions that had previously
been very difficult to study, such as the long-term impact
of having a poor teacher in a given grade. But there is
a disconnect between what these systems can tell the
researchers and what they most need to know. State
and district data are collections of data on dependent
variables—the outputs or effects—with little data on
most of the independent variables that school systems
can control—the inputs or causes.
Thus, most education data systems lack information
on the nature of each student’s learning experiences.
Education researchers and education leaders want
data that will help them go far beyond documenting
whether significant gains in achievement test
performance occurred to understanding how to
better support learning for different kinds of learners
and to identify the conditions under which particular
curricula and programs are successful. Combining
the data in these data systems with data from other
sources will help fulfill this need.

Implications for Education
Stakeholders and the Purpose
of This Report
Various stakeholders in the education community
have different perspectives and needs, but all share an
interest in understanding how to use data, information,
and evidence to address specific challenges in the U.S.
education system. The opportunities created by digital
learning resources and the data they produce have
important implications for each stakeholder group:
yy Education researchers must decide how to
expand their approaches to R&D and evidence to
reflect changing needs and opportunities created
by technology and data.
yy D
 evelopers of digital learning resources must
decide how to integrate established basic
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research principles and learning sciences theory
into their products.
yy Education leaders, students, and their families
must choose which of these resources to invest in.
yy Teachers must decide how digital learning
resources can support each and every student’s
learning progression.
yy Funders and policymakers must determine
appropriate criteria for their funding programs
to leverage the opportunities offered by digital
learning resources.
yy Stakeholders at all levels must become both
digitally and data literate in ways that are
appropriate to their roles.
To address these implications, this report combines
the views of education researchers, technology
developers, educators, and researchers in emerging
fields such as educational data mining and
technology-supported evidence-centered design to
present an expanded view of evidence approaches.
These approaches can be used individually or in
combination to design education research and gather
and analyze evidence made possible by the vast
amounts of data generated as teachers and students
use digital learning systems.
The evidence approaches are introduced and explained
in five chapters, each addressing a specific education
challenge. Neither the approaches nor the challenges
selected to illustrate them are meant to be exhaustive.
The chapters and the challenges they address are:

Chapter 1: Making Sure Learning Resources
Promote Deeper Learning
Digital learning can help meet new and more
demanding expectations about what students need
to learn. What can be done to ensure that technologybased resources and interventions are up to the task?
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Chapter 2: Building Adaptive Learning Systems
That Support Personalized Learning
Advances in technology-based learning systems
enable customized strategies and content. How can
the learning data that these systems collect be used
to improve the systems’ ability to adapt to different
learners as they learn?

Chapter 3: Combining Data to Create Support
Systems More Responsive to Student Needs
Young people learn and develop in a wide range of
settings. How can data better be used to help support
the full range of student needs and interests—both
inside and outside schools and classrooms—to
improve learning outcomes?

Chapter 4: Improving the Content and Process of
Assessment with Technology
Digital learning systems can collect data on important
qualities not captured by achievement tests. How can
educators use the systems to measure more of what
matters in a way that is useful for instruction?

Chapter 5: Finding Appropriate Learning
Resources and Making Informed Choices
Selecting the right learning resources and materials
is critical in achieving desired learning outcomes.
What better supports do educators need as they
make decisions about which digital learning
resources to adopt?
In addition, these chapters highlight six evidence
approaches with great potential and on which
headway is already being made:
1. Educational data mining and learning analytics
applied to data gathered from digital learning
systems implemented at scale
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2. Rapid A/B testing conducted with large numbers
of users within digital learning systems
3. Design-based implementation research
supported by data gathered from digital
learning systems
4. Large datasets of different types from multiple
sources, combined and shared across projects
and organizations
5. Technology-supported evidence-centered design
of measures of student learning
6. Data gathered from users of resources about a
learning resource, how users have used it and
their experiences using it.

An Evidence Framework
This report concludes with an evidence reference
guide and an evidence strategy framework designed
to support evidence-based decision-making and
recommendations that can help accelerate progress
in leveraging digital learning resources and data to
expand evidence approaches.
yy T he Evidence Reference Guide summarizes the
six evidence approaches highlighted in this report
as well as other evidence approaches widely used
in education today. The Reference Guide includes
the kinds of questions all the evidence approaches
can help answer, the types of evidence that each
can generate, and suggested uses.
yy T he Evidence Strategy Framework can
be used once a learning resource has been
selected to make decisions about appropriate
evidence approaches to use in conjunction
with implementing the learning resource.
The Evidence Strategy Framework does not
assume a linear staged model of R&D, which ties
investment in collecting evidence of impact to
product maturity and widespread use. Rather, it
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suggests that gathering evidence is an ongoing
process that extends beyond development
and implementation of a learning resource
depending on the factors of confidence in the
improvement potential of the learning resource
and its implementation risk.
Together, the evidence reference guide and evidence
strategy framework provide actionable information
about a wide array of resources and interventions,
including the development and continuous
improvement of digital learning resources and the
incorporation of insights based on data from digital
learning systems into education more broadly. The
evidence framework is intended to help education
stakeholders implement a process of planning,
creating, choosing, and combining appropriate
evidence-gathering approaches that could be useful
under different circumstances.

Now Is the Time
The need for expanded approaches to evidence that
take advantage of and solve challenges created by
digital learning resources is not new. What is new is
the increased number and sophistication of digital
learning resources and the vast amounts of data those
systems generate while in use. Also new is the rapid
rate of consumer adoption of these resources. These
developments provide the opportunity to ask and
answer these essential questions: What is appropriate
evidence under which circumstances? How do we
obtain it? How do we use it?
There is much work to do and much that education
stakeholders can learn from each other to make the
most of these new opportunities. Given the pace of
innovation and adoption in digital learning, the time
to act is now.
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Chapter 1:
Making Sure Learning
Resources Promote Deeper Learning
Digital learning can help meet new and more demanding expectations about what
students need to learn. What can be done to ensure that technology-based resources and
interventions are up to the task?
Expectations for what all students should be able to
understand and do are rising. In a global economy
that demands innovation, people need the ability
to transfer what they have learned to similar but
different situations. Therefore, students today need
to acquire critical thinking, problem solving, and
communication competencies at levels that were
expected of only the most highly educated students
in past generations (Pellegrino and Hilton 2012).

of Columbia, and three territories, the standards
encompass basic skills while raising the bar on
expectations for what students need to learn to be
prepared for life and work in a changing world.

Recent developments that recognize the importance
of these competencies are the state-led development
of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and the
Framework for K–12 Science Education from the
National Research Council (NRC).

In addition to the basic skills that have long been
part of education standards, the CCSS for language
arts require that students be able to “perform the
critical reading necessary to pick carefully through
the staggering amount of information available
today in print and digitally.” Similarly, the CCSS for
mathematics stress the importance of such practices
as “making sense of problems” and “constructing
explanations” that students will need to be able to
transfer learning to a range of content and situations.

The CCSS initiative arose from a partnership
between the Council of Chief State School Officers
and the National Governors Association to provide
a consistent, clear understanding of what students
are expected to learn in K–12 English language arts
and mathematics. Adopted by 45 states, the District

The NRC Framework for K–12 Science Education
identifies the key scientific ideas and practices all
students should learn by the end of high school and
calls for significant improvements in how science is
taught. The overarching goal of the framework is to
ensure that by the end of 12th grade, all students
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have an appreciation of science, the ability to discuss
and think critically about science-related issues, and
the skills to pursue further education and careers in
science or engineering.
These new standards were crafted to reflect “deeper
learning,” defined by the Hewlett Foundation as
the ability to acquire, apply, and expand academic
content knowledge and also to think critically and
solve complex problems, communicate effectively,
work collaboratively, and learn how to learn. The latter
aspects of deeper learning echo the business and
research communities’ call for “21st-century skills”—
skills such as the ability to solve problems, innovate,
and collaborate effectively as members of diverse,
often geographically distributed teams. These skills
include not only cognitive components, but also
noncognitive attributes such as grit, tenacity, and
perseverance (U.S. Department of Education 2013).
Print-based learning materials (textbooks and
worksheets), which dominated U.S. classrooms in the
past, were not designed for this kind of learning. Now,
a new generation of learning resources, many of them
technology based, is being developed to address
these more demanding standards. The quality of the
resources associated with the new standards will be
a major factor in determining what and how much is
learned.

New Opportunities Provided by
Technology
Technology provides opportunities for educators,
educational publishers, and developers to address
these new standards with high-quality learning
resources. In addition, practices with a long
history in commercial technology research and
development can be brought to bear in developing
these new digital learning resources. When applied
to learning materials, these design, development,
and improvement practices can generate evidence
of both usability and effectiveness. Instead of
having a linear approach, industry research and
development processes are based on multiple cycles
of rapid development and testing of effectiveness
with constant feedback for redesign and further
refinement. These processes promote both
innovation and continuous improvement.3 Given the
challenge of designing resources for demanding new
learning standards, developers of learning systems
and resources, education researchers, and educators
will need to work together with a commitment to
producing better quality, more effective learning
resources that support both basic skills and deeper
learning.
These efforts can be aided by the data generated
when students interact with digital learning systems.
As students work, learning systems can capture
micro-level data on their problem-solving sequences,
knowledge, and strategy use, including each student’s
selections or inputs, the number of attempts a
student makes, the number of hints and feedback
given, and the time allocated across each part of the
problem (U.S. Department of Education 2010a). These
data can be used to inform rapid cycles of testing
and refinement, provided that developers have the
expertise to interpret them.
3 Over the years, some curriculum and materials that are not technology
based, such as Success for All and America’s Choice, have used this
iterative improvement principle, although at a far slower pace than is
possible with digital learning systems.
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Another advantage of digital learning systems is
that they can be revised repeatedly, quickly, and
economically. With the Internet as the hosting and
delivery system, very little cost is associated with
distributing updates and enhancements to users.
Digital learning resources can thus be rolled out in
more flexible ways, their effectiveness tested with
existing users, and revisions made while the system is
being used operationally.
The last five years have been a time of unprecedented
interest in education by technology developers and
venture capitalists. This interest is fueled by several
factors: the availability of more powerful computers,
advances in software and cloud computing,
philanthropic and social business goals, and the
belief that common standards could bring greater
coherence to the education market. As a result, startup companies and individuals are developing digital
learning resources at a rapid pace. These new entrants
in the education market bring an entrepreneurial
vision driven by a desire to solve big problems quickly,
venture funding, advanced programming skills,
and cutting-edge data mining and analytics to the
development of learning resources, opening the door
to expanded approaches for gathering evidence.

Expanded Approaches for
Gathering Evidence
For some years now, technology developers from
industries other than education have been releasing
products to users as soon as possible and then
collecting and using data from the users to determine
consumer preferences. Technology developers amass
a large user base so they can collect and learn from
data about how users respond to their product. In the
commercial world, this approach can lead to faster
development of better products at a lower cost.
This approach is now being extended to learning
systems, with networks of teachers and/or curriculum
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experts providing ongoing reviews and analyses as
learning system development progresses.

Educational Data Mining
As discussed, one advantage of digital learning
systems is that they can collect very large amounts of
data (big data) from many users quickly. As a result, they
permit the use of multivariate analytic approaches
(analyses of more than one statistical variable at a
time) early in the life cycle of an innovation. But big
data requires new forms of modeling for data that
are highly interdependent (Dai 2011). Accordingly,
the emerging field of educational data mining is
being combined with learning analytics to apply
sophisticated statistical models and machine learning
techniques from such fields as finance and marketing
(U.S. Department of Education 2012a).
The need for new techniques for mining data also is
giving rise to a new type of professional: the learning
data scientist. The field of data science emerged in the
last few years, in parallel with the growth of big data.
Data scientists, whose formal training may draw on
computer science, modeling, statistics, analytics, and
math, were first employed in marketing and finance
but now have a place in education. Good learning
data scientists are capable of both structuring data to
answer questions and applying learning principles to
select the right questions to study.
One of the key challenges of educational data mining is
determining how best to parse learning interactions into
right-sized components for analysis (Siemens and Baker
2012). Once the components are defined and identified,
analysts can explore the records of learning interactions
to find interesting patterns and relationships.
Educational data mining includes both bottom-up
techniques, in which analysts look for interesting
patterns in the data and then try to interpret them,
and top-down approaches, with data collection and
analysis shaped by a driving question or hypothesis.
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Some practitioners advocate the former approach
because of its ability to yield unexpected insights,
but others stress the increased efficiency and
interpretability of planned data collection and
analyses. Most practitioners are coming to see the
value of combining the two approaches.
Top-down approaches can be found in the work of
both technology developers in industry and education
researchers, but the two groups differ in that education
researchers are more likely to be guided by concepts
drawn from basic learning theory and research. In
developing and studying learning technologies,
education researchers often have the dual goals of
creating an effective learning product and testing the
applicability of a basic learning principle. Moreover, in
the absence of existing empirical evidence about the
effectiveness of different instructional design options,
learning theory provides guidance that can increase
the likelihood of making good design choices.
Learning theory is also important in the initial design
of a learning technology. Without a basis in learning
theory design principles, observing what students do
as they move through an online curriculum is unlikely
to reveal much about how to optimize learning for
all students. The goal is not to find optimal pathways
through bad content, but rather to design better
content. The best way to achieve that initially is to
draw on the extensive body of findings from learning
science. Once content is improved, new technologyenabled data collection and analysis can be used
both to improve the online curriculum and to test
hypotheses about learning system design that extend
existing research.

Uses of Evidence from
Educational Data Mining
Educational data mining can address the question
of how to refine a learning system or other type of
learning resource and can provide the practitioner or
researcher with information about learner behavior,
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achievement, and progression. It is less well suited to
investigating the causal case for the effectiveness of
a resource or intervention as a whole. However, even
resources with causal evidence of effectiveness in
particular settings often fail to have the same impact
when applied elsewhere (Cronbach and Snow 1977).
This is because education is a complex system, and
any new intervention is likely to interact with different
system components in a new setting in unforeseen
and sometimes less effective ways. The ideal would be
to have experimental tests of an intervention’s impact
in all the settings where it would be expected to be
used. Such large-scale experiments are expensive and
time consuming, however, so they are rarely done.
(For an exception, see the sidebar Scaling SimCalc and
Testing the Generalizability of Measured Impacts.)
There are two possible responses to this challenge.
One is to try to create an intervention that works
everywhere because all possible constraints of
setting have been foreseen and accommodated. The
other is to expect that an intervention will be used
in somewhat different ways in different settings,
possibly with different outcomes.

Rapid Random-Assignment Experiments
Another advantage of digital learning systems is that
they provide an opportunity to conduct controlled
random-assignment experiments (Shadish and
Cook 2009) much more rapidly than was previously
possible.
The purpose of randomly assigning study participants
is to create two or more equivalent groups whose
results can be compared. In randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) in education, learners are randomly
assigned to very different treatments or to an
experimental treatment and a business-as-usual
condition. For example, an RCT might involve one
group of students taking an online algebra course
and another group of students receiving face-to-face
algebra instruction at school.
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Scaling SimCalc and Testing the
Generalizability of Measured Impacts
SimCalc MathWorlds® software has students create and analyze graphs that control animations of everyday experiences
and things, such as a soccer game or a fish tank. Instruction is organized around having students make predictions, test
those predictions using the software, and explain departures from their predicted outcomes, all supported by multiple
representations (graphs, tables, equations, and animations). The mathematician Jim Kaput began SimCalc development at
the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth in the 1990s, and a number of small-scale studies had suggested that it could
help low-income middle-schoolers acquire the rate-of-change concepts that form the basis for calculus. Jeremy Roschelle
and his colleagues at SRI International posed the question of whether SimCalc could be effective at scale—that is, whether
a large sample of typical teachers could implement SimCalc successfully—and whether positive effects would occur across
variations in students, teachers, and settings.
Funding from an Interagency Educational Research Initiative grant supported a five-year test of this hypothesis in Texas. For
this experiment, SimCalc was configured as a three-week software, curriculum, and teacher professional development package
on the concepts of proportionality and rate of change. Random-assignment experiments were conducted with seventh- and
eighth-grade teachers and their students. In all, the Scaling SimCalc Study involved over 150 teachers from 73 Texas schools.
The research found that teachers assigned to the SimCalc condition spent more time teaching advanced math topics and that
their students learned more, as measured by a carefully designed test of the proportionality, ratio, and rate-of-change concepts.
Randomly assigning classrooms to treatment and control conditions permits attributing observed differences to the
treatment (that is, ensures internal validity), but it does not guarantee that the results are relevant to other classrooms
(external validity). Educational researchers rarely discuss external validity, which is an important issue when the effect of an
intervention varies and the sample participating in the experiment was not selected at random (as is nearly always the case).
Although the SimCalc research team had taken pains to recruit teachers for their study from all areas of Texas, they realized
that they had not necessarily captured every kind of school context and student in the state. They worked with Larry Hedges
and Elizabeth Tipton from Northwestern University to analyze the generalizability of the Texas results.
Hedges and Tipton had developed a method for quantifying a study’s external validity that can be applied when good
information on the characteristics of the population of interest is available. Their model estimates the proportion of a
population to which research findings based on a sample can be generalized. Hedges and Tipton used information on the
characteristics of the students and schools in the state of Texas as a whole and in the SimCalc study, along with propensity
score matching (Rubin 1997). The images below show the results of their analysis: The SimCalc results from the research sites
(left) are sufficient to generalize to the great majority of the Texas school population (right).
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In the software industry, a random-assignment
experiment known as A/B testing is used to isolate
variables by comparing two different versions of the
same product or system (version A and version B) by
randomly assigning users to one or the other version.
One version of an online algebra course might
have design feature A, for example, and the other
would have design feature B, but the versions would
otherwise be identical.
A/B testing allows for systematic comparison
of particular features of an online system for design
decisions. Two randomly assigned groups of users
are given versions of the system that vary only in a
defined way: One version has design feature A, and
the other has design feature B, but the versions are
otherwise identical. Researchers can then compare the
experiences and outcomes of the two groups of users.

Historically, A/B testing has been used for market
research, such as for comparing the sales or clickthrough results of two user interface designs or
two versions of an advertisement. But increasingly
it is being applied to digital learning research and
development. The emergence of online learning
resources that attract many users is making possible
rapid collection of input on a scale that produces
statistically significant results and comparison of
relative outcomes from multiple versions during
a short period. (For information about a project of
this type, see the sidebar Applying Multiple Forms of
Evidence to Improve the Geometry Cognitive Tutor.)

In contrast, in an A/B test of two versions of a
free online game for high-schoolers, researchers
may make the game available to anyone who
finds it online, with the result that they do not
know anything about the characteristics of the
players—their age, previous gaming experience,
math concept knowledge, and so on. Developers of
digital learning systems may not ask their users to
provide any information about themselves because
they do not want to discourage potential users with
a sign-in process. In addition, they argue that the
larger the pool of users, the less the importance of
specific users’ characteristics. The Khan Academy,
for example, reports that it attracts enough users
to run an adequately powered A/B test in a matter
of hours, and typically it does so without collecting
user information. (See the sidebar on A/B Testing
and Rapid Improvement Cycles at the Khan Academy.)
In A/B tests involving smaller groups of students,
characteristics and prior achievement matter more,
but rapid RCTs are still possible. At the Center for
Advanced Technology in Schools at the University
of California, Los Angeles, for instance, researchers
ran 20 RCTs over an 18-month period to test various
theory-driven hypotheses about learning game
design. (See the sidebar A/B Testing Using Samples
with Known Characteristics.)

Sometimes A/B tests are conducted with a well-defined
population of interest and sample participants who
represent that population, as in the Geometry Cognitive
Tutor example. For example, a study might assign all the
eighth-grade algebra students in five school districts to
take one of two forms of online eighth-grade algebra
instruction with the goal of generalizing to eighthgraders in districts like the participating five.
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Applying Multiple Forms of Evidence to
Improve the Geometry Cognitive Tutor
This example illustrates the application of psychological principles to software design, design research, and A/B testing;
subsequent commercial software development; and data mining to determine the effect of product refinement on the
commercial software.
The Geometry Cognitive Tutor from Carnegie Learning has a number of exercises requiring students to calculate angle
measures within a diagram using their knowledge of geometric theorems. In earlier versions of the program, the diagram
was a static element. Students looked for angle relationships in it and entered angle values, along with the theorems
leading to those values, in a table separate from the diagram (Aleven and Koedinger 2002).
Butcher and Aleven (2008) recognized that presenting the table and the diagram separately appeared to impose
an additional, extraneous cognitive load on students, perhaps resulting in suboptimal learning. The underlying
psychological principles have been described as the split-attention effect (Kalyuga, Chandler, and Sweller 1999) and
the contiguity principle (Mayer 1989). Butcher and Aleven conducted a series of design experiments applying these
principles to the software. The result was a new version incorporating an interactive diagram in which the students
entered calculated angles (and reasons for the calculations) directly in the diagram.
Butcher and Aleven used an A/B test to compare student performance between the “table interaction” and “diagram
interaction” versions of the Geometry Cognitive Tutor. Tests immediately after use of the software favored the diagram
interaction version but only for transfer items (which asked whether a particular angle could be calculated from the
diagram, a kind of question that was not included in any of the tutored exercises). Delayed posttests indicated that
students using the diagram interaction version better retained their knowledge of how to use geometric theorems to
figure out angle values.
After the results of the A/B test were known, Carnegie Learning implemented the interactive diagram version of the
Geometry Cognitive Tutor. Although the commercial version differed in some ways from the exact implementation that
Butcher and Aleven had used in their research, Carnegie Learning attempted to preserve the educationally important
aspects of the new design. Hausmann and Vuong (2012) compared data from students using the commercial table
interaction version of the Geometry Cognitive Tutor and from those using the diagram interaction version. They found
that students using the diagram interaction version were able to reach mastery in a shorter time than those using the
table interaction version. The advantage was particularly strong for difficult steps in the problem.
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A/B Testing and Rapid Improvement Cycles
at the Khan Academy
The Khan Academy has grown from a collection of a few hundred YouTube videos on a range of math problem types
created by Sal Khan himself to a digital learning system incorporating more than 3,000 videos and 300 problem sets
geared to K–12 mathematics topics.
For each problem set, the Khan Academy system logs the number of attempts a user makes for each problem, the content
of each answer, whether the answer was correct or not, and whether the system judged that the user had mastered the skill
the problem set addressed. For each video, the system keeps track of the segment being used, the time when the user’s
viewing started and ended, and any pauses or rewinding.
As an organization, Khan Academy combines technology research and development approaches with Wall Street-style
financial analysis. Its Dean of Analytics, Jace Kohlmeier, was previously a trading systems developer at a hedge fund.
Khan Academy’s open-source A/B testing framework enables the organization to randomly assign users to one of two or
more versions of the software with one line of code. Developers can determine what percentage of their users they want
to receive the experimental version, and a dashboard charts user statistics from the two treatment groups in real time.
Because Khan Academy has about 50,000 active exercise users doing several million problems each day, developers can
accrue statistically significant data very quickly. For something with a large impact, Kohlmeier reported they can collect
results in an hour (because large effects can be detected with small samples). But many of the Khan Academy’s experiments
involve changes with smaller effects and hence take longer. In addition, the organization likes to run experiments for a week
or so because of user flow cycles; more adult and self-driven learners use Khan Academy in evenings and on weekends.
One of Kohlmeier’s first projects with Khan Academy was to look at how the system determined that a learner had reached
proficiency on a problem set topic. The system was using a simple but arbitrary heuristic: If the user got 10 problems in a
row correct, the system decided the user had mastered the topic. Kohlmeier examined the proficiency data and found that
the pattern of correct/incorrect answers was important. Learners who got the first 10 problems in an exercise set correct
performed differently subsequently than did users who needed 30–40 problems to get a streak of 10.
Kohlmeier built a predictive model based on estimating the likelihood at any point during an exercise set that the next
response would be correct. (Similar predictive models have been used in intelligent tutoring systems for some time.) The
system was then changed to define mastery of a problem set as the point where a user has a 94 percent likelihood of
getting the next problem correct.
This change in the system set a higher bar for mastery and meant that some users had to spend more time on an exercise
set. By monitoring user data after making the change, Khan Academy analysts were able to see that users were willing to
devote the extra effort. At the same time, the new criterion allowed fast learners to gain credit for mastering material after
doing as few as five problems, enabling them to cover more material in a given time. The Khan Academy team used A/B
testing to compare the old and the new models for determining mastery. They found that the new mastery model was
superior in terms of number of proficiencies earned per user, number of problems required to earn those proficiencies, and
number of exercise sets attempted.
Although a great proponent of A/B testing and data mining, Kohlmeier is also aware of the limitations of those approaches.
It is difficult to use A/B testing to guide big changes, such as a major user interface redesign; too many interdependent
changes are involved to test each possible combination in a separate experiment. In addition, system data mining
is extremely helpful in system improvement, but to make sure the system is really effective, analysts need an external
measure of learning.
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A/B Testing Using Samples with
Known Characteristics
With funding from the Institute of Education Sciences, the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Center for Advanced
Technology in Schools (CATS), under the leadership of Eva Baker, Greg Chung, and Keith Holyoak, has been conducting research
and development on online games for middle school mathematics. The goal is to teach middle school math concepts (rational
numbers, functions, and systems of equations) through online games that are both enjoyable and effective as tools for learning.
CATS game designers had a set of design principles for establishing a narrative, creating a playful environment, and providing
different levels of challenge and reward.Yet they were not accustomed to thinking about how to design a game that would support
academic learning that would carry over into what students do outside the game. The CATS education researchers asked their
software developers to build the games in a way that would maximize flexibility, making it possible to manipulate and test various
features as they went along.
The basic mechanics of the game were held constant, but game level setting and features of the user interaction were varied,
with students assigned at random to play different variants of the game. CATS conducted A/B testing on 10 different variations of
the game in a series of experiments over 18 months. Most of these studies involved 100–200 students. The different experiments
tested variations in feedback and instruction, the incorporation of self-assessment, different scoring systems, the incorporation of
collaboration, and different narrative structures.
Through their prior experience studying technology-based education interventions, the CATS researchers were very cognizant
of the variations in hardware, teachers, network, and security across classrooms that could make testing the games difficult. To
deal with these challenges, they bought a laptop cart they could move from school to school for data collection. Studies were run
predominantly with students in math classes in grades 6–9 in urban schools with an ethnically diverse student body drawn from
middle- to low-socioeconomic-status areas.
Having set up the game test bed, the CATS team collected experimental data very rapidly, with each experiment conducted
over one week. Analyzing the data was more time consuming. In addition to analyses of variance and covariance, the
researchers undertook some exploratory data mining. They looked for interesting clusters of behavior that might reflect
concepts in the learning research literature.
Some of the A/B test findings were surprising. The addition of a more elaborate narrative, for example, increased students’
enjoyment of the game but had no effect on learning. The research team used the insights gained through A/B testing to refine
the games and the associated teacher professional development for use in an RCT with 80 classrooms conducted in 2012.

Uses of Evidence from
Random-Assignment Experiments

evidence, technology-enabled rapid RCTs may have
especially broad appeal.

Experiments with random assignment of students,
classrooms, or schools to conditions using a new
learning technology and some other approach,
whether a variation on that technology or business as
usual, provide the strongest demonstration that the
innovation produces the observed outcome in that
specific instance (Baron 2007). Because researchers
widely view RCTs as generating the highest quality

But random assignment is not always feasible. In those
cases, quasi-experimental designs with statistical
control for any preexisting group differences,
regression discontinuity, and interrupted time series
designs are useful tests of effectiveness.
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Frank et al. (2011) noted that nearly all social science
research designs are subject to potential bias, on the
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basis of either nonrandom sampling of participants,
as is the case with most random-assignment
experiments (albeit not with some A/B testing), or
nonrandom assignment of participants to conditions,
which is usually the case with quasi-experiments,
regression discontinuity, and interrupted time
series designs. In the latter case, some unknown,
uncontrolled variable related to the study outcome
could contribute to effects.
Frank et al. (2011) have developed a statistical technique
for quantifying the amount of bias that would have to
be present to invalidate the conclusion of either type of
design. In several applications of their technique, Frank
and his colleagues found that the amount of bias would
have to be very substantial—in fact,larger than that which
would have to be present in the random-assignment
experiment they analyzed as a contrasting case.
Consequently, they argue that if random-assignment
experiments are the gold standard for establishing
causal relationships, quasi-experimental designs with
measurement and control for any preexisting group
differences known to influence the outcome variable
should be considered the silver standard.
When a learning technology produces huge effects
(such as equivalent learning outcomes in half the time
in the OLI statistics course documented in a 2008
study by Lovett, Meyer, and Thille (2008), there are few
credible competing explanations. When researchers do
not need to rule out credible competing explanations,
random assignment may not be necessary.

Design-Based Implementation Research
Educational data mining and rapid A/B testing can
produce information for refining and enhancing digital
learning systems,but they are less than ideal for answering
questions about how digital learning systems are being
used in different contexts and how implementation
variations relate to differences in outcomes. An emerging
research approach that is suited for this kind of inquiry is
design-based implementation research (DBIR).
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DBIR is an approach for investigating learning
outcomes and implementation in tandem. It seeks to
change the relationship between research and
practice so that interventions are designed from the
start with their ultimate uses in mind and are based
on theories and methods from both the learning
sciences and policy research. Penuel et al. (2011)
articulated four core DBIR principles: focus on a
persistent problem of practice; commitment to
iterative, collaborative design; concern with
developing theory and knowledge concerning both
classroom learning and implementation processes;
and concern with developing capacity for creating
sustainable education system change.
Design-based implementation research
(DBIR) is an emerging education research and
development approach for contributing to the
design or refinement of educational interventions
that are usable, scalable, and sustainable (Penuel et
al. 2011). DBIR was developed in response to concern
that research-based educational interventions rarely
are translated into widespread practice and that
studies of interventions in practice put too much
emphasis on implementation fidelity and not enough
on understanding intervention adaptation.

With its roots in several decades of design research
(Kelly, Lesh, and Baek 2008), DBIR calls for sustained
partnerships between developers, education
researchers, and practitioners who jointly select a
problem to work on and engage in multiple cycles
of design and implementation decisions with data
collection and analysis embedded in each cycle
so that implementation can be refined based on
evidence (Penuel et al. 2011).
DBIR is a complement to such techniques as educational
data mining and A/B testing. One of its strengths—and
a feature that the other two approaches lack—is the
collection of information on what learners and their
teachers, peers, and others in their environments are
seeking to accomplish and what they are doing before,
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after, and during learning sessions. When the learning
session includes digital interaction, the digital learning
system can collect data automatically, and those data
can be combined with the knowledge collected by
practitioners or researchers in the offline world for a
more complete picture.
The Sara Solves It video series for preschools is
an example of how DBIR combines foundational
research and observations of implementation to

rapidly develop and improve a learning resource.
(See the sidebar Implementation Research and Rapid
Prototyping of Digital Resources for Sara Solves It.)
Another example of the complementarity of contextual
and learning system data comes from the work of
Carnegie Learning, a publisher of math curricula
for middle school, high school, and postsecondary
students. A school was using its tutoring system as part
of a mandated school improvement effort. Examining

Implementation Research and Rapid
Prototyping of Digital Resources for Sara Solves It
Preschool educators today are placing increasing emphasis on supporting the development of the foundational concepts for
academic learning (e.g., National Research Council and Institute of Medicine 2000). Developers of public television content for
children have found that having engaging characters that appear not just in a television show, but also in other media such as
educational games and classroom digital activities can increase children’s engagement, complement classroom activities, and
facilitate learning (Linebarger, Taylor-Piotrowski, and Vaala 2007; McManis and Gunnewig 2012).
With the goal of designing digital activities that enhance mathematics learning for preschoolers, educational content
developers at WGBH teamed with researchers from EDC and SRI International in a design and development effort supported
by the National Science Foundation. This effort, which uses creative assets from WGBH and Out of the Blue Enterprise’s
separate effort to develop the preschool mathematics television show Sara Solves It, illustrates the back-and-forth iteration
that is characteristic of designed-based research and development.
EDC and SRI began with a thorough review of the learning research on the emergence of mathematical thinking in young children.From
this review, they identified a set of key learning goals, such as subitizing—the ability to look at a set containing a small number of objects
and automatically recognize the number as 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on. For each learning goal, the researchers identified associated knowledge
and skills and a rationale for including it in the materials that WGBH would develop, including games designed for digital tablets.
With an initial set of requirements grounded in academic research, the specifications for common (nondigital) activities and
complementary tablet-based games and digital activities were then developed in collaboration with the WGBH game designers.
Research on subitizing suggested that young children would attend to sets of objects on a computer screen for only two seconds
(Clements 1999).WGBH game designers insisted that to make a game that young children would find entertaining, the object sets would
have to move and that if they did move, children would watch them for longer than two seconds.The team agreed to try this approach.
SRI researcher Phil Vahey reported that, “WGBH comes up with great game designs that are much more sophisticated and more
on target as to what children will find fun than is typical of academic researchers. They incorporate engaging features and have
graphics and game mechanics of much higher quality.”
Once there is an agreed-on set of game requirements, WGBH developers produce a rough initial prototype based on characters
from Sara Solves It. WGBH tries out the prototype with a few children in the Boston area while EDC and SRI each use it with five
children in the New York City and San Francisco areas, respectively. EDC and SRI report their observations to WGBH, emphasizing
their insights into whether students are actually learning math concepts in playing the game. A week later, WGBH provides the
research teams with a revised version of the game, which the various organizations then try out with five more students.
On the basis of these first tryouts, the game developers undertake another round of revisions.
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data collected automatically by the tutoring system,
Carnegie Learning analysts could see that students
in most classes were progressing as expected but
that students in one class had stopped making gains
midyear. When they brought this pattern of data to
the attention of the school principal, they learned that
the class that had stalled had lost its regular teacher
and was being handled by a substitute. Seeing the
data from the tutoring system, the principal realized
that students in this class were suffering and decided
that the plan to delay hiring a replacement teacher
had to be changed as quickly as possible (Ritter 2012).
A relatively mature example of DBIR principles is
the work of the Pathways project being led by

the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching. This example illustrates the importance of
implementation research in improving not just the
design of a course with a strong technology component,
but also the institutional practices in its implementation.
The primary goal of this work is to improve outcomes
for developmental mathematics students in
community colleges in terms of entry into and success
in college-level mathematics courses—a broader, more
consequential objective than demonstrating that the
online course per se produces mathematics learning.
(For more information on the Pathways project, see
the sidebar Collaborative Research and Development
on the Pathway to College Math.)

Collaborative Research and Development on the Pathway
to College Math
When researcher Tony Bryk became President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, he wanted
to increase the impact of education research (Bryk, Gomez, and Grunow 2011). He and his colleagues argued that research
should focus on a “persistent problem of practice” that, if solved, could have significant benefits for the education system.
Bryk and colleagues often refer to these as high-leverage problems.
One such persistent problem is the developmental mathematics courses that students must take if they enter college
not yet ready for college-level math. Many students believe developmental math courses just repeat their high school
math experience. At some colleges, the lowest scoring students are required to pass as many as three semesters of
developmental math courses (for which they do not earn credit) before being allowed to take credit-bearing college
math courses. Not surprisingly, as many as 70 percent of these students become discouraged and fail to complete all the
required developmental math courses. Without completing these requirements, they cannot earn a degree.
The Carnegie team defined its goal as doubling the number of students who earn college math credit within one year
of continuous enrollment. To achieve this goal, the Carnegie team set out to collaborate with college administrators and
instructors to redesign their approach to developmental mathematics by developing new courses and associated polices
and then improving the new courses and practices by analyzing system data and feedback from implementation. They
recognized that such an effort would need a collaborative community and an infrastructure to support its success.
Community and four-year colleges were invited to participate in a networked improvement community (NIC) for
developmental math. A NIC is a group of people from multiple organizations committed to working together on a
complex, high-leverage problem with a concrete target and a shared set of inquiry practices, including using what
they build. The colleges that Carnegie convened agreed to collaborate with other colleges and with researchers and
developers to implement the resulting new developmental math curriculum with their students, share data from
their implementation, and participate in discussing implementation data and planning refinements. NIC participants
recognized that as their work unfolded, new aspects of problems would become visible, and the NIC colleges found
themselves working on emergent issues such as student engagement and persistence and the elimination of language
that is a barrier to mathematics learning.
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Collaborative Research and Development on the Pathway
to College Math (Continued)
One of the important NIC activities was an analysis of the causes of the high failure rate for developmental math at their
institutions. The collaborators found that many students were lost at the transition between multiple courses in a series,
that the developmental math courses were not engaging, that many students had negative beliefs and attitudes about
their ability to do math, and that many students’ ties to peers, faculty, and programs of study were weak. Among the
strategies that the group decided to apply to address these issues was consolidation of what had been multiple math
courses into a single course emphasizing real-world problems from statistics. The Pathways project has worked on two
courses: Statway, which deals with developmental math content in the context of statistics, and, more recently, Quantway,
a course on quantitative reasoning and literacy.
The Statway development process illustrates how educators, developers, and researchers can collaborate to iteratively
co-design a new intervention. A small group of academic researchers and curriculum developers produced the initial
version of Statway. Community college faculty reviewed this initial version and informally tried out some of the lessons
from it with their students in fall 2010. Ongoing conversations among researchers, course designers, and math faculty
led to the conclusion that this first version needed a major reworking. A team of college math faculty members was
brought to Carnegie to redesign the course, and the result was Statway Version 1.5, which was pilot-tested NIC-wide in
school year 2011–12.
Statway uses the OLI course engine to support its homework platform. This course engine made it possible to obtain
detailed learning data on students’ engagement with individual problems and their persistence through the problem sets.
Louis M. Gomez, a Learning Sciences professor at UCLA and Statway collaborator, expects that these data will enable the
NIC to explore how various practices (implementation and context variables) make a difference in Statway outcomes and
whether they vary by local setting.
When asked whether the Pathways project had conducted an efficacy study comparing Statway results with those for
conventional developmental math sequences, Gomez explained,
We haven’t done an experiment on Statway versus business as usual at a community college. Right now our goal is to
improve Statway and have it be executed reliably in the variety of contexts that make up the NIC. We need to do more
than convince ourselves that it works. All kinds of promising interventions are subjected to RCTs that show nothing; often
because they’re subjected to [experimental studies] too early. Equally important to work on is getting your intervention to
work reliably across many different contexts. This is more important at this point than understanding whether Statway
works better or worse than some other approach.
Gomez pointed out that he does not view comparative experimental research as “wrong” but useful for answering a different
kind of question. Having defined its task as improving rates of successful completion of developmental mathematics, the
Carnegie team is more focused on understanding how to get Statway to produce this outcome in a range of college
contexts (external validity) than on comparing it with alternative approaches in an experimental design (internal validity).
Gomez’s colleague Paul LeMahieu noted that in the first year of Statway implementation, three times as many students
earned a college math credit in one-third the time compared with historical averages at the participating colleges.
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Tony Bryk, President of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching, launched the
Pathways project in part to create a concrete example
of how education research can lead to educational
improvement. Similar to technology developers from
industry, who embrace continuous improvement, Bryk
views rapid cycles of modification, analysis of results,
and redesign as key to improvement. Bryk argues
that improvement research should be structured as
many rapid iterations of small changes, what he calls
“rapid iterative small tests of change.” His reasoning is
that small changes can be implemented quickly, can
be tested repeatedly in multiple contexts to make
sure they are really improvements, and are unlikely
to do harm (thus managing the risk associated with
failure). By implementing many iterations in a short
time, research collaborations can produce dramatic
change through the accumulation of many small
improvements.
Bryk further argues that traditional large-scale
education research is most useful in few circumstances.
He characterizes the research space in terms of three
dimensions: confidence that a proposed change will
lead to improvement (high or low); risk, or cost of
failure (large or small); and the current situation with
respect to stakeholders’ receptivity to the change
(resistant, indifferent, ready). Of the 12 possible
combinations of these dimensions, in Bryk’s view
only two combinations (high confidence, indifferent
audience, small cost; and high confidence, ready
audience, and large cost) warrant a large-scale formal
study (Bryk 2011).
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Uses of Evidence from Implementation Research
DBIR proponents work with their practitioner
partners to lay out a theory of the implementation
steps needed in the practitioners’ context and
study the implementation processes and outcomes
simultaneously. The evidence they typically seek
is correlational patterns, and they use quasiexperimental designs rather than RCTs, though some
DBIR studies include experimental tests of different
strategies for supporting implementation.
The Pathways project (described in the sidebar
Collaborative Research and Development on
the Pathway to College Math) has emphasized
investigation of the relationships between
specific changes in practices and changes in
student completion rates for the developmental
math sequence. The lack of alternative plausible
explanations for dramatic changes in an outcome
(in the Pathways project, dramatic differences from
historical rates in the numbers of students qualifying
for college-level mathematics by their second year
of college) gives some credence to causal inferences,
even in the absence of a random-assignment
experiment. In some examples of DBIR, alternative
plausible explanations exist for observed differences,
and important decisions hang in the balance, making
it appropriate to incorporate experimental studies
into DBIR.
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For example, a district implementing a new
technology-based reading program might first ask
the program developer for evidence that could
assist in implementation. Then the district could
determine whether it should invest in an expensive
teacher professional development program offered
by the technology developer to go along with
a digital learning system. Interpreting a natural
experiment, such as one that compared outcomes
of students of teachers who chose to participate in
the professional development with those of teachers
who did not, would be difficult. This is because
teachers who choose to participate in optional
professional development activities may be more
conscientious than other teachers or less adept with
technology or more uncertain about their teaching
skills. Any of these variables could influence student
outcomes independently of the teacher professional
development. In such a situation, an experimental
design with teachers assigned randomly to mandatory
professional development or to implement the
digital learning system without the professional
development would be the best way to determine
the value of the teacher training experiences.

Conclusion
This chapter describes some of the emerging
approaches to collecting evidence of the effectiveness
of a digital learning system and discusses the strengths
and weaknesses of these approaches relative to
those of other education research designs. Internet
distribution of digital learning resources enables
widespread use early in a product’s life cycle, and data
mining and A/B testing techniques generate massive
amounts of data that can be used in rapid cycles of
product improvement. There are limits to what can
be learned solely on the basis of data captured within
an online system, however. Experimental designs,
including measures of the target learning outcomes
external to the digital learning system, remain an
important research tool as are studies examining
the implementation of digital learning resources in
different contexts.

Whether or not they incorporate experimental
designs, a hoped-for benefit of DBIR collaborations
is that education practitioners will think about their
activities as cycles of implementation, data collection,
reflection, and refinement and constantly seek data
and information to inform their practice. Classrooms,
schools, and districts are not likely to launch a
program of massive experimental research for its own
sake, but they might seek university or other research
partners when planning the implementation of major
new initiatives. The network of colleges working
with the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching in the Pathways project illustrates this
approach. Key to this process is the collection of
objective data on student learning.
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Chapter 2:
Building Adaptive Learning
Systems That Support Personalized Learning
Advances in technology-based learning systems enable customized strategies and content.
How can the learning data these systems collect be used to improve the systems’ ability to
adapt to different learners as they learn?
Adaptive instruction is not new. A form of it has
existed since the days of Socrates. Since at least the
1980s, education researchers have viewed adapting
instruction to students as a major factor in successful
learning (Corno and Snow 1986). By that time, research
had demonstrated the power of one-on-one tutoring,
in which the tutor adapts learning experiences and
the time provided for learning to the needs of the
individual student (Bloom 1984).

Adaptive instruction is related to individualized,
differentiated, and personalized learning. Minimally
adaptive learning systems offer individualized pacing,
whereas more sophisticated systems differentiate
the nature of learning activities based on student
responses. Systems are now being developed to
support personalized learning by incorporating
options for varied learning objectives and content as
well as method and pacing of instruction.

Digital learning systems are considered adaptive
when they can dynamically change to better suit the
learner in response to information collected during
the course of learning rather than on the basis of
preexisting information such as a learner’s gender,
age, or achievement test score. Adaptive learning
systems use information gained as the learner
works with them to vary such features as the way a
concept is represented, its difficulty, the sequencing
of problems or tasks, and the nature of hints and
feedback provided.

Although one-on-one sessions with a skilled human
tutor who dynamically understands and responds to
the person being tutored offer the most personalized
experience, digital learning systems have advanced
greatly in their ability to model the knowledge
and competencies students should acquire and to
diagnose and respond dynamically to learner needs.
Good teachers are constantly assessing their students’
understanding and level of engagement so that they
can customize strategies and content for different
students, although this is difficult to do for every
individual student.

Expanding Evidence Approaches for Learning in a Digital World
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Individualized, Differentiated,
and Personalized Instruction
Individualization, differentiation, and personalization have become buzzwords in education, but little agreement exists on
what exactly they mean beyond the broad concept that each is an alternative to the one-size-fits-all model of teaching
and learning. For example, some education professionals use personalization to mean that students are given the choice
of what and how they learn according to their interests; others use it to suggest that instruction is paced differently for
different students. In this report, we use the definitions from the National Education Technology Plan (U.S. Department
of Education 2010a):
Individualization refers to instruction that is paced to the learning needs of different learners. Learning goals are the
same for all students, but students can progress through the material at different speeds according to their learning needs.
Students might take longer to progress through a given topic, skip topics that cover information they already know, or
repeat topics they need more help on.
Differentiation refers to instruction that is tailored to the way different learners learn. Learning goals are the same for all
students, but the method or approach of instruction varies according to the preferences of each student or what research
has found works best for students like them.
Personalization refers to instruction that is paced to learning needs, tailored to learning preferences, and tailored to the
specific interests of different learners. In an environment that is fully personalized, the learning objectives and content as
well as the method and pace may all vary. Thus, personalization encompasses differentiation and individualization.

Teachers tend to vary learning approaches between
classrooms serving students with different levels of prior
achievement (Oakes 2005). Differentiating teaching
within a classroom requires considerable effort and
skill on the part of teachers and also a wide variety of
resources spanning different levels of difficulty. When
differentiation does occur within a classroom, it typically
involves separating students into two or three groups
based on skill fluency or degree of prior knowledge
(Fuchs, Fuchs, and Vaughn 2008).
In computer-based instruction, adapting the pace of
introducing new material to individual learners began
in the 1980s. Such mastery-based learning approaches
were common in the learning systems many school
districts used in those years with low-achieving students
or students at risk. These systems provided instruction
on sequences of skills, with the requirement that each
student master a given skill before working on the
next one. Although they adapted the amount of time
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a student spent learning material to the individual
student’s needs, these mastery learning programs still
exposed all students to the same material presented in
the same way.

New Opportunities Provided by
Technology
Advances in technology have heightened the
possibility that digital learning systems can replicate
dynamic adaptations used successfully by human
tutors or even implement those and other methods
more effectively than humans. In fact, studies have
shown that students taught by carefully designed
systems used in combination with classroom teaching
can learn faster and translate their learning into
improved performance relative to students receiving
conventional classroom instruction (Koedinger and
Corbett 2006).
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Capabilities now available in newer and more
sophisticated digital learning systems include

yy a daptations based on students’ emotional states
and levels of motivation.

yy d
 ynamically updated fine-grained modeling of
learner knowledge that can be compared to a
knowledge model of the concepts to be learned;

For an example of a tutoring system that outperforms
human tutors, see the sidebar DARPA Develops a
Digital Tutor to Train Navy IT Specialists.

yy m
 icro-level tagging of instructional content,
along with micro-level capture of learner actions
within adaptive systems; and

DARPA Develops a Digital Tutor to
Train Navy IT Specialists
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) funded the development of a digital tutor to train information
technology (IT) specialists in the U.S. Navy. When IT issues arise aboard a ship that cannot be resolved locally, the Navy
incurs costs and loses time. Historically, training new IT specialists to the level of expertise to solve the Navy’s more difficult
IT challenges had required elite instructors, significant classroom time, and a few years’ experience on the job. Using
this model, the Navy was unable to train enough new IT specialists or train them quickly enough to the desired level of
expertise. The Navy sought a digital tutor that would close the gap between the IT training goals and what the expert-led,
classroom-based training could achieve.
First, the Navy designed and tested a new face-to-face instruction model on which the digital tutor would be based, aimed
at realizing better training outcomes in less time compared with the then-current training model. This program was tested
on a very small scale, with approximately 24 top experts training 15 new students mainly through one-on-one tutoring. The
program was refined until its graduates could outperform fleet experts with an average of seven years’ experience.
Once the team had achieved the sought-after training outcomes in the face-to-face tutoring, it developed the Digital Tutor
(DT), which uses artificial intelligence to mimic the behaviors of the program’s exceptional human tutors. The Digital Tutor
was then used to train new students. In a series of tests conducted by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), students
who had completed one quarter of DT training (4 weeks of the 16-week program) outperformed not only students from
the traditional training program, but also the instructors of those courses.
Students who had completed the 16-week DT program outperformed both graduates of the traditional 35-week IT training
program and fleet IT experts with an average of 9.1 years’ experience in a series of practical exercises, network-building
tasks, and interviews conducted by a Review Board. They also performed better than graduates of the face-to-face tutoring
program, but the difference was not statistically significant.
Compared with graduates of the traditional training program and fleet IT experts, the DT graduates successfully solved
more problems and solved them more efficiently (were less likely to use unnecessary steps) and more securely (were
less likely to cause harm or compromise the system). Of the three study groups, only DT graduates solved any of the
problems with the highest difficulty rating (Fletcher 2011; Fletcher and Morrison 2012). Based on these assessment results,
a 2012 report from IDA estimates that the “greater efficiency, absence of harmful errors, and ability to solve problems at
the highest level of difficulty demonstrated by Digital Tutor students suggest both monetary and operational returns of
substantial value to the Navy” (Fletcher and Morrison 2012, p. v).
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Dynamically Updated Learner Models
Newer digital learning systems use artificial
intelligence to go beyond a behavioral definition of
mastery (e.g., whether a student responds correctly or
incorrectly) to incorporate detailed cognitive models
of the knowledge to be learned (Falmagne et al. 1990;
Ritter et al. 2007). These systems base adaptations
not just on whether a student responds correctly
or incorrectly, but also on a model of the student’s
thinking compared with a target knowledge model
(the domain model) with the goal of closing the gap.
For example, instead of monitoring mastery of large
topics such as “solving equations,” new systems can
monitor more fine-grained skills such as “solving an
equation of the form –x = a.” This makes learning
more efficient.
These systems constantly update the model of
a student’s thinking as the student works with
the system. On the basis of the learner model, the
system adapts instruction, varying the pace of
learning and the instructional content and methods.
Such systems also can present explanations, hints,
examples, demonstrations, and practice problems as
needed by an individual learner and then reassess
the student’s understanding (Pellegrino, Chudowsky,
and Glaser 2001).

Micro-Level Data Capture Techniques
The increasingly sophisticated algorithms that power
the adaptive capabilities of digital learning systems
are capable of proposing ever finer adaptations.
An example is the adaptive learning software from
Knewton, a start-up that partners with publishers
to offer course content on an adaptive platform.
By tagging the content and tracking students’
interactions with the content at a micro level,
Knewton collects hundreds of thousands of data
points per student per day. The Knewton software
uses the micro data to improve its ability to adapt to
different learners.
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Knewton representatives explain that as the system
learns how individual students learn—for example,
what types of explanations they respond to best
or what time of day they learn certain types of
concepts more quickly—it becomes more efficient at
presenting content in the way most likely to support
a particular student’s learning. Depending on how a
student interacts with it, Knewton may provide text
in shorter or longer versions and at greater or less
complexity, offer more or fewer practice problems,
and offer more textbook-like or more game-like
modules (West et al. 2012)
As a student takes more courses in the Knewton
platform, the system aggregates data about that
student across those courses. Similarly, as more
students take courses in Knewton, data mining will
reveal patterns among students, with the promise
of providing insights into students with a variety of
characteristics. Knewton draws on a large population
of students to do this; it expects 10 million enrollments
in 2013 in courses offered through its largest partner,
Pearson (West et al. 2012).

Adaptations Informed by Motivational
and Affective Factors
Another example of groundbreaking work in building
adaptive learning systems involves measuring and
responding to motivational and affective factors as
students work with digital learning systems. A team
at the University of Massachusetts is combining data
from sensors that detect learners’ facial expressions
and physical activity with data from the intelligent
tutoring system Wayang Outpost to identify in real
time whether a learner is feeling excited, confident,
frustrated, or bored. The team has designed software
characters or agents that behave differently
depending on the learner’s emotional state. This
system adapts dynamically and can respond
differentially to the same student at different times
depending on his or her current emotional state. (See
the sidebar on Exploring the Role of Students’ Emotions
in Learning.)
Expanding Evidence Approaches for Learning in a Digital World

Exploring the Role of Students’
Emotions in Learning
At the University of Massachusetts, Beverly Woolf and Ivon Arroyo have been using their intelligent tutoring system for
geometry and statistics, Wayang Outpost, as a test bed for investigating the role of students’ emotions or affect in learning.
Extensive research has shown a relationship between students’ conception of intelligence as fixed or expandable and how
they view success and failure as having an influence on the learning challenges they will seek. It is also well established
that a state of modest alertness (what psychologists refer to as arousal) enhances learning and that students tend to learn
better when they feel an emotional closeness to their instructor.
The University of Massachusetts team wanted to see if they could make an intelligent tutoring system more effective by
making it adapt to the student’s emotional state. They assumed that a student’s affect is dynamic, potentially changing over
time as he or she works with the online learning system. One of the first challenges was conceptualizing the relevant aspects
of student emotions and then determining ways they could be measured as students are learning on Wayang Outpost.
Studies with trained human observers watching students working on Wayang Outpost found that observing students having
positive or negative feelings is possible, as is discerning students’ arousal as revealed by physical activity, such as looking
around the room instead of at the computer screen. Raters’ judgments of students’ emotions were correlated with how much
mathematics students learned and with their responses to an attitude survey taken after the intervention was completed.
Further work involved developing sensors to detect students’ facial expressions, movement in their chairs, the pressure
they exerted on the computer mouse, and skin conductance (which varies with moisture level and is used in psychological
studies as a measure of arousal). For each student, researchers combined data from these sensors with various types of
data from the tutoring system, such as time spent on each problem, number of hints requested, and correct solutions.
Machine learning techniques were used to discover how combinations of these online learning behaviors and sensor
data related to student attitudes toward learning and toward math as indicated on post-intervention surveys (Arroyo et al.
2009). Once a predictive model was developed, it was tested on a new set of students; it predicted whether a student from
the new sample would answer the next question correctly 75 percent of the time (Woolf et al. 2009).
Building on this work, the University of Massachusetts team set out to make the Wayang Outpost tutor sensitive to a
student’s affect. (The system was already adaptive in that it customizes problems and hints to an individual student’s
cognitive profile, gender, spatial ability, and speed of retrieving math facts.) The researchers implemented two animated
agents, Jake and Jane, to work with students using Wayang Outpost. The revised system analyzes a student’s emotional
state as well as progress on the math content, and then the animated agent sends messages tailored to fit the student’s
combination of cognitive and emotional state.
For example, Wayang Outpost distinguishes between frustration and boredom. For a student who has become frustrated,
Jake or Jane might say, “That was very frustrating. Let’s move to something easier” or “Some students are frustrated by
this problem. Let’s look at some similar problems already worked out.” For bored students who find the work difficult, the
animated agent might move to an easier topic. For bored students who find the work too easy, the agent might say, “You
seem to know this pretty well so let’s move onto something more challenging that you might learn from” (Woolf et al. 2009).
The animated agents also adopt facial expressions that mirror the student’s happiness or sadness. The University of
Massachusetts research team is now evaluating whether affective agents perceived as caring can increase the likelihood
that students will persist through frustrating portions of instruction and exhibit greater mastery of math content (Woolf
et al. 2009).
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As these examples show, learning can be adapted
based on specific task performance, past work on
similar tasks, dispositions, motivation, and preferences.
What the system knows about a student increases as
the student spends more time using it.
However, our ability to track factors that influence
learning has outpaced careful research on which
factors are worth tracking. An important challenge
for researchers and learning system developers is to
identify the factors of learning materials, supports, and
pacing that make a difference in learning outcomes.
Emerging systems will provide data to support these
efforts.

Technology Supports for Teachers
Adaptive learning does not always require
sophisticated digital learning and tutoring systems.
Relatively simple technology supports can also be
used to help classroom teachers dynamically adapt
their instructional methods.

(Crouch and Mazur 2001). (For more information
on the use of clickers to adapt instruction, see the
sidebar Using Clickers to Give Teachers Diagnostic Data
for Adaptive Instruction.)
For learning to be adaptive, teachers must not only
gather this kind of formative assessment data,
supported by either digital learning systems or
classroom communication systems, but also have
different instructional strategies to apply for those
students who fail to demonstrate understanding.
Recent research by Penuel et al. (2012) demonstrated
the positive effect of instrumenting a classroom with
communication technology and training teachers in
strategies for working with students who demonstrate
different misconceptions as revealed by the formative
assessment data. Dede and Richards (2012) have
described additional examples of this kind of adaptive
instruction and the infrastructure needed to support it.

One example is student-response systems that
facilitate rapid diagnostic assessment with respect
to concepts. Early student-response systems used
clickers, small devices with a few buttons for different
response options; now systems may have students
text from their mobile phones or choose answers
using a Web-based system from their laptops or
smartphones. Students’ anonymous responses are
displayed visually, often both to the instructors and
the class.
This way, instead of getting an answer from a single
student who raises his or her hand, a teacher can
instantly see how every student in the class responds.
If the teacher’s questions are carefully crafted to
elicit students’ thinking, classroom communication
systems can provide a window into each student’s
understanding of the concepts being discussed
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Using Clickers to Give Teachers Diagnostics Data for
Adaptive Instruction
The Contingent Pedagogies project team at SRI International has been working to help teachers assess their students’
understanding of key science concepts and adapt their instruction accordingly. Students often bring problematic ideas to
the classroom, and it is important to surface and address them in instruction to promote learning (National Research Council
1999).
Working with sixth-grade teachers from Denver Public Schools and the Investigating Earth Systems curriculum developed
by the American Geological Institute and TERC, the SRI researchers designed a set of elicitation questions for teachers to ask
their students after they completed one of the earth science investigations. The team had developed the questions using
research they had done on problematic ideas students typically hold about the core ideas in the earth science curriculum.
The teachers’ classrooms were equipped with clickers (a student response system) so that every student could respond
to the question and the teacher could see and display a histogram of all the responses. For example, many students think
that earthquakes happen during certain kinds of weather. If many students in a class answer elicitation questions in a way
that suggests they hold this idea, the teacher can introduce a contingent activity in which students are asked to interpret
tables and graphs of earthquakes around the world and then construct an explanation for the patterns they see in the data.
Weather data are included, but so, too, are items like information on proximity to a plate boundary, so that students can
construct a more scientific understanding of where earthquakes are likely to occur.
The classroom discussions that are incorporated into the Contingent Pedagogies approach give students the opportunity
to engage in the scientific practices of argumentation and developing explanations. Contingent Pedagogies teacher
training emphasizes two strategies for engaging students in productive discussions. The first is classroom norms, which
make explicit the norms that scientists use when deliberating about ideas. One of these is “support claims with evidence.”
The second strategy is a set of talk moves, which teachers can use to elicit and probe student thinking and encourage
students to weigh different perspectives in discussion. Prior research has shown that when teachers use these talk moves
to promote student argumentation, students learn more effectively (Resnick, Michaels, and O’Connor 2010).
To investigate whether the use of Contingent Pedagogies elicitation questions with clickers, along with the training
in adaptive instruction and discussion facilitation, improves student learning, a field test was conducted with 19
teachers. Twelve received the Contingent Pedagogies professional development and tools; seven teachers served as
a comparison group. Students in the classrooms of all 19 teachers took two sets of pre- and post-assessments on their
understanding of the core earth science ideas targeted by the project. Controlling for students’ pretest scores, students
in the Contingent Pedagogies classrooms scored significantly higher than those in the comparison teachers’ classrooms
on the earth science posttest.
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Expanded Approaches to
Gathering Evidence
The data that digital learning systems collect provide
opportunities for determining the effectiveness
of the systems’ adaptive capabilities. The microlevel data collected on student interactions may be
used to validate learner categorizations based on
those interactions rather than on membership in a
demographic category with higher average risk. The
data can also be mined to prescribe adaptations for
different learner groups and individuals.

Implications of Big Data for Matching
Learners with Instructional Approaches
The impetus to present different learning experiences
to different individuals stems from the belief that
certain characteristics predispose students to learn
better from different modes of presentation. The
concept has intuitive appeal, but solid evidence to
validate it is sparse (Cronbach and Snow 1969; Massa
and Mayer 2006; Koran and Koran 2006; Pashler et
al. 2008). Historically, the success of experiments
testing interactions between specific learner traits
(aptitudes) and specific instructional approaches
(treatments) has been very low. The fact that many
more such experiments can now be conducted
efficiently increases the likelihood of finding more of
these interactions.
Earlier aptitude-treatment interaction research
focused on adapting instruction to broadly conceived
aptitudes or traits hypothesized to be stable in a given
learner over time and across different tasks. More
recent research suggests that stable learning traits
are few and far between. The nature of a student’s
learning approach may vary from task to task and
within a task as learning unfolds.
Rather than relying on prior student classifications,
developers of today’s adaptive learning systems
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identify student actions (or patterns of actions) at
a micro level and in the context of specific tasks
and then make adaptations and continue to collect
data that may result in different adaptations as time
goes on. The finer grained data available from these
learning systems can potentially lead to new insights
into the variability and constancies in human learning.
Also possible is combining insights from learning
theory that suggest patterns to look for with large sets
of detailed learning data. These new capabilities make
the long-sought goal of differentiating instruction for
every learner much more attainable after empirical
evidence has been obtained that validates both learner
categorizations and instructional prescriptions.
Once important learner differences have been
identified, digital learning systems can be revised to
vary the experience for different kinds of students
working in different contexts. Key to this is being able
to determine what an individual learner knows and
what he or she still needs to learn in a dynamic way
throughout the learning process.

Automating the Development of Expert
and Learner Models
Perhaps the most clear and consistent difference
between students is their incoming prior knowledge.
Assessing and adapting to differences in prior
knowledge require two types of models: one of
concepts students must master—the expert model—
and one of what individual students know about that
domain—the learner model.
Developing expert models can be difficult because
experts in all kinds of domains are surprisingly unable
to articulate the knowledge and skills they use
(Biederman and Shiffrar 1987). Furthermore, experts
often have blind spots about student learning
difficulties and trajectories (Nathan and Koedinger
2000a, 2000b). This can be likened to a soccer player’s
ability to use the right amount of curve on a corner
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kick without being able to explain how he does it or
understand why another person might have trouble
with the kick.
To address this challenge, researchers interview
experts and novices as they work through complex
problems in the domain. When used to design new
instruction, these methods, known as cognitive task
analysis (CTA), have led to large student learning gains
over traditional instruction (Clark and Estes 1996).
New learning technologies offer the possibility of
reducing the effort associated with CTA through the
use of data-driven automated approaches that can
be more widely scaled and driven by more objective
evidence.
Modeling learner knowledge is a dynamic process
that resembles the user knowledge modeling that has
been used in adaptive hypermedia, recommendation
systems, and intelligent tutoring systems. New
machine-learning-based approaches to developing
student knowledge models build on prior research in
this area.
One method for estimating students’ knowledge
development is Corbett and Anderson’s knowledge
tracing model (Corbett and Anderson 1995).
Developed in the mid-1990s, it uses a Bayesian
network approach for estimating the probability that
a student knows a skill based on observations of him
or her attempting to perform the skill.
More recently, Ryan Baker and colleagues proposed
a new approach to modeling learner knowledge
that uses machine learning to make contextual
estimations of the probability that a student has
guessed or slipped (that is, understood the correct
procedure but made a careless error in executing it).
Incorporating models of guessing and slipping into
predictions of students’ future performance has been
shown to increase the accuracy of the predictions by
up to 48 percent (Baker, Corbett, and Aleven 2008).
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Using Learning Data to Improve the
System for Different Learning Profiles
The data a digital learning system collects can be
used to improve the system itself. For example, Baker
and colleagues have analyzed learner interaction
data from adaptive learning systems for middle
school math to distinguish between students who are
attempting to game the system and those who are
trying but still struggling, so that different strategies
can be used with the two groups (Baker et al. 2004;
Baker, Corbett, and Koedinger 2006).
Baker and his fellow researchers were able to detect
gaming behaviors (such as clicking until the system
provides a correct answer and advancing within
the curriculum by systematically taking advantage
of regularities in the software’s feedback and help)
that were strongly associated with less learning for
students with below-average academic achievement.
They modified the system to detect this behavior
and respond to these students by providing them
with supplementary exercises, the use of which was
associated with better learning.
A team at the University of Washington has similarly
analyzed millions of players’ behaviors in Refraction,
an adaptive online math game it developed. When a
student struggles to complete a level in Refraction, the
system determines the likely source of that player’s
confusion based on other players’ paths through
the game and offers a different path. The ability
to disaggregate Refraction learning data makes it
possible to calculate an effect size for different subsets
of students and gain more insight into learning and
engagement processes.
To further understand how different players learned
in the game, the University of Washington team also
developed a tool called Playtracer that creates simplified
visual maps of many players’ moves through the system.
The maps reveal points in the game where many
players get stuck or make the same incorrect choice. The
researchers can then develop a few possible fixes to the
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problems identified and apply A/B testing to find the
best solution (Andersen et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011).
(A/B testing is defined and explained in Chapter 1.)
Results of such A/B manipulations can be examined
for each type of learner to discover whether the
same version of the feature is best for all learners or
whether different variants produce better learning
or more engagement for different learner types.
Combining learning profiles and A/B testing creates
the opportunity to find out whether there is a reason
to adapt the nature of instruction for learners with
different profiles or even for the same learners at
different points in time (for example, when they feel
anxious or bored as in the Wayang Outpost research).
(For more information on the use of Playtracer to
analyze Refraction, see the sidebar Adapting Learning
Games to Sustain Student Engagement.)

Uses of Evidence from
Adaptive Learning Systems
As the examples in this chapter illustrate, identifying
situations in which adaptive instruction will be
beneficial is well within our grasp. The more difficult
challenge will be testing the generality of these
learner categories and instructional principles. This
will entail synthesizing findings across different
learning systems and research groups, looking for
patterns and combinations that have not been
previously considered. Our understanding of human
learning and our ability to adapt learning experiences
for the needs of each individual can be expanded if
developers extract and make available the system
data they are using to diagnose learner types and
validate adaptive instructional approaches.
Synthesizing data across learning systems and
research groups is another area where technology
can support advances. The DataShop at the
Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center is an example
of how data from multiple studies can be combined
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and made open to inspection by other researchers so
that models can be reused and improved. DataShop
makes 80 different datasets publicly available and
hosts scores of others that researchers can request
access to. DataShop also contains a set of analysis and
reporting tools including standard reports of learning
curves. Making learning system data and data
modeling tools open and available for continuous
improvement will help build a stronger knowledge
base for designing adaptive learning experiences.
(See the sidebar Developing and Sharing Tools for
Cognitive Modeling.)
In addition to greater data sharing and transparency,
the field also needs to develop a larger group of data
mining experts with multidisciplinary training in
statistics, computer science, machine learning, and
cognitive science.

Conclusion
This chapter describes how the increasing
sophistication of digital learning systems can
support both the development and implementation
of customized learning strategies and content for
individual learners, including the ability to adapt
to individual learners as they use a digital learning
system. Capabilities now available in new learning
systems are discussed, including fine-grained models
of learner knowledge that are updated dynamically,
micro-level tagging of both instructional content and
of learner actions with systems, and the adaptations
systems can make based on students’ emotional
states and levels of motivation. It also examines the
implications of the big data that learning systems
collect for matching learners with instructional
approaches, including how this data might be used to
assess the value of adapting instruction.
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Adapting Learning Games to
Sustain Student Engagement
Computer scientists at the University of Washington designed Playtracer, a tool that turns player-generated data into visual
representations. They used it to analyze one of their own games, Space Rescue (an early version of Refraction). The goal of
Space Rescue (like Refraction) is to select and place on the screen tools that redirect and split laser beams in a way that
sends the designated fraction of a beam in the correct direction to reach all the targets visible on the screen (Andersen
et al. 2010). Placing a tool on the board constitutes a move that changes the state of the game. In addition to the targets,
players can direct lasers through bonus coins for optional extra points (Andersen et al. 2010).
Playtracer records the states and shows many players’ paths through each level of a game as a map of nodes and vectors. The
starting point and goals appear as nodes. The steps players took from the starting point appear as dots connected by vectors
indicating the order of the steps. A large node means that many players arrived at a given point in the game. Playtracer’s
output can be tailored to display the data in different ways. It can show the path of only a single player or show comparisons
of paths taken by those who completed a given level of game play and those who quit before reaching the goals.
The game designers made several changes to the game based on patterns they saw in the Playtracer output (Liu et al.
2011). In one level, for instance, they noted a cluster of activity associated with failure; most players who made that series
of moves quit before completing the level. This led the designers to hypothesize they had increased the complexity too
quickly from the previous level. They could then use A/B testing to compare a revision to that level against the previous
version and analyze the Playtracer maps of players’ success in each version to understand whether the revision was actually
an improvement.
Analysis of Playtracer maps also led the developers to the surprising realization that players who collected the optional
bonus coins along the way were more likely to quit than players who did not (Liu et al. 2011). In A/B testing, they found that
players who sought the coins tended to try complicated approaches that probably increased their frustration, whereas
those who played a version without coins tested simple approaches and found the solution.
The design team’s goal is not to eliminate player’s confusion. Instead, the team wants the game to foster the kind of
confusion that has been associated with ultimate mastery of a concept and deeper learning (Craig et al. 2004) rather than
the confusion that leads to frustration and quitting. In Playtracer, activity that loops away from and back to the starting
point can indicate that players have tested a logical hypothesis that was not a solution and then removed the pieces from
the board to rearrange them in a different way.
The University of Washington team has also used Playtracer to analyze FoldIt, a protein-folding science discovery game
it had also developed. In Playtracer maps of FoldIt play, the team saw that players who did not ultimately find good
solutions often came very close without knowing it. Adding a message for users at that moment in the game could
encourage them to persist and reach a successful solution (Liu et al. 2011).
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Developing and Sharing Tools
for Cognitive Modeling
At the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center, the LearnLab’s DataShop provides analysis tools to support the discovery of more
accurate cognitive models of domain content, student skills, and learning trajectories (Koedinger, McLaughlin, and Stamper 2012).
DataShop provides analysis tools that can be applied to sets of learning system data. Some of the patterns that DataShop
can detect were discovered bottom up through machine learning. Others were defined by human analysts. Hundreds of
datasets from student use of educational technology in math, science, and language have been analyzed with DataShop to
detect the presence of these cognitive models. DataShop’s leaderboard, shown below, ranks discovered cognitive models
for each of hundreds of datasets from student use of educational technology in math, science, and language.
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Chapter 3:
Combining Data to Create Support Systems More
Responsive to Student Needs
Young people learn and develop in a wide range of settings. How can data better be used to
help support the full range of student needs and interests—both inside and outside schools
and classrooms—to improve learning outcomes?
Far too many U.S. students—especially those from
low-income backgrounds—never finish high school.
Without a high school degree, an individual’s
chances for employment are drastically reduced, as
are lifetime wages, health, and prospects for staying
out of the criminal justice system. Economists Hank
Levin and Cecilia Rouse (2012) estimate that cutting
the U.S. high school dropout rate by half would save
taxpayers $90 billion a year, or $1 trillion over 11 years.
Academic and social disengagement from school
are key factors associated with dropping out
(Rumberger 2001, 2011). This disengagement is not
typically associated with a single event; rather, it is a
long-term, cumulative process (Newmann, Wehlage,
and Lamborn 1992; Wehlage et al. 1989). Moreover,
disaffection with school is not limited to those who
actually leave the system: A majority of high school
students report being bored every day in class (YazzieMinz 2010). Many students fail to see the relevance
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of what they are asked to learn in their classes to the
future lives they imagine for themselves.
Achieving progress in this area requires that schools
be more responsive to students’ needs and interests
and take a more encompassing view of students’
lives. School administrators need to appreciate the
fact that young people learn and develop in a wide
range of settings, not just classrooms, and attend to
the multiple aspects of their well-being.
Young people learn and grow not just in school, but
also at home and in interest-driven pursuits such
as sports, music, and hobbies (Eccles and Barber
1999; Fredricks and Eccles 2006). Their successful
development thus requires intellectual supports
and a rich network of social and emotional supports
so they may develop autonomy, competence, and a
sense of belonging (National Research Council and
Institute of Medicine 2002).
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From a youth development standpoint, however,
students’ needs are often examined through a
narrow lens. Education data systems track student
attendance, incidents requiring discipline, grades,
and achievement test scores. If a student is within an
acceptable range on these measures, other indicators
of difficulty are likely to go unnoticed, especially in
large schools (McLaughlin, Irby, and Langman 1994).
When districts and schools decide to proactively
identify students for assistance, the criterion is usually
membership in a demographic or status category such
as poverty, ethnicity, or designation for special education.
Other possible sources of difficulty are overlooked.
Looking back on individual negative student
outcomes, such as incidents of school violence or
dropping out, school administrators often realize
that multiple warning signs had existed but that no
one had the resources to put things together and
respond to the warnings in time. Information that
could have led to preventive action earlier was not
captured in education data systems, not available in
an aggregated form, or not examined and acted on.
At the other end of the spectrum, students who show
great accomplishment, leadership, and collaboration
skills in out-of-school settings may be overlooked for inschool leadership and learning opportunities because
their schools do not recognize these accomplishments
and capabilities (Hull and Schultz 2001).

New Opportunities
Provided by Technology
Technology provides opportunities for creating
better support that can keep students engaged and
progressing through school. These include the ability
to collect different types of data and combine data
from different systems, analyze data in new ways
to target intervention practices and programs, and
provide support for new practices and interventions.
Researchers are finding that students themselves can
be sources of data that the education system can use
to predict achievement as well as the risk of dropping
out. For example, student reports of how engaged
they are in their classes and of the closeness of their
relationships with school staff have proven to be
connected to engagement and learning outcomes
when aggregated at the classroom or school level (Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation 2012). Similarly, students’
reports of the availability of a caring adult on the
school staff are associated with more effective schools
(Fredricks, Blumenfeld, and Paris 2004; Wentzel 1997).
The perceived quality of students’ relationships with
their teachers is especially important as a foundation
for engagement (Skinner and Belmont 1993; Skinner
et al. 2008). Parents, siblings, mentors, and peers can
also play critical roles in sparking and sustaining
engagement in learning activities (Barron et al. 2009;
Goldman, Booker, and McDermott 2007).
The roles these different people play in supporting
engagement are many. They include collaborating
and providing resources or brokering connections
to new learning opportunities, and they often are
facilitated by access to technologies that support
sharing and joint work (Barron et al. 2009).
The key is being able to combine these types of data
with other data to further engagement and learning
outcomes.
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Expanded Approaches
for Gathering Evidence
State and district student data systems have
improved greatly over the past decade in ways that
permit examining an individual student’s educational
experiences and achievement over time, even if the
student changes schools or school districts.
For example, an increasing number of states now
assign student identification numbers that stay
with the student anywhere in the state, and state
data systems typically contain more information
on a student’s background (that is, ethnicity,
whether eligible for subsidized meals, English
proficiency, disability status, date of birth, gender)
as well as grade level, school attended, and state
achievement test scores. Districts are also creating
student data systems that include such variables
as attendance, performance on district-mandated
tests and benchmark exams, courses taken, grades,
and teachers.
These improved data systems and the new data they
house open up opportunities for schools and districts
to partner with community and government agencies
from other sectors to create linked datasets with
more kinds of information about the circumstances
of students’ lives. Combining datasets from different
agencies permits analyzing information on students’
academic achievement, attendance, and other
indicators of school success with information on
their involvement in social services, the juvenile
justice system, the foster care system, and youth
development programming aimed at supporting
students’ social and emotional learning.
Linking these various types of data can help schools
explore relationships between students’ conditions
outside school and their in-school experiences and
thereby develop early warning systems for predicting
students at risk. One example of linking data across
agencies to better understand and address the
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issues young people face is the Youth Data Archive
at Stanford University. For an illustration of the kinds
of insights gained by combining data on individual
youth across different institutional settings, see the
sidebar Linking Data from Different Service Agencies.
The Promise Neighborhoods Research Consortium
(PNRC)4 also links different data systems to improve
outcomes. Funded by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, this collaboration among university research
centers, nonprofit organizations, and mental health
service organizations has the mission of assisting
policymakers in finding the most effective and
efficient ways of helping high-poverty neighborhoods
improve the well-being of their children and youths.
The PNRC notes that high-poverty neighborhoods
often have high levels of “drug abuse, antisocial
behavior, depression, academic failure, and
intergenerational poverty” (PNRC 2012) and that
research-based strategies exist for reducing all of them
(National Research Council and Institute of Medicine
2009). The PNRC has developed a measurement
framework to support communities in combining data
from education data systems with information from
surveys of households, teachers, students, and parents.
The PNRC website organizes these data into summaries
for use in evaluating and refining community services.
The website encourages community leaders to join
with PNRC researchers to evaluate the well-being of
their children and youth and to identify both unmet
needs and supportive and protective factors within
their communities. PNRC’s review of research has
identified practices that evidence shows have positive
impacts on children and youth. The organization has
also identified more than 55 policies that states and
communities can adopt that have had positive effects
on youths outcomes.

4 The PNRC has no formal relationship with the U.S. Department of
Education’s Promise Neighborhoods grant program, but it views its
own website and services as a potential resource for neighborhoods
applying for or receiving these grants.
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Linking Data from Different Services Agencies
Stanford University’s John W. Gardner Center for Youth and Their Communities, in collaboration with the SPHERE Institute,
houses The Youth Data Archive (YDA), an initiative linking data on individual youth across different institutional settings.
Partners in the YDA are school districts, community colleges, local health departments, county offices of education, human
services agencies, recreation and parks departments, and youth-serving nonprofit organizations. The YDA team develops
agreements with nonprofit and government agencies in selected counties and communities in northern California and
facilitates groups’ investigation of youth data to improve services and youth outcomes. These agreements permit the YDA
to gather individual-level identified information from a variety of agencies, link these data at the individual level, and then
report back analyses of aggregated data (without personally identifying information) to the participating agencies. YDA
uses FERPA-compliant procedures, including deleting any subgroup analyses based on fewer than 20 students to prevent
someone who knows the population from recognizing an individual through inference.
The YDA has also been used in a collaboration between the Gardner Center and several agencies in San Mateo County, California,
to analyze educational outcomes for court-dependent youths in foster care (Castrechini 2009).The frequent school and residence
changes typical of this group of young people make tracking outcomes difficult without a tool like the YDA.
For this particular analysis, dependency records from Child Welfare Services were linked to educational data from several
school districts. The analysis showed that outcomes for court-dependent youth were much worse than those for other
children. In addition, the detailed records of the YDA revealed a relationship between the nature of a child’s foster placement
and educational outcomes. In general, outcomes were better for youth placed in involuntary family settings than for those
placed in out-of-home settings (Castrechini 2009). As a consequence of the analysis and conversations about the findings
facilitated by Gardner Center staff, the collaborating agencies recognized the need for greater academic support for foster
youth, especially those placed in group homes and other nonfamily settings.
The work of the YDA illustrates how much more is needed in addition to creating a repository of data. The Gardner Center
works in collaboration with local agencies to articulate a set of research questions of concern to the community and to
identify data sources that could help address them.
Gardner Center staff members develop memoranda of understanding that detail the data to be included, analyses to be
performed, and how and with whom analyses will be shared. All agreements comply with laws regarding the protection of
privacy and human subjects including FERPA and PPRA. Participating organizations may withdraw from the YDA at any time and
have their data removed.

Predictive Analytics and
Early Warning Systems
Increasingly sophisticated techniques for predictive
analytics, which combines a variety of disciplines
including statistics, data mining, and game theory,
are also being used to investigate whether some
student behaviors are predictors of school failure and
dropping out. Predictive analytics involves creating a
quantitative model that can infer a predicted variable
of interest (for example, the risk of dropping out) on
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the basis of some combination of other variables
(predictor variables) drawn from available data
systems (U.S. Department of Education 2012a ).
Researchers have used predictive analytics with the
Youth Data Archive, mentioned under “Expanded
Approaches for Gathering Evidence,” to examine
chronic absence from school (Sanchez, Castrechini,
and London 2012). The California Department
of Education tracks whether students are truant
(defined as having three unexcused absences) but
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not the actual rate of absence for individual students.
Understanding individual students’ actual absence
rates is important because those who work with young
people in a variety of settings believe that chronic
absence—whether excused or not—is a serious risk
factor for disengaging and dropping out. The average
daily attendance that a school reports to the state
can be high and can mask the presence of a set of
chronically absent students who may need a variety
of different kinds of support, such as transportation,
housing, or physical and mental health services, to be
able to attend school consistently.
The YDA collaboration has defined chronic
absenteeism as being missing from school 10 percent
or more of the school year, with or without an excuse.
The group examined three years of data in its linked
data systems to find out how many chronically absent
students were in their jurisdictions and investigate
their characteristics and outcomes. The YDA analysts
found that prior chronic absenteeism was a stronger
predictor of future absenteeism than past suspensions
or any demographic variables such as ethnicity or
family income. They also found that students who were
chronically absent during two or three years in middle
school enter high school with significant gaps in
mathematics achievement.This kind of information can
be used to design targeted intervention programs—for
example, providing additional mathematics support
for students with high rates of absenteeism, even if
their absences are excused.
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Technology also provides new opportunities for
collecting a broader set of student data at the
classroom level, as exemplified by ClassDojo, a realtime behavior management system first made
available in 2011. (For more information on ClassDojo,
see the sidebar Using Technology to Create Feedback
Loops for Classroom Behavior.)

Predictive analytics is described by Shmueli
and Koppius (2010) as “statistical models and
other empirical methods that are aimed at
creating empirical predictions as well as methods
for assessing the quality of those predictions in
practice, i.e., predictive power” (p. 2). In education,
predictive analytics is being used to identify
struggling students and pinpoint student stressors
early, with the goal of offering appropriate
interventions and supports more quickly.
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Using Technology to Create Feedback Loops
for Classroom Behavior
From a teacher’s standpoint, classroom management is a major portion of the job. Dealing with disruptive behavior can
be time consuming and stressful. In addition, some students with behavioral issues have difficulty perceiving their own
counterproductive behaviors, and feedback at the end of class may be too late. At the same time, positive classroom
behaviors are not always recognized and reinforced.
ClassDojo, in beta version, is a real-time behavior management tool that teachers can use with a smartphone, tablet, or
laptop computer. After their names have been entered into ClassDojo, each student is assigned an avatar. By clicking on a
student’s avatar and then clicking the appropriate behavior category, the teacher can enter data about a student’s positive
or negative behavior in real time. Built-in behavior categories include participation, helping others, insight, disruption, and
tardiness. The teacher also has the option of adding behaviors.
Students receive the feedback on their positive and negative behaviors in real time. A positive behavior is acknowledged
with a chime and a green badge that appears on the student’s avatar, and a negative behavior is marked by a buzzer and
a red badge. Students’ avatars also receive or lose points based on their behaviors, which can motivate better behavior.
Teachers have the option of allowing students to award or subtract points from each other’s avatars based on behavior,
a feature intended to stimulate class discussions about what is or is not appropriate behavior in a variety of situations
(ClassDojo 2012).
ClassDojo also creates a summary report of all students’ behavior during a class session and reports for each individual
student. Individual student reports can be emailed to students and used as the basis for conversations with students and
their parents to explore how behavior can be improved. These conversations may reveal behavior changes that may be
by-products of other stressors in a student’s life that can also be addressed.

A number of districts and school networks are starting
to develop and use early warning systems based on
applying predictive analytic models to student data
systems. An example is the Achievement Reporting
and Innovation System (ARIS) being used in New York
City. ARIS is being extended to incorporate teacherinput grades, quiz scores, and other data.
Another example is the graduation and college
readiness prediction work of the New Visions for
Public Schools. (See the sidebar Using Data to Help
Keep Students on Track for Graduation.)
In addition, a key application of predictive analytics
is monitoring and predicting students’ learning
performance and spotting potential issues early
so that interventions can be provided for students
identified as at risk of failing a course or program of
study (EDUCAUSE 2010; Johnson et al. 2010).
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Because the use of digital learning systems was
commonplace in higher education before it was in
K–12 schools, colleges and universities are leading
the way in combining real-time course-level data
with information from student data systems to create
more dynamic early warning systems. These systems
can be used to identify a student’s risk of failing a
specific course in time for administrators to take
corrective action. Examples from higher education
include Purdue University’s Course Signals system
(Arnold 2010) and the Moodog system being used in
courses at the University of California, Santa Barbara
(EDUCAUSE 2010). (For more information about
Purdue’s Signals, see the sidebar Using Current Course
Data in the Signals Early Warning System.)
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Using Data to Help Keep Students on
Track for Graduation
School attendance rates, credit accumulation, and grades are all good predictors of graduating from high school
(Allensworth and Easton 2007; Pinkus 2008). Defining good performance in these areas as being “on track” for graduation,
the Consortium for Chicago School Research found that students who completed grade 9 on track were 3.5 times more
likely than those not on track to earn a high school diploma in four years (Allensworth and Easton 2005). Conversely, failure
to identify students not on track and to provide the necessary intervention early is associated with higher dropout rates
(Allensworth and Easton 2007).
These findings have prompted a number of major school systems to develop benchmarks for being on track for graduation
and qualification for college admission. In New York City, the nonprofit New Visions for Public Schools has developed and
implemented an early warning system to provide timely information on students’ progress not only toward graduation,
but also toward qualifying for admission to college.
Since 1993 the nonprofit New Visions for Public Schools has opened 133 public high schools in New York City. Typically
small and built around principles of student-centered education, New Visions schools have enjoyed higher graduation
rates than New York City high schools as a whole (Foley, Klinge, and Reisner 2007). In 2007 the New York City Department
of Education made New Visions a Partnership Support Organization (PSO) with responsibility for supporting 76 district
schools. A major New Visions focus as a PSO has been the development and implementation of the early warning system.
The New Visions College Readiness Metric calls for earning 11 credits each year, acquiring specified numbers of credits
in various core academic disciplines, and passing state Regents exams in four key academic areas with scores in English
language arts and mathematics high enough to place out of remedial courses at the City University of New York (Fairchild
et al. 2011).
Drawing on a single dataset combining elements from New York City Department of Education data and school records,
separate tools have been developed for school staff, parents, and students to use in examining student progress. The
School Snapshot identifies students who are off track for graduation, those who are on track but struggling, and those who
are on track for a diploma but not for college entrance requirements. To provide more actionable, timely information, the
School Snapshot pulls in new data after each grading period rather than waiting for end-of-course grades. A report of data
aggregated at the school level summarizes school performance trends relative to district, state, and federal accountability
requirements.
For parents and students, New Visions created the Ninth Grade Tracker and the College Readiness Tracker to provide
an easy-to-understand visual display of an individual student’s standing relative to graduation and college admission
requirements. These tools are designed to help parents and students make sense of complicated high school graduation
and college admissions requirements. They can use them to see subject areas where a student is doing well and those
where he is weak.
In 2010 New Visions partnered with a commercial company (DataCation) to integrate its tools into a web-based
environment that delivers real-time data to students, parents, and school staff and enables the latter to drill down from
school-level reports of aggregate data to specific reports of detailed student-level data. Student profiles in this system
include information on the services the student is receiving, family contact information, attendance, class schedule, grades,
examination records, transcript data, and any anecdotal logs.
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Using Current Course Data in the
Signals Early Warning System
Like high schools worried about their graduation rates, colleges and universities try to maximize the proportion of their
students who stay in school and graduate with a degree.
In addition to requiring students with weak academic preparation in language arts and mathematics to take developmental
courses, colleges and universities generally offer a variety of supports through academic resource centers. Some also have
special bridge programs to offer students a chance to ease in to the academic environment and its demands.
Students are identified for these courses and services generally by self-selection or on the basis of demographic variables
(such as first-generation students, returning adult students, etc.) and the summary achievement data provided at the time
of college application (test scores and grade point average).
Purdue University has worked on improving retention and graduation rates since launching the Purdue Academic Warning
System (PAWS) in the 1980s. In fall 2007, it launched the Signals Project.
Purdue wanted to have a way of identifying student risk on the basis of much more near-real-time information so that
it could respond to the dynamic nature of students’ motivation and the challenges that they face (for example, illness,
breakup of a relationship, family issues). This method would provide information in time to prevent course failure rather
than dealing with challenges after the term ended.
The university had been having faculty report midterm grades through PAWS but found that the information came too late
or was too incomplete to provide enough support in time for the student to succeed in the course. Commercially available
digital early warning systems could automate the process, helping faculty identify students for assistance more quickly by
combining course grade information with student demographics and summary achievement data, but these systems did not
distinguish between students who were trying and failing and those who were not putting in the effort (Arnold 2010).
Purdue wanted a system that would provide more information about student behaviors and that could support inferences
about how best to help different students. Most important, this information needed to be available to the faculty, the
students, and their advisors.
Mining data from the university’s course management system (CMS), its student information system, and faculty grade
books, Signals applies the Student Success Algorithm (SSA) developed by Purdue’s John Campbell. The SSA generates a
risk level for each student (high, medium, or low as represented by red, yellow, or green traffic lights) and provides specific
information about what work that student has and has not completed. In this way, Signals provides warnings as early as the
second week of the semester based on students’ performance and effort in the course (Arnold 2010).
Instructors using Signals set up an intervention schedule with such elements as posting the signal on each student’s CMS
page, email messages or reminders, text messages, referral to an academic resource center, and face-to-face meetings.
Signals provides faculty with sample email messages they can either edit or send to students as written.
Purdue has explored the effects of Signals on students’ behavior and course completion. Arnold (2010) cited data from a biology course
in which some sections used Signals and others did not. Students in sections using Signals were less likely than those in other sections to
get a D or an F. Struggling students in the Signals sections were also more likely than struggling students in the other sections to seek help
and to seek it sooner.The Signals team has found that even when faculty used the prewritten text messages provided by Signals, students
receiving them felt that their professors were more caring and invested in their success.
By 2011, more than 17,000 students had experienced a course supported with Signals. Students in the courses using
Signals have consistently had higher grades. In the 2009 cohort, for example, 22 percent of students in a course without
Signals got a D or an F or withdrew compared with 16 percent for courses using Signals (Campbell and Arnold 2011). In
more recent data, the fall 2007 cohort of Signals participants found an 18-point increase in the four-year retention rate and
a nearly 13-point increase in graduation after five years (Campbell 2012).
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Evidence Issues Associated with
Predictive Analytics
An issue associated with the use of predictive analytics
is demonstrating the validity of the predictive algorithm.
From a resource allocation perspective, it is important
to demonstrate that students identified as in need of
services are in fact at higher risk than other students. If
the algorithm does not identify students most in need,
intervention efforts will not produce the maximum
possible social benefit. Standard metrics exist for
computing the predictive accuracy of an algorithm
(that is, the number of correct predictions over
total number of predictions) and quantifying this
dimension so that the accuracy of different algorithms
can be compared (Freitas 2002).
A broader evidence consideration is that predictive
analytics is based on correlation. After discovering
correlational relationships, researchers press for a
deeper examination of the data and other available
evidence to try to understand whether one of the
variables actually causes the other or whether they
just happen to occur together. For example, the fact
that students who have many excused absences in
middle school have poor math achievement in ninth
grade does not prove that absenteeism causes poor
math achievement. Additional research may build
understanding of the multiple causes of absenteeism
and inspire the design of interventions whose
effectiveness can be studied. Nevertheless, from the
standpoint of achieving better outcomes for students,
identifying students at risk for certain kinds of problems
early is an important start even if more research is
needed to understand the causal mechanisms.
New student support interventions are likely to be
inspired by correlations between certain factors and
student outcomes and by what is known from research
about how the outcomes typically emerge over time.
Those organizations implementing the interventions
should be tracking students’ exposure to them and, at
a minimum, comparing outcomes of those students
receiving the intervention and of students with similar
predictive profiles in earlier cohorts.
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The Purdue University Course Signals system (see
sidebar) is an example of a system that identifies
students at varying levels of risk and institutes
interventions in the form of feedback to the student
and prompts and supports from the course instructor
and the system itself.
No rigorous large-scale experiments have been done
on the effects of Purdue’s Signals. Yet the sheer size of
the difference in the rate of completions with a grade
of C or better for courses or course sections using
Signals compared with historical data for numerous
Purdue courses (Campbell and Arnold 2011) is highly
persuasive for faculty and education administrators.
Moreover, the many course outcome comparisons
taken in aggregate make a strong case that Signals
has positive effects for students in courses at Purdue.
Other colleges and universities are now adapting and
implementing Signals on their own campuses.

Emerging Options for Recognizing Inand Out-of-School Accomplishments
Thus far, we have discussed opportunities to use new
data, combine data systems, and apply predictive
analytics to identify student risk factors. Using data
systems to identify protective factors and student
accomplishments is also possible. An emerging area of
research is on environments that are “interest-driven,”
where young people choose to pursue activities
(often outside school) that involve learning, deep
engagement, and the exercise of leadership (Heath
and McLaughlin 1993). Interest, like deep content
knowledge, develops over time and depends on the
availability of guides and peers who can support its
growth (Hidi and Renninger 2006).
Seminal research by Heath and McLaughlin (1993)
described the interests and competencies developed by
inner-city youths through extended participation in outof-school activities such as drama, community service,
and sports clubs. More recent work has described how
afterschool engagement in creative use of technology
(Barron 2006; Barron et al. in press) and technology
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design activities (Koch and Penuel 2007; Koch et al.
2009) can lead to the development not only of strong
interests, but also the kinds of competencies that
are valued in the 21st-century workplace. For many
students from low-income and underrepresented
communities, these activities and the competencies
and recognition they gain through them appear
to be important factors in building resilience to the
challenges they face (McLaughlin 2000; McLaughlin,
Irby, and Langman 2001).
Schools are often unaware of the leadership and
competencies that students who do not excel in the
classroom have shown in these out-of-school settings
(Koch et al. 2010; Lundh, Koch, and Harris 2011). Lemke
et al. (2012) are among those recommending that “the
scope of valued learning outcomes be broadened to
include”informal learning experiences including“learning
by groups and whole projects as well as individuals” (p. 3).
The desire to see these accomplishments recognized
by the school system, colleges, and employers is one
of the factors fueling an increasing interest in using
measures of competencies, rather than the amount
of time someone sat in a classroom, as the metric
of educational achievement. Already, a student can
receive credit at some colleges if he or she earns a
high score on an Advanced Placement test, even
without taking an Advanced Placement course.
Similarly, those who gain competencies through
workplace experience or taking an online course
can obtain certificates attesting to their capabilities
that many employers, especially in the technology
industry, value.
A related trend is the development of “badging”
systems that can capture and recognize the skills
and abilities that students master when they
pursue interest-driven routes to learning (Mozilla
Foundation, Peer 2 Peer University, and MacArthur
Foundation 2012). In a badging system, some badges
might be relatively easy to attain so that students
remain motivated. Others might be earned only
after students demonstrate mastery of fine-grained
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skills that are not formally recognized in a traditional
classroom. In either case, badges could be collected
and aggregated into online student portfolios that
would document and certify their interest-driven
achievements. Informal digital learning systems such
as Khan Academy use badging systems, and traditional
colleges and universities are now exploring their use
in the context of the proficiency certificates awarded
for completing Massive Online Open Courses
(MOOCs). Badging proponents envision a time when
employers might look to badge portfolios as a way of
determining whether potential hires have acquired
the tangible skills needed in their organizations.
In March 2012 the MacArthur Foundation and Mozilla
announced the winners in that year’s Badges for
Lifelong Learning competition, which was designed
to promote recognition of learning and proficiency
gained outside formal schooling. Competition
winners included a wilderness explorers badge system
from Disney-Pixar; badges from the Manufacturing
Institute recognizing the skills and competencies
needed in modern manufacturing; badges from
NASA for exploring robotics and science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics topics; and a program
to recognize the competencies that librarians must
gain to meet the needs of today’s adolescents from
the Young Adult Library Services Association.
Certification of competency is a logical extension
of the move to common state standards. Education
researchers (Collins and Pea 2011) have suggested
that certifications of competency be created for
all the new Common Core State Standards, with
national certification exams that students could take
whenever they felt ready for them and regardless of
how the competence was acquired. Such a system,
if examinations were rigorous and their validity had
been demonstrated, would certainly provide an
alternative route for certifying students’ college and
career readiness (Collins and Pea 2011) to colleges
and potential employers. (For more information
about badges, see the sidebar Creating Digital Badges
to Recognize Student Learning and Accomplishments.)
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Creating Digital Badges to Recognize Student Learning
and Accomplishments
Digital badges are a type of credential that can follow a student throughout life and be used in job and college applications.
The origin of the concept is usually attributed to a Mozilla conference in Barcelona in 2010. Mozilla is an organization promoting
open-source Web software. (It grew out of Netscape and continues to develop and release the Firefox Web browser and the
Thunderbird email client.)
One argument for badges is that they provide much more information than standardized test scores or grade point averages.
Viewing the metadata attached to a digital badge, a potential employer or collaborator should be able to see not only the
competency that the badge represents, but also who awarded the badge and why and how the badge was earned (that is,
evidence justifying the award).
Another argument for badges is that they represent a more well-rounded, lifewide view of a person’s capabilities. Many students
who are disaffected with school or have difficulty in conventional academic environments find a passion and a skill niche in
out-of-school activities such as theater productions, sports teams, or volunteer work (Heath 1994). Doubtless, students learn and
develop competencies in these environments, but the formal academic system seldom recognizes these accomplishments (Hull
and Schultz 2001). Badges can be given for the kinds of competencies that are essential in real-world work and community that
are seldom formally assessed or recognized within the school system.
Connie Yowell of the MacArthur Foundation, which has been a major supporter of the digital badges movement, envisions also
using badges as a way to provide more alternative paths for students moving between multiple learning environments. She
imagines a recommender system that looks at an individual’s set of digital badges and then recommends some appropriate
next learning experiences that would help build toward a career or academic success (Ash 2012).
Recently, the MacArthur Foundation, Mozilla, and the nonprofit organization HASTAC (Humanities, Arts, Sciences,
and Technology Advanced Collaboratory) cosponsored a competition for proposals to develop digital badges. They
received more than 90 proposals and selected 30 for grants to support developing the proposed ideas.
The sponsors hope that this effort will create a critical mass of digital badge opportunities. In the meantime, Mozilla
is developing the Open Badge Infrastructure (OBI) to provide the technical scaffolding for badges (Ash 2012).
The OBI will enable secure badge issuance and acceptance. By operating within the OBI, organizations will issue
badges that cannot be counterfeited and that can be read and displayed by websites of other organizations also
operating within the OBI. Learners will be able to earn badges across many organizations, websites, and out-ofschool experiences.
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Evidence Issues Associated with Digital Badges
The use of badges for recognizing competencies is in its
infancy, and the key question is the weight this kind of
recognition of learning and accomplishment will be
given in school admission and hiring.
An advantage of badges over standardized test
scores is that they typically provide much more
detailed descriptions of what learners can do (for
example, lay out a publication in InDesign or run a
theater sound system) than standardized test scores
(SAT Verbal score of 480). As with any assessment,
those who would consider making decisions on the
basis of badges would want to have evidence that
the judgment of competence was made fairly and
that the competence the badge was earned for would
also be exhibited in new contexts. At present, we do
not have empirical research bearing on these issues
for badge systems, but it is likely that at least some
potential users of badge information will be swayed
first by the reputation of the organization or individual
bestowing the badge and later by experience with
learners who have received the badge certification.
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Conclusion
This chapter focuses on how data from learning
systems can be combined with data from other
sources to support the full range of student needs
and interests that affect learning outcomes. Much
is known about what can be done to keep students
engaged and progressing through school, but today
students’ needs are often viewed through a narrow
lens. The chapter discusses how combining data from
different agencies permits analyzing information
on achievement, attendance, and other indicators
of school success with information on students’
involvement in social services such as the juvenile
justice system, the foster care system, and youth
development programs to create early warning
systems for identifying at-risk students. It also
addresses ways of using such data to recognize and
reward positive learning and accomplishments both
inside and outside school. Systems based on this array
of data can potentially better meet the needs and
interests of each individual student by supporting
students in the totality of their lives.
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Chapter 4:
Improving the Content and Process of Assessment
with Technology
Digital learning systems can collect data on important qualities not captured by achievement
tests. How can educators use the systems to measure more of what matters in ways that are
useful for instruction?
The U.S. education system invests heavily in tests
of student achievement that are used to hold
districts, schools, and, in some cases, individual
teachers accountable for whether students meet
state proficiency standards. All the states have
implemented large-scale testing systems for this
purpose, and technology will become part of most
states’ assessment systems within the next few
years as the computer-based Next Generation
Assessments connected to the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS) go into effect. (See sidebar
State-Led Assessment Consortia for Common Core
State Standards.)
At the same time, supporting students’ learning calls
for additional types of assessment, including
yy f ormative assessments administered in the
course of learning to provide information that
teachers and students can use to guide future
learning;
yy a ssessments of 21st-century skills such as
collaboration, problem solving, and innovation; and
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yy p
 ersonal and affective qualities related to
intellectual curiosity, self regulation, and
persistence.
Both educators and researchers have noted the
importance of these kinds of assessment.
In the cognitive arena, formative assessments are
needed that provide much more detailed information
about how students think and approach problems,
not just whether or not they arrive at a correct answer.
Because state achievement tests are designed to
measure a whole year’s worth of academic progress
and usually occur just once a year, they cannot serve this
purpose. Moreover, large-scale assessments generally
have not captured complex performances, such as
science inquiry or the ability to design something
under a complex set of constraints, although the PISA
(Programme for International Student Assessment)
tests have been an exception and the Next Generation
Assessments currently being developed are striving to
incorporate complex performances.
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State-Led Assessment Consortia for
Common Core State Standards
In an unprecedented step, 48 states and the District of Columbia signed a memorandum of agreement in 2009 with
the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers to participate in an initiative to
identify a common set of standards for mathematics and English language arts. Working with the nonprofit Achieve and
consulting experts, this partnership developed standards for each grade level, which were released in 2010. That same
year, Race to the Top funds were awarded to two state-led assessment consortia to build assessments that could be
used to measure students’ attainment of the CCSS. The Partnership for Assessment for Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) is a consortium of 23 states working with assessment development firms. The Smarter Balanced Consortium
involves 25 states. Both consortia are scheduled to have their assessments ready for schools across the country to use
in school year 2014–15.
Both assessment consortia face the challenge of developing assessment items that get at the deeper learning aspects of the
CCSS and are planning to deliver their assessments via computer. Many of the assessment items contain multiple interrelated
parts. Both consortia have made evidence-centered design central to their development process. Their assessment item
formats include constructed response and “technology-enhanced” items that take advantage of the computer-based medium.
A publicly released grade 9 English language arts item from the Smarter Balanced consortium is shown below.

Stimulus Text: Read these paragraphs from a student’s report and then answer the question.
Year-round Schools
Year-round schools are a better way to educate students than the traditional nine-month schedule. Students are more likely to remember
information over short breaks than they are during a long summer vacation. One study conducted by a group that runs year-round schools
showed that their students had higher test scores than students who attended schools with a traditional schedule. Many teachers
say they have to spend September and October reviewing material taught the previous year.
Some people argue that students shouldn’t have to go to school any longer than they already do, but with year-round schools students get
the same amount of time off, it is just at different times during the year. Short vacations throughout the year give students and teachers
much needed breaks and help keep them from burning out. This schedule actually gives families more freedom to plan trips since they
aren’t limited to traveling in the summer. In addition, ski resort owners say that a longer break in winter is beneficial because people
can spend more time skiing. My friend says that students won’t mind attending school in the summer if they get to relax during
their other breaks.
Item Stem: Evaluate whether the evidence used in these paragraphs is relevant and comes from a credible source. Click on the highlighted
statements and drag them to the appropriate boxes below.
Key and Distractor Analysis:
Not a credible source

Not relevant to the argument

their students had higher test scores than that a longer break in winter is beneficial bestudents who attended schools with a tradi- cause people can spend more time skiing.
tional schedule.

Credible and relevant
they have to spend September and October
reviewing material taught the previous year.

students won’t mind attending school in
the summer if they get to relax during their
other breaks.
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Another concern is that academic assessments
typically focus on subject matter content, whereas
goals for student learning involve both content
and cognitive processes, such as problem solving,
reasoning, and explaining. Most educational
standards documents are structured according to
the subject matter to be covered, with the desired
cognitive processes embedded within a statement
about content (for example, “Students should be able
to explain the mechanisms behind the water cycle”).
As a result, assessment, instructional design, and
claims about alignment between assessments and
education standards tend to be driven by concerns
about covering subject matter rather than concern
with cognitive skills, including those that have been
identified as 21st-century skills.
When subject matter content drives the design of
assessments and learning materials and cognitive
processing requirements are relegated to the
background, the tendency is to neglect the higher
order or complex cognitive components such as
inquiry, problem solving, and explanation (Au 2007;
Shepard 1991). The statistics and measurement
models conventionally used in developing
achievement tests and in interpreting test scores
reinforce this tendency. Prevailing measurement
models were developed to deal with assessments
composed of independent items all sampling
discrete skills or knowledge from the same domain.
They were not designed to handle the
interdependencies among a learner’s actions in
dealing with complex, multistep problems or
inquiries; the presence of feedback after learner
actions; or student learning during the course of
assessment (Pellegrino, Chudowsky, and Glaser 2001;
Shute and Ventura in press).
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Advances in assessment theory, notably evidencecentered design (ECD) and new statistical techniques
and technology tools for supporting the use of ECD in
assessment development, are making the assessment
of complex cognitive components that are exercised
in multiple subject matter contexts much more
feasible. ECD and associated tools are being used in
the development of the Next Generation Assessments
of the CCSS and in learning system R&D. (See sidebar
on Evidence-Centered Design.)

Evidence-centered design (ECD) is a view of
assessment as an evidentiary argument— a process
of reasoning from the necessarily limited evidence
of what students say, do, and make in particular
settings to claims about what they know and can do
more broadly (Messick 1994).
The ECD approach to developing assessments
(Mislevy et al. 2003) entails the articulation of three
models: the student competencies to be measured
(the student or competency model), the evidence
that will be used to make inferences about whether
students exhibit those competencies (the evidence
model), and the description of tasks that will produce
that evidence (the task model). Together, these
three models constitute the conceptual assessment
framework, also referred to as the task template,
which becomes the framework for developing
the task or tasks that the student will see on the
assessment.
ECD experts refer to assessment tasks rather
than items. Assessment tasks may have multiple
components or steps, and the student’s response to
each is used to model the assessment’s estimate of
that student’s competence relative to one or more
KSAs (knowledge, skills, and abilities) related to that
step. The evidence model may require combining
observed behavior on multiple steps within a task to
generate evidence of a student’s competence.
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In addition, a number of learning researchers have
noted that by intention standardized tests measure
what students can do during a fixed time working
in isolation, without information resources and
tools at hand. These kinds of assessments cannot
capture collaboration or the judicious use of digital
information resources, two competencies on almost
everyone’s list of 21st-century skills. Performances
that matter in work and civic life, on the other hand,
involve working with others, using tools and multiple
sources of information, and persisting over time with
multiple opportunities for revision and refinement
(National Research Council 1999).
Finally, we know that personal qualities related to
intellectual curiosity, persistence, motivation, and
interests can be just as important as subject matter
knowledge in shaping students’ lives (Almlund et al.
2011). More tools are needed also to assess students’
passion for intellectual inquiry in various domains, the
way they respond to setbacks and challenges, and
the extent to which they have acquired strategies for
supporting their own learning.
The increasing presence of digital learning systems
and resources in classrooms creates opportunities
for collecting these kinds of assessment data to
supplement the data captured by conventional largescale assessments. Learning systems can do this
systematically, automatically, and on large numbers
of students (U.S. Department of Education 2010a).

New Opportunities Provided by
Technology
For many years, digital learning resources, such
as computer-assisted instruction and now digital
textbooks, have incorporated assessment modules
that are very much like the questions at the end
of the chapter in a typical printed textbook. Such
online quizzes or practice exercises are used to
assess student mastery or proficiency. More recently,
online learning systems and resources have begun
to collect and analyze more fine-grained information
about learning processes, such as how quickly a
student moves through a simulated environment or a
sequence of problems, the amount of scaffolding and
support the student needs, changes in a student’s
response time across problems, and the like.
Embedding assessments in digital learning systems
opens up possibilities for assessing features that
are important but that could not be measured
reliably and efficiently in the past (Pellegrino,
Chudowsky, and Glaser 2001; Shute 2011). More
of what educators really want to assess could be
measured by mining the data produced when
students interact with complex simulations and
tasks presented in digital learning systems.
These measures require greater expertise to
analyze, but that expertise can be embedded in
digital learning systems. Moreover, the fact that
indices such as response latency can be measured
across hundreds or thousands of responses gives
technology-based assessments a potential edge in
generating measures that produce consistent results.
Further, when assessments are embedded in digital
learning systems, learners are assessed in the course
of learning. Time no longer must be taken away from
instruction to stop and measure how much has been
learned. If students are working with digital learning
systems on an ongoing basis, the amount of course
content that can be assessed and the amount of
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information about what and how they have learned
will far surpass what is measured in a discrete test
taken once a year.
To use an analogy from baseball, judging an individual
student’s academic prowess on the basis of a single
test given at the end of the school year is like judging a
baseball player’s skill solely on the basis of performance
in the home run derby. Baseball leagues use a much
larger set of data; they compute batting, on base, and
fielding error averages across an entire season and
across an entire career. Digital learning systems and
increasingly comprehensive data systems make it
possible for education to adopt practices more similar
to those used in baseball, to offer more data points for
a fuller picture of a students’ understanding.
When assessment is done continuously as part of
the learning process, administrators can generate
aggregate estimates of understanding and
performance covering more concepts (that is, have
greater content coverage), assess qualities that are
difficult to capture in conventional multiple-choice
tests (for example, problem solving and persistence),
and do so with greater reliability than would ever be
possible with once-a-year high-stakes assessments.
A concern with performance assessments has been
the high cost of scoring complex performances
that entail orchestrating multiple understandings
and skills and difficulties in obtaining the needed
reliability (Madaus and O’Dwyer 1999). Technology
offers the promise of automating the scoring of
complex performances, addressing issues of cost
and reliability at the same time. A case in point is the
automated scoring of student essays. (See sidebar
Intelligent Essay Scoring.)
As more learning data are collected routinely for
each student, opportunities will also arise to develop
systems for aggregating learning data collected in
different courses, settings, and time periods and to
mine these data for new insights.
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Individual electronic medical records have become an
area for rapid development and deployment in health
care, and it is not far-fetched to imagine similar efforts
over the next five years to create individual learning
records that summarize a learner’s experiences,
learning processes, and accomplishments. DiCerbo
and Behrens (2012) have described this concept of
assessment information gleaned from an individual’s
interactions with a variety of digital learning systems
and resources and synthesized into a cohesive view
of his or her knowledge, skills, and other learningrelevant attributes. For example, the system of
certification examinations for all the areas in the
new CCSS proposed by Collins and Pea (2011)
(discussed in Chapter 3) would produce a record of
student proficiencies that is much more detailed
and descriptive about what a student can do than
achievement test scores or grade point averages.

Expanded Approaches to
Gathering Evidence
Chapter 2 described how the fine-grained information
about students’ learning that newer digital learning
systems collect is used to personalize learning. Here,
we describe how such data also can be used to
construct measures of important learning outcomes
and learning processes that have been difficult to
capture with conventional state tests.

Evidence-Centered Design
This chapter has noted the tendency in conventional
assessment to neglect higher order or complex
cognitive components such as inquiry, problem
solving, and explanation (Au 2007; Shepard 1991).
Traditional test item formats and measurement
theory are more suited to capturing discrete bits of
subject matter knowledge than to capturing the
multistep, multifaceted complex performances that
demonstrate deeper learning (see Chapter 1).
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Intelligent Essay Scoring
Teachers have long believed that having students write about a topic is one of the best ways to obtain insight into what they
do and do not understand about it. But grading essays for 30, 50, or 150 students is so laborious that most teachers make
limited use of them as assessment tools.
Software that can score essays automatically (through use of “scoring engines” using artificial intelligence techniques) has been
available for some time, and many essay-scoring products are available. To spur innovation and development in this field in time
to support implementation of the Common Core State Standards, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation has sponsored
efforts to apply artificial intelligence to scoring essays and other constructed responses used for assessment purposes.
Hewlett sponsored research by Shermis and Hamner (2012) comparing the scores provided by nine commercially available
automatic essay scoring engines and those produced by pairs of human scorers using state-developed scoring rubrics. The
essays were student responses to writing prompts on six states’ high-stakes writing assessments. Overall, each of the scoring
engines produced essay scores very similar to those produced by human scorers.
At the same time, hoping to attract data scientists and machine learning experts to work on improving intelligent essay
scoring, Hewlett offered $100,000 in prizes for the three scoring engines that could most accurately mimic human essay
scorers. Kaggle, a platform that runs data prediction competitions in a variety of fields, ran the competition for Hewlett.
A set of varied student essays from 150 to 550 words long that had been scored by two humans were provided to contest
entrants so that they could “train” their scoring engines, comparing their automatically generated scores with those from
humans. Competitors were given three months to build and train their engines and then were given a new set of essays for
the competition phase. The scores generated by scoring engines were compared with the consensus scores from the two
human graders. The 11 people on the first-, second-, and third-place teams all came from non-education fields, including
computer science, data analysis, and particle physics (Quillen 2012). Their engines used predictive analytics in addition to the
computer’s ability to process natural language.

Recently, assessment research and development has
turned to evidence-centered design to guide the
development of assessments capable of dealing with
multiple competencies and complex performances
(Mislevy and Haertel 2006; Mislevy, Steinberg, and
Almond 2003). ECD is a systematic process in which
the designer articulates (a) the competencies to
be measured, (b) what would constitute evidence
that a learner possesses those competencies, and
(c) the situations or tasks that can be used to elicit
that evidence. Assessment developers find that the
ECD framework helps them connect what they want
to assess to specific learner actions in complex task
contexts (Shute and Ventura in press).

The use of ECD is not limited to assessments embedded
in complex digital learning systems, but it is particularly
useful for this purpose because conventional models
come up short in these circumstances.
ECD can also contribute to the validity and quality
of assessments. Its application requires considerable
skill and careful documentation. Each task first must
be carefully constructed to elicit a response related
to a specific aspect of the student model. Then each
step in the chain of reasoning must be linked to that
specific aspect and to the specific actions the student
takes in response to the task.
Mislevy and Haertel (2006) developed the computerbased system PADI to support this process. (For more
information on PADI, see the sidebar Design Patterns
and Principled Assessment Designs for Inquiry.)
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Design Patterns and Principled Assessment
Designs for Inquiry
Drawing on the framework of evidence-centered design (Mislevy et al. 2003; Mislevy and Haertel 2006), in the Principled
Assessment Designs for Inquiry (PADI) project, Geneva Haertel and Robert Mislevy developed a design pattern for the
efficient development of multiple tasks that assess complex knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs).
Design patterns have several benefits for designers of complex assessment tasks. First, they facilitate the transition from
knowledge about the domain to an operational assessment system. They keep the focus on the conceptual level and help
the designer avoid moving too quickly to an item’s technical elements. Complex psychometric concepts are not required
to understand and use design patterns. The plain language in design patterns facilitates communication between content
experts and assessment specialists.
Second, design patterns increase the validity of an assessment by explicating a structured assessment argument. Design
patterns set forth the KSAs to be assessed, the performances or behaviors that reveal those constructs, and the tasks or
situations that can elicit those performances. The discipline imposed in explicating the structured argument enhances the
coherence of the assessment components and thereby the validity of evidentiary reasoning (Cronbach and Meehl 1955).
Third, design patterns facilitate decision making for task designers in assessment design.This design tool clarifies the explicit
and implicit constraints and resources that will affect the design, development, and delivery of the actual assessment tasks.
Finally, design patterns can be generalized to a variety of content domains, grade levels, and student populations. For
example, a design pattern on “observational investigation” provides a general design space that crosses different science
domains and can be used to generate a family of assessment tasks.
Examples of some of the 100 design patterns that Haertel, Mislevy, and their colleagues have developed for science
assessments are Experimental Investigation, Observational Investigation, and Model Revision in Model-based Reasoning.
These design patterns and the others are in a library that is part of the Web-based PADI assessment design system. The
online system not only supports the creation of design patterns but also highlights associations among their attributes
to support the task development process. In addition, the design system can generate a hierarchical picture of related
design patterns. The efficiency of assessment task development can be improved by exploiting the relationships among
similar design patterns.
The PADI design system also offers a linked glossary to help users with the language of ECD. Together, these technologyenhanced features of the online system make it easier for an assessment designer to exploit the connections among
design patterns and task templates to design and develop assessment tasks.
SRI assessment researchers have used PADI and design patterns in a number of projects, demonstrating their utility in
different assessment contexts. These projects include the development of a statewide science assessment, assessments
for community college courses in economics and biology, and the design of alternative statewide assessments in reading
and mathematics for students with significant cognitive disabilities.
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Assessing Achievement During Learning
Educational accountability systems have directed the attention of schools and districts on students’ performance on end-ofyear state achievement tests. Whether or not a student’s scores on these tests meet or exceed the proficiency requirement has
consequences for superintendents, principals, and teachers. An entire industry has grown up around the provision of assessments
that can be administered during the school year to identify students at risk of failing to score proficient on the end-of-year exam.
Critics point to the time this interim assessment is taking away from instruction, while advocates point to the usefulness of
assessing during the school year when there is still time to give extra support to those students who need it.
With funding from the U.S. Department of Education, researchers at Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Carnegie Mellon
University developed the Web-based ASSISTments system to address this issue. ASSISTments combines online learning
assistance with assessment capabilities (Feng, Heffernan, and Koedinger 2009). While teaching middle school math
concepts, ASSISTments uses information from learners’ interactions with the system to provide educators with a detailed
assessment of students’ developing math skills.
When students respond to ASSISTments problems, they receive hints and tutoring to the extent they need them. The
system helps students break hard problems down into subparts. Questions associated with the subparts are designed
to elicit student responses that will reveal the reason why the student initially gave the wrong answer. Students can ask
for stronger and stronger hints as needed to arrive at a correct problem solution. From the students’ perspective, they are
using ASSISTments to learn; there is not a time when learning stops for test taking.
ASSISTments treats data on how individual students respond to the problems and how much support they need from the system to
generate correct solutions as assessment information.The ASSISTments system gives educators detailed reports of students’ accuracy,
speed, help-seeking behavior, and number of problem-solving attempts as well as their mastery of 100 middle school math skills.
ASSISTments research (Feng, Heffernan, and Koedinger 2009) has found that information on how students respond after
an initial wrong answer predicts performance on the end-of-year state examination better than the number of problems
a student got correct on his or her first try (the measure used by conventional interim assessments). By combining
information on the number of items correct on the first try and the way the student worked with the system after a wrong
answer, ASSISTments produced predicted MCAS (Massachussetts Comprehensive Assessment System) test scores with a
.84 correlation to the scores the students actually obtained at the end of the year.

Using ECD and an ontology of critical cognitive
processes such as problem solving, reasoning, and
explaining (Koenig et al. 2010), assessment developers
are creating design patterns and task templates for
those cognitive processes that require students to
demonstrate the process with different content.
Reusable templates and objects, including validated
scoring or judgment systems, are parts of this process
(Vendlinski, Baker, and Niemi 2008).
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Moving cognitive requirements to the foreground in
assessment task design in this way produces more
coherence among assessment tasks and development
is faster, reducing costs. Assessments designed using
the same cognitive task models with different content
within subject areas (and even between some subject
areas, such as science, math, and social studies),
provide greater coherence and facilitate transfer and
generalization across topics, situations, and contexts.
Teachers can then design or evaluate assessment
tasks in terms of coverage of the cognitive demands
of a state or national standard as well as its subject
matter content. From the evidence side, a model can
be tagged to indicate that it produces micro data for
both content and cognitive learning progressions.
Expanding Evidence Approaches for Learning in a Digital World

Mining Data from Learning Systems to
Assess Cognitive Skills
The practical advantages of embedding assessments
into digital learning systems are well illustrated by the
ASSISTments project at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
Research with ASSISTments has demonstrated that
information on how a student interacts with the
learning software—in particular, how a student
responds after answering a problem incorrectly—can
improve predictions of future student mathematics
performance (Feng, Heffernan, and Koedinger 2009).
(For more information on the ASSISTments project, see
the sidebar Assessing Achievement During Learning.)

Using emerging educational data mining and learning
analytics techniques to analyze learner log files from
digital learning systems has potential for broadening
the scope of educational assessment. Researchers
are demonstrating that both these techniques can
be used to analyze a series of actions not only within
structured tasks like those in ASSISTments, but also
within more open-ended exploratory environments in
which learners take on avatars and interact with virtual
characters and objects as they try to solve a realistic
problem, such as identifying the cause of an epidemic
in a 19th-century factory town or the cause for a sudden
decline in the kelp population in an Alaskan bay. (For an
example of such an exploratory environment, see the
sidebar Assessing Inquiry Skills in Virtual Environments.)

Assessing Inquiry Skills in Virtual Environments
Chris Dede and his colleagues at the Harvard University Graduate School of Education have been studying the use of
virtual worlds (immersive environments) for science learning and assessment.
This work began with River City, a re-creation of a city in the 19th century when scientists were just beginning to discover
bacteria. Each student is represented as an avatar and communicates with other student avatars through chat and
gestures. Students work in teams of three, moving through River City to collect data and run tests in response to the
mayor’s challenge to find out why River City residents are falling ill. The student teams form and test hypotheses, analyze
data, and document their research in a report they deliver to the mayor.
Student inquiry activities in River City can be assessed by analyzing the research reports and also by looking at the kinds
of information each student and each student team chose to examine and their moment-to-moment movements, actions,
and utterances in the virtual environment. On the basis of students’ actions in River City, researchers developed measures
of their science inquiry skills, sense of efficacy as a scientist, and science concept knowledge (Dede 2009).
Dede (2012) asserts that the open-ended nature of this kind of virtual environment more closely matches the kind of
learning that happens in internships and the real world than either conventional classroom instruction or the more
constrained interactions in online tutoring systems.
In the ongoing Virtual Performance Assessment project, the Harvard team is studying the feasibility of using simulation
environments to assess hard-to-measure learning outcomes, such as science inquiry skills, in a way that would be suitable for
use in accountability systems. The researchers’ goal is to produce simulation-based assessments linked to national standards
for science inquiry practices with demonstrated validity and reliability (Clarke-Midura, Dede, and Norton 2011).
The development team is using evidence-centered design and the PADI (Principled Assessment Designs for Inquiry)
assessment design system to create multiple forms of the same assessment to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing
this kind of assessment at scale (Dede 2012).
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As described by Zapata-Rivera (2012), researchers are
applying educational data mining techniques to uncover
interesting patterns in the digital log files generated
by digital games. The virtual environments being
developed at Harvard and the Newton’s Playground
game described below are examples of the fast-growing
body of research on game-based assessment.

Mining Data from Learning Systems to
Assess Non-Cognitive Skills
Research has demonstrated the importance of
personal qualities such as conscientiousness and selfefficacy in college and workplace success (Almlund,
Duckworth, Heckman, and Kautz 2011; Pellegrino and
Hilton 2012). But education systems do not measure
these noncognitive qualities explicitly. In research,
these qualities are generally measured through
self-report inventories. Yet such inventories are very
susceptible to social desirability effects (the inventory
takers tend to respond in ways that make themselves
look good). An even greater concern is that inventory
responses consistent with a trait are easy to fake if an
inventory is used in a situation where consequences
are attached to an individual’s responses.
The availability of technology to create and support
more sophisticated digital learning systems offers the
opportunity to measure these qualities on the basis
of students’ behavior in a learning system rather than
through self-report. For example, Shute and Ventura
(in press) described how persistence (i.e., inclination
to work hard even in the presence of challenging
conditions) could be measured in a digital learning
system. They pointed to the possibility of using learner
actions, such as the average amount of time the learner
chooses to spend on difficult problems, the number of
retries after failure, and returning to a difficult problem
after skipping it, as examples of the kinds of learning
system data that could be used to construct a reliable
measure of learner persistence. (For an example of one
of the embedded assessments being developed, see the
sidebar Embedded Assessments in Newton’s Playground.)
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Understanding how to support the development of
these noncognitive skills and how to assess them are
priorities for the U.S. Department of Education (Easton
2012). The Department has prepared a brief on grit,
tenacity, and perseverance. Slated for release in January
2013, the brief summarizes current research on these
skills and offers recommendations for R&D priorities
in this area. The authors propose that grit, tenacity,
and perseverance are teachable and made up of three
components: academic mindsets (cognitive framings
that support perseverance), effortful self-control, and
strategies and tactics (such as adaptation). The brief
recommends that students be given opportunities to
develop these skills by pursuing optimally challenging
longer term goals while having access to the supports
needed to achieve the goals. It identifies further
exploration of how perseverance functions in a wide
range of settings and academic disciplines as research
priorities, calls for design-based implementation
research to connect theory and practice, and highlights
the need for longitudinal studies.

Uses of Evidence from
Embedded Assessments
Assessments embedded in learning systems, such as
those featured in this chapter, have advantages for
students, teachers, and education systems because
they can measure important student outcomes that
are not captured well by conventional assessments
and do not require taking time away from learning
to test for past learning. However, researchers
are grappling with some open questions about
embedded assessments.
First, embedded assessments are tied to specific
products or environments, raising questions about
the extent to which performance on them really
predicts what students would do in other contexts.
This problem applies to any assessment, but when
assessments are embedded in particular digital
learning systems they are particularly susceptible
to being overly aligned with the content of those
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Embedded Assessments in Newton’s Playground
Valerie Shute, a researcher at Florida State University, is leading a project to design, develop, and validate unobtrusive
assessments embedded in a digital game. The team is building the assessments inside Newton’s Playground, a computer
game designed as an assessment and learning environment for Newtonian physics.
Learners interact with a set of problems displayed as simple two-dimensional simulations. Each problem in the game
challenges the learner to use Newtonian principles to get a green ball to move from its starting point to the location of
one or more balloons. The learner can draw any of a set of objects (for example, a ramp, lever, or pendulum) on the screen,
and those objects will “come to life” and move the ball according to Newton’s three laws of motion. For example, a learner
can draw a ramp on the two-dimensional space to change the direction of a ball in motion. Students work on problems
and can retry them as often as they like. Some students retry problems they have solved to find a simpler, more elegant
solution, which would earn them a gold trophy if successful.
Shute’s research team is trying to assess both the extent to which students acquire the ability to apply Newtonian principles
of motion correctly to novel problems and their persistence. The team conceptualizes persistence as the amount of time
students will spend on problems they cannot readily solve. The challenge in designing this kind of assessment is the
impossibility of predicting which problems will prove challenging for a given student. Using evidence-centered design, the
R&D team created a difficulty rubric for the game’s problems and is using it to systematically build problems of varying levels
of difficulty so that they will be able to make sure that every student eventually faces problems that are difficult for him or her.
(See Shute and Ventura, in press, for details of the rubric and illustrations of the games.)
Other conceptual models being developed by the team concern conscientiousness, physics concepts, and creativity.
These outcomes are being modeled and will be measured automatically as students use Newton’s Playground (Shute and
Ventura, in press).

products. Theoretically, such embedded assessments
might be specific to the particular learning system, and
the learning system might introduce difficulties not
relevant to the construct or constructs being assessed
that affect estimates of students’ competence. On a
practical level, when assessments are integrated with
a particular learning system, their use typically will
be limited to classrooms using that system. Technical
solutions to this limitation are feasible if assessments
are carefully designed to avoid construct-irrelevant
variance (for example, through the application of ECD)
and developed as objects that can be embedded in
any number of systems.
Second, unlike conventional assessments, embedded
assessments often provide students with feedback.
This is advantageous because students can learn
from the feedback, but it means that the students
are learning about a concept or how to execute a
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skill at the same time the system is attempting to
gauge their competence in that knowledge or skill.
Shute, Hansen, and Almond (2008) found that adding
feedback within a system assessing high school
students’ ability to work with geometric sequences
did not diminish the system’s ability to assess student
competence. More research of this nature is needed.
Whether assessment is conducted as a separate
activity or occurs in the background during the
course of learning online, the fundamental questions
of reliability and validity apply. We must ask whether
an assessment yields consistent results about a
student’s state of learning or competency (reliability)
and whether the assessment provides adequate
empirical evidence to support the inferences being
made (validity). Modern thinking emphasizes that
validity resides not in the assessment itself but in
the strength of evidence supporting the inferences
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made on the basis of assessment results. Accordingly,
establishing assessment validity, like establishing
educational intervention quality, is not a one-time
event but a continuous process of data collection and
refinement (Cizek, Rosenberg, and Coons 2008).
The application of ECD and data mining to learning
systems for assessment purposes needs to be
accompanied by the collection of evidence of validity
and reliability. If efforts are successful to develop
psychometrically sound assessments that go on
in the background as students use online learning
systems, educators can start to question the value of
once-a-year achievement tests. A number of research
groups are working on this issue of how to make data
gathered from online learning systems useful within
accountability contexts as well as for individual learners
and teachers (U.S. Department of Education 2010a).
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Conclusion
This chapter describes how the data collected by
digital learning systems can be used to expand and
improve both the content and process of assessment
beyond student achievement tests that focus on
subject matter content. For example, formative
assessments administered in the course of learning
can guide future learning and can provide insight
into how students think and approach problems,
not just the proportion of time they arrive at correct
answers. Advances such as evidence-centered design
and new statistical techniques and technology tools
for supporting the use of ECD-based assessments
embedded in digital learning systems are explored, as
is mining data from learning systems to assess both
cognitive and noncognitive skills.
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Chapter 5:
Finding Appropriate Learning Resources and
Making Informed Choices
Selecting the right learning resources and materials is critical in achieving desired learning
outcomes. What better supports do educators need as they make decisions about which
digital learning resources to adopt?
With digital learning resources readily available on
the Internet, many teachers and a growing number
of schools are using them to expand learning and
to supplement or replace print-based materials such
as textbook chapters and exercises. Digital options
include rich media, interactive textbooks, complete
online courses, and supplemental materials.
While these digital resources give educators more
choices, they also raise the issue of how to ensure
their quality and determine their effectiveness
in achieving the desired learning outcomes. The
learning resources chosen are crucial in both what
and how well students learn (Chingos and Whitehurst
2012; Schmidt et al. 2001).
Evaluating and choosing digital learning products
can be daunting for many reasons. First, the
Internet is a fast and far-reaching distribution
channel, so the number of new products available
grows every day. Second, many of the new
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products being offered are from sources new and
unfamiliar to education decision-makers rather
than from tried-and-true suppliers. Third, some of
the business models used by Web developers are
new to education, for example, offering “fremium”
versions of products at no cost but charging
subscription fees for full-featured versions. Fourth,
some of the attributes of digital resources—for
example, that they can be continually refined and
improved or even modified by users—make them
a moving target when it comes to evaluating them.
As a result, one or both of two things can happen:
excellent and effective digital learning resources may
be underused because educators cannot find them
among all the choices available, and resources that
are chosen may not be effective or may not fit within
the constraints of a particular classroom or learning
environment (for example, the length of the class
period, curriculum context, or available bandwidth).
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New Opportunities Provided by
Technology
Besides the Internet, two other factors are driving the
trend of teachers supplementing print-based textbooks
and other materials with digital learning resources:
yy e
asy-to-use creation and publishing tools that
enable anyone to create, configure, aggregate,
and modify learning materials (supported by
Creative Commons licenses); and
yy Internet-supported resources for educators such
as online repositories and communities that make
it easier for users to find and evaluate resources
that might meet their needs.

Creative Commons (www.creativecommons.
org) provides customizable copyright licenses free
online for creators and authors of works ranging
from writings and videos to songs and computer
programs or images. Typically, works licensed
under Creative Commons have copyrights that
are less restrictive than the automatic “all rights
reserved” copyright so that others may more
freely share, use, and remix them.

Open educational resources (OER) are
teaching, learning, and research resources that
reside in the public domain or have been released
under an intellectual property license that permits
sharing, accessing, repurposing—including for
commercial purposes—and collaborating with
others. These resources are an important element
of an infrastructure for learning. Originating in
higher education, OER forms range from podcasts to
digital libraries to textbooks, games, and courses, and
they are freely available to anyone over the Web. The
OER movement was started by universities making
their learning content available online free of charge
(Smith 2009), and it is now well entrenched in K–12
education. In August 2012, the OER Commons
contained more than 28,000 free openly licensed
K–12 learning resources.

User-Generated Learning Resources

Online Repositories and Communities

Anyone can shoot an instructional video and upload it to
YouTube. That is how the Khan Academy was started. Sal
Khan was creating short videos to help a young cousin
who wanted to improve her math scores (Thompson
2011), and he posted them on YouTube so she could
view them easily. Today, millions of people around the
world view and learn from Khan Academy videos.

Because users can modify OERs, they often tailor and
combine them to create “best-of-breed” assemblages.
For example, teachers, districts, and states are increasingly
creating digital curricula by combining OER-based
materials from multiple sources. A number of online
repositories and communities are springing up to support
these efforts, enabling users to search curated collections
of materials, upload and share their own material, read
and write reviews, create “playlists” of favorite resources,
and interact with other users. (Short descriptions of some
of these online repositories are in the sidebar Examples of
Pulling Together Learning Resources from Multiple Sources.)

Many user-generated resources are available for use
and reuse at no cost. An entire movement, Open
Educational Resources (OER), has facilitated the
growth and distribution of these open user-generated
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materials. Modifications are already happening
globally as people are taking open educational
materials and programs from one nation and adapting
them for the norms and needs of another. These
changes can be as basic as language translation or as
involved and sophisticated as improving the fit with
specific learners’ background knowledge, learning
pace, or interests.
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In some cases, these interactions serve to improve and
refine a learning resource over time. (For an example of
a learning resource being improved in this way, see the
sidebar Collaborative Research and Development on the
Pathway to College Math in Chapter 1.)
Many of the online repositories and communities
are using Internet-supported techniques to help
users find resources that might meet their needs.
Resources can be tagged according to established
categories (for example, the educational standards
they address or the grade level for which they were
designed). The sites themselves might categorize the
resources, allow users to categorize them, or both.

Another new approach to capturing, sharing, and
analyzing information about digital learning resources
is the Learning Registry. Recently launched by the U.S.
Department of Education and the U.S. Department of
Defense, the Learning Registry stores data provided
by numerous sources about the content of various
learning resources hosted in different systems. Data
published to the Learning Registry can serve as the
basis for learning resource analytics to help recommend
resources, detect trends in resource usage, and judge
user experiences. (For more information on the
Learning Registry, see the sidebar Sharing Information
About Learning Resources Across Systems.)

Examples of Pulling Together Learning
Resources from Multiple Sources
BetterLesson is a curriculum-sharing platform containing more than 300,000 teacher-contributed Pre-K through
12 lessons that users can browse and search using key words and tools for creating collections. BetterLesson is free to
individual teachers; school districts pay a subscription fee.
Gooru is a nonprofit organization with a free platform for students and teachers that offers access to a curated collection
of 50,000 open educational resources for grade 5 through 12 mathematics and science. These resources range from digital
textbooks to individual animations to games, all tagged to the Common Core State Standards and California science
content standards they address.
LearnZillion is a learning platform that combines video explanations, assessments, and progress reporting. Each lesson
highlights a Common Core Standard, starting with math in grades 3 through 9. The site offers more than 2,000 lessons
created by teachers using a Web-based application. Lessons are free.
Open Tapestry is a website that allows users to find, organize, and share education resources. Users can adapt a variety
of content retrieved on the website to suit their individual needs, as well as contribute new information. Users may also
integrate Open Tapestry into their learning management systems.
PowerMyLearning is a platform developed by nonprofit CFY formerly (Computers for Youth) that has more than 1,000
digital learning activities. Free to teachers, PowerMyLearning lets them build a playlist of activities and add their own
instructional text to introduce them.
Share My Lesson is an online portal created by the American Federation of Teachers that now contains more than 250,000
digital learning resources reviewed and prepared by 200 teachers. The lessons include OERs that can be remixed, reused
and reposted. The portal also includes a community where teachers can pose questions or reactions to the resources.
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Sharing Information About Learning
Resources Across Systems
The Learning Registry, an open-source software project, provides the technical infrastructure and community practices
for sharing information about learning resources across systems. It does not impose standards for how to represent
data but instead provides opportunities for communities to discuss and agree on real-world practices. In this way, the
Learning Registry helps alleviate the problem of disparate metadata standards and missing metadata by changing
the business model for digital content suppliers from hand curation of metadata (the “library model”) to tapping data
streams from social networks and learning management systems (among others) to locate and identify resources (the
“recommender model”).
The Learning Registry began as a project funded by the U.S. Departments of Education and Defense to share information
about learning resources from federal repositories such as the Smithsonian, the National Archives, and the Library of
Congress. It has evolved into a mechanism for taking advantage of metadata and social metadata generated as educators
and learners interact with online learning resources and systems, including learning object repositories, teacher portals,
search tools, learning management systems, and instructional improvement systems. (Social metadata have been locked
in to these separate systems.)
The Learning Registry enables the learning resource information created by one site to be shared with others. Learning
resource data collected from these sources and published to the Learning Registry network can serve as the basis for
learning resource analytics to help recommend resources, detect trends in resource usage, and judge user experience.
At present, the Learning Registry community is exploring new and interesting ways to use Learning Registry data, such
as recommending resources, visualizing trending resources, and analyzing connections among resources. California’s
Brokers of Expertise and CTE (Career and Technical Education) sites, as well as Florida’s CPALMS site are now part of
the Learning Registry network, sharing resources, ratings, and alignment data. North Carolina, Massachusetts, and
Ohio have announced projects that will connect their instructional improvement systems to the Learning Registry.
The National Science Digital Library and PBS (the Public Broadcasting System) have both connected to the Learning
Registry network. The Learning Registry can also link to educator-generated or commercial resources. A list of early
collaborators is on www.learningregistry.org.
As more data are published to the Learning Registry, the possibilities expand for using it to provide different kinds of
evidence for learning resources. The Learning Registry affords a unique opportunity to help collect, amplify, and aggregate
evidence for recommending learning resources.
The Learning Registry community is currently focusing on supporting data that reflect standards alignment because of
the sharing across states possible with the Common Core State Standards. When a resource stored in a digital repository
or created by a teacher (e.g., posted on BetterLesson) is aligned by a state or local education authority, that alignment
provides evidence about the content it purports to teach. These alignments are being captured in the Learning Registry.
When teachers searching for standards-aligned content at a state portal locate a resource, they can view how other state or
local entities have aligned the resource as well as the other social metadata on actions such as the number or downloads
and ratings for that resource.
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The trends of creating large online collections of
disparate resources and of teachers mixing and
matching learning resources raise the issue of how well
resources drawn from different places fit into a coherent
whole. Research relating the quality of a curriculum
to learning outcomes stresses the importance of
curricular coherence (Schmidt and Houang 2012).
Because open resources come from many different
places and were developed for many different
purposes and kinds of users, they do not necessarily

use consistent terminology or representations
and gaps might be left in students’ understanding.
Creating coherent learning activities and curricula
from diverse sets of learning resources requires
considerable skill and effort. Some R&D groups
are taking up this challenge. (For an example of
such an effort, see the sidebar Supporting the
Creation of Coherent Curriculum Units Incorporating
Digital Resources.)

Supporting the Creation of Coherent Curriculum Units
Incorporating Digital Resources
Under a grant from the National Science Foundation, the Institute of Cognitive Science and the University Corporation for
Atmospheric Research at the University of Colorado developed the Curriculum Customization Service (CCS) to support
instructional planning of middle and high school earth science teachers in the Denver Public Schools.
CCS is a Web-based system that contains a curriculum planning interface and resources from the grade 6 and grade 9 earth
science curricula of the Denver Public Schools plus interactive digital resources from the Digital Library for Earth System
Education. Resources within CCS include Top Picks, images, animations, and activities that call on students to use scientific
data.
When using CCS for planning, teachers start with either a unit from the district curriculum or a specific learning goal. In
response to their selection of a unit-learning goal, the system displays a set of key concepts and the instructional resources
that support learning each of those concepts. Teachers can also identify instructional resources from outside the system
and bring them in with a tag to the concepts they address.
In this way, teachers are supported in planning that works backward from the intended learning outcome (Wiggins
and McTighe 1998) rather than the common practice of selecting an activity and then trying to find a place for it in the
curriculum (Sumner et al. 2010). Teachers can create personal collections of resources they like and annotate resources
with their thoughts on how to use them or the types of students they are most appropriate for. When teachers upload
resources to CSS, they have the option of choosing to share them with other teachers in their district.
A field test with 124 teachers conducted in fall 2009 found that more than half the teachers reported using CCS digital
resources as much as or more than their textbook materials. Participating teachers made heavy use of the resources that
other teachers had uploaded and tagged for sharing and reported that CCS made it easier to find instructional resources
relevant to their teaching (Sumner et al. 2010). The system was implemented in four school districts in 2010–11.
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Expanded Approaches for
Gathering Evidence
User-generated learning resources and online
repositories of learning materials offer more options for
educators but raise questions about the effectiveness
of specific products and resources. As for any learning
product, when evaluating digital learning resources,
educators should consider multiple criteria, such as:
yy d
esign variables, including alignment with
standards, whether the resource addresses the
desired learning outcome, and its accessibility for
all students;
yy p
roduct fit, including whether students find the
resource engaging and whether the theory of learning
underlying it matches a specific learning approach;
yy implementation issues such as how easy the
resource is to use, whether a teacher or student
will have to undertake some preparatory training,
and the kind of technical requirements it has;
yy cost and time needed; and
yy e
 vidence of effectiveness and specifically effectiveness
for students like theirs in settings like theirs.
The desire to continuously improve our understanding
of the usefulness of digital learning resources, including
the degree to which evidence exists of effectiveness,
is prompting technology developers, companies,
government entities, and nonprofit organizations—
separately and working together—to develop new
ways of gathering and publishing information and
evidence about these resources. Methods include:
yy aggregating user actions;
yy aggregating user reviews;
yy user panels;

Developed by consumer-oriented websites, these
approaches have become a familiar part of consumer
decision making of all kinds and are now being
explored and applied to education.

Aggregated User Actions
Three types of user actions can be aggregated to
form evidence of popularity: (1) rating, voting, and
ranking; (2) clicking, viewing, downloading, and
sharing to social media; and (3) actions connected
to the use of the learning resource in instruction,
such as aligning, implementing in some context, and
adapting learning to individual learners. Information
of this kind about digital learning resources is
typically found in online repositories or communities.
When a teacher visits a repository or community
and selects a learning resource, that action indicates
interest in the resource. Students’ use of that resource
is captured as another data point about usage. When
the teacher reflects on how well the resource worked
with students and adds a rating or shares it with other
teachers, more data accumulate.
Further, the electronic record created when teachers
or students rate, comment on, and download
instructional resources can be analyzed through
educational data mining. These records enable
analysts to apply statistical models to identify groups
of similar users for the purpose of recommending
resources based on those selected or rated highly
by other members of the same user category
(Amershi and Conati 2009). These data are also mined
to explore the relationships among the various
resources selected by a particular user or cluster of
users (Romero and Ventura 2010). In these ways, user
activity can contribute to improving the ability to
predict which learning resources a user new to the
site will be interested in.

yy expert ratings, reviews, and curation; and
yy test beds.
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Aggregated User Reviews
Through online reviews, consumers can learn from
the experiences of others—many, many others
in some cases—before making a decision when
shopping online, selecting a restaurant, planning
a trip, or finding a doctor. Reviews can be found
on the websites of large online retailers as well as
on commercial online review sites such as Yelp,
TripAdvisor, Angie’s List, and Service Master.
In education, user reviews of digital learning
products are now becoming available, typically
on sites whose primary content is reviews or
collections of resources with associated review
and rating features. Many of the resource-sharing
platforms also offer reviews and ratings features.
Decision-makers looking for information about
which resources to adopt can benefit from user
reviews, but, equally important, the reviews can
be used by developers to improve their products.
(Short descriptions of some of these review sites
are in the sidebar Digital Learning User Review Sites.)

The quality of user reviews of digital learning resources
as evidence depends on the number of reviews, the
relevance of the reviews to a user’s needs, and how
transparent the website that hosts the reviews is
about how it presents the reviews to users. The value
of reviews increases exponentially with the number
of people providing them.
Further, reviews are more useful when the categories
or factors that reviewers use in providing comments
are standardized from one review to the next. For
example, when the categories are explicit, users
can tell what underlying factors combine to create
summary ratings. Understanding the various factors
makes it easier for educators to determine the
relevance of reviews to their needs. It is also helpful
for those providing the ratings to have access to
information on the time frame and sources of ratings,
characteristics of raters, and any standardization of
rating scales.

Digital Learning User Review Sites
EdSurge has short descriptions of products and how they are used, what content areas and grade levels they cover, a sense of
who uses the them, costs and technical factors, and results. EdSurge serves both users and developers, presenting statements
from vendors alongside users’ comments that may corroborate or contradict what the vendors say.
Curriki lets users share and access educational information with the goal of lowering economic, political, and geographical
barriers to learning. The resources available on Curriki are also reviewed by an in-house review team, and users may also rate
and make comments about them.
Classroom Window enables educators to search for and review digital learning products. A “report card” review template
asks reviewers to respond to a set of questions by selecting numerical rankings or terms from drop-down menus and to rank
effectiveness for different kinds of learners rather than selecting just one overall ranking. The site aggregates information
from reviews users post and sells it to developers to inform product improvements.
Edshelf lets users create and share collections of their favorite learning resources. It is also an app store that enables users to
search for and purchase tools directly from the site. Users are invited to review tools and rank them according to such criteria
as ease of use, pedagogical effectiveness, and student engagement.
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User Panels
User panels are a relatively new practice in market
research that enable market research firms, corporate
brands, and public agencies to efficiently and costeffectively conduct, gather, and share quantitative
and qualitative research on a continuous basis. User
panels are sizable managed online communities
(typically more than 5,000 members who are
compensated in some way for their ongoing
participation) that are used to:
yy p
rovide a prompt feedback loop to connect
developers and targeted users to test and review
product design from inception to launch;
yy t est a product’s usability, utility, pricing, market fit,
and other factors; and
yy g
ather information about user needs and
behavioral patterns for specific products or
product categories for purposes of product
improvement.

conversation within and outside the panel, but
panel members also complete surveys designed
by researchers who have tested them for validity
and reliability. Large collections of user reviews are
also analyzed for patterns in user preferences but
generally without controlling for user characteristics.
As yet, no user panels focus on digital learning,
although some of the new and existing online
communities such as EdSurge, Classroom Window,
and Edmodo could be logical places to recruit
interested and knowledgeable participants. Teachers
in existing networks of schools or in districts already
cooperating through procurement consortia could
also be recruited for user panels.
As in the case of user reviews, discussed above,
numbers add strength to user panels. Input from
a several thousand people is more likely to lead
to findings that can be generalized to various
populations of interest.

Expert Ratings, Reviews, and Curation
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Many user panels use social media as key elements
of their development and marketing strategies.
BzzAgent is one example in the consumer world.
BzzAgent runs an online community user panel of
over four million members. Members try out products
that are not yet on the market, such as new ice cream
flavors or dish soaps. BzzAgent monitors community
activity to provide feedback for the companies
developing the products. The community members
also help generate interest in new products being
launched by sharing the products or discounts on
the products with friends. Feedback from BzzAgent
to its client companies may affect how products are
designed and how they are marketed.

In contrast to users, who typically report on their own
personal experiences with a product in their reviews,
expert reviewers draw on both their specialized
knowledge relevant to a product experience and their
own experiences. Some also present research findings.
Moreover, experts may be more likely than regular
users to provide complete, objective reviews and
opinions about specific features of learning resources
such as whether they are aligned with learning theory.
Examples of sources of expert reviews in the consumer
world are full-blown testing organizations such as the
Consumers Union and specialized publications such
as PCWorld or CNET.

An important difference between a collection of user
reviews and user panels is that panels are ongoing
designed and managed market research studies.
Panel members are invited to participate in studies
or campaigns for which their input is expected to
be relevant and valuable. Input takes place through

Consumer Reports, published by the Consumers
Union, has long been a household name for highquality, objective expert reviews on everything
from household products to cars. The organization
develops its ratings by conducting its own product
tests and large-scale consumer surveys.
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Expert reviews of digital learning resources are
becoming more widely available. One organization,
Common Sense Media, has reviews and ratings for
parents on all types of media aimed at children.
Reviews are created by experts, although parents
and teachers can also submit ratings. Common Sense
Media launched a beta version of its “education ratings
initiative” in March 2012, adding the educational value
of the children’s media it rates as part of its reviews.
The
experts’
reputations—including
their
partnerships or affiliations with any of the companies
whose products they review or other potential
conflicts—and the relevance of the review to a user’s
particular context help determine how useful reviews
are as evidence. Ideally, complete information on any
research results included in the reviews should be
presented, including the characteristics and number
of students involved, how the product was used, and
the like.

Although it is not targeted for digital learning per se,
another example of an expert resource devoted to
providing evidence of the effectiveness of learning
resources is the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC)
of the Institute of Education Sciences. The WWC
was established in 2002 specifically for identifying
educational interventions for which rigorous
evidence of effectiveness exists. Once an intervention
has been chosen for WWC review, a systematic, welldocumented process for locating studies and judging
their quality is implemented (U.S. Department of
Education 2012a). One category is digital resources.
(More information can be found in the sidebar What
Works Clearinghouse Reviews of Digital Resources.)

What Works Clearinghouse Reviews of
Digital Resources
The WWC has published intervention reports on 45 digital learning interventions, of which 26 were found to have positive
or potentially positive effects on at least one outcome.* The recently redesigned WWC website makes these intervention
reports available to educators who can search for interventions addressing different outcomes (such as academic
achievement, language development), grades, student populations (for example, English language learners, general), and
intervention types (curriculum, supplement, practice).
The WWC is a useful source of information on the effectiveness of well-established digital learning interventions, but it is
not feasible for it to address practitioners’ every need with respect to evidence or to do so as quickly as educators require
evidence. The WWC process for determining whether an intervention is effective depends on having publicly available
research on the intervention to review. Given how long it typically takes to conduct rigorous studies and publish the
results in peer-reviewed journals, the WWC’s work cannot keep up with the supply of new digital learning resources.
Even when a WWC review is available, it may address a much earlier, less powerful version of a technology than that
currently being disseminated. For example, seven of the 26 learning technology interventions with positive or potentially
positive reviews on the WWC in August 2012 were no longer available at that time.
* For these interventions, 1,406 studies were reviewed and just 78 of them, or 6 percent, met WWC standards of evidence with or
without reservations. Although 6 percent of studies sounds very small, this is the same percentage of reviewed studies meeting
WWC evidence standards for educational interventions overall, suggesting that the studies of the effectiveness of digital learning
interventions are neither more nor less rigorous than educational intervention studies overall.
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Test Beds
The use of test beds for learning technology not
only makes effectiveness evidence available but also
generates more evidence. In science research, a test
bed can consist of a specialized environment along
with the equipment and staff needed to run tests.
For example, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) supports test beds for various
types of climate research. This type of test bed is an
ideal environment. By contrast, test beds in education
are real environments—regular classrooms, for
example—in which certain conditions, such as datasharing agreements among participating schools or
districts, are in place.

Test beds in education can consist of a network of
schools or classrooms and a community of researchers
who have committed to working together and have
access to the resources necessary to a given study
(such as classroom technology). The Innovation Zone,
or iZone, of New York City Schools, has a test bed
within it. (See the sidebar Researchers and Schools
Collaborate on an Education Test Bed.)

Researchers and Schools Collaborate
on an Education Test Bed
iZone includes approximately 250 schools interested in personalizing student learning by using new practices
and technology. In this test bed project, iZone has partnered with Research Alliance, EdSurge, ChallengePost, and
IDEO to support developers in rapidly developing and testing selected technology-based instructional supports
and featuring test results on EdSurge. With support from the U.S. Department of Education and the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, the New York City Department of Education plans to launch a prize competition for developers,
calling for new digital learning resources that address key unmet needs identified by a diverse group of school
stakeholders. Winners of the competition will be invited to beta-test products in iZone classrooms.
The Research Alliance, based at New York University, will work with participating schools and the developers to evaluate
each product and to formulate recommendations for product improvement. The collaboration will produce an online
Consumer Reports-style guide for learning technologies, with results of the research studies published online along with
product reviews and other user feedback.
In its first years, the partnership will focus on challenges in middle school STEM and work just with iZone schools, with the
goal of including other content areas and a broader network of schools as the program scales.
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The network of PowerMyLearning schools that will
participate in rapid online experiments comparing
the effectiveness of alternative digital learning
resources, currently being set up by the nonprofit CFY,
is another test bed.
Existing networks of schools such as the League of
Innovative Schools could also be used to create a largescale test bed for learning technologies more quickly
and efficiently than recruiting suitable schools or
districts from scratch. Potentially, districts, developers,
and researchers could find test bed participation
attractive. Districts may value access to some of the
latest resources as well as the opportunity for direct
input into the development process, which could
help ensure the resulting product meets their need.
Smaller districts or entities could gain more leverage
as members in a larger network.
Prize competitions can provide incentives for
developers to participate. The Hamilton Project, a
Brookings Institute initiative that has also called for
the establishment of a digital learning testing body,
proposes that many developers would find this
approach beneficial for the following reasons:
yy g
 uaranteed access to a large user base through
the test bed network, which would be especially
appealing to small or start-up developers that
district procurement processes often rule out;
yy the ability to beta-test innovations at a large scale;
yy w
 orking with education researchers to incorporate
what is known in the learning sciences into the
design phase, possibly saving costly mistakes; and
yy the possibility of positive results that could
increase sales. (Chatterji and Jones 2012)
The most successful digital learning test beds will
draw on the research expertise of both the education
and technology fields. The former contribute a
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valuable learning sciences background, and the
latter contribute expertise in rapid-testing methods
familiar in technology but generally less well known in
education research. Further, making the test bed data
available for secondary analysis could enable others
to complete additional testing, answering questions
relevant to other kinds of schools or other groups of
decision-makers such as funders or policymakers.

Additional Evidence
Considerations
The online repositories and communities of digital
learning resources described in this chapter—which
today are practitioners’ primary sources of access and
information about digital learning resources—do not
yet incorporate empirical evidence about the learning
outcomes obtained when the resources they include
are used. Therefore, three areas in particular merit
further consideration in focused and collaborative
research efforts:
yy evidence of alignment with standards,
yy e
 vidence considerations when adapting learning
resources, and
yy prior evidence of effectiveness.

Alignment with Standards
Today’s educators are acutely attuned to matching
the teaching and the learning resources they use with
the specific standards their students are tested on.
Decisions about alignment are almost always made on
the basis of expert judgment rather than on the basis
of an empirical demonstration that the resource has
an impact on a measure of the competency described
in the standard. Too often, the criterion for alignment
is that the resource is related to the standard in terms
of content topic, not that the resource covers the full
competency called for in the standard.
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For example, one of the grade 8 Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) for reading informational text is
“delineate and evaluate the argument and specific
claims in a text, assess whether the reasoning is sound
and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; recognize
when irrelevant evidence is introduced” (RI.8.8). A
digital learning activity in which students read a
series of articles about current events and answer
questions about each article’s main idea might be
tagged as aligned with this standard. Although such
an activity would require some of the competencies
in standard RI.8.8, it would not capture them all unless
it called for students to identify not only the author’s
overall position or argument but also each claim
made and the evidence provided for that claim and to
make judgments about the relevance and sufficiency
of the evidence for each claim. Few eighth-grade
instructional activities developed before publication
of the CCSS are likely to encompass all aspects of
standard RI.8.8.
In addition, alignment is complicated by the fact
that most intellectual tasks with any complexity
or verisimilitude to the real world will call on the
competencies expressed in multiple standards, not
just a single standard. This means that one digital
learning resource may address multiple standards,
and keeping track of the opportunities provided
to address all relevant standards with a teacherassembled set of learning resources is complex
enough to call for the use of technology tools.
Moreover, just as the validity of an assessment cannot
be judged independently of how it is used (see
Chapter 4), whether or not a digital learning resource
really aligns with a standard will depend on how it is
implemented. The same digital learning resource may
be used in one classroom in a way that fully addresses
a learning standard while in another classroom the
teacher inadvertently provides students with so
much structure and so many hints that the standard
is not addressed at all.
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Because learning materials are often selected on the
basis of their alignment with standards, those who
use alignment evidence should be able to find out
who made the judgments and how those judgments
were made. Digital learning resource users need
more transparency about these processes than they
currently have. An example of a resource that is
moving toward this kind of transparency is CPALMS,
Florida’s platform for sharing lessons aligned with
Common Core State Standards in English language
arts and mathematics and with the Next Generation
Science Standards. The platform includes information
about the individuals who make alignment and other
decisions about the lessons submitted to CPALMS
and the rubrics used in making judgments.

Adapting Learning Resources
When educators decide to use digital learning
resources (or indeed any educational intervention),
one of the decisions they need to make is whether to
use the resource as originally designed or to adapt it
in ways they believe will better fit their needs.
Perspectives on this choice are varied within the
education research community. In some cases, the
need for adaptation is obvious, such as translating
learning resources into a language known to the
users. But many adaptations are less clearly warranted
and may have unintended side effects. For example,
the decision to use reading software once a week
for 60 minutes rather than three times a week for 20
minutes could influence young learners’ degree of
engagement during software use and their learning
outcomes. Moreover, if adoption of the software was
justified on the basis of studies showing a positive
effect under the three-times-a-week model, it might
be unwise for a district or school to allow this kind of
adaptation.
The debate over whether a proven practice should be
adapted to a new context also occurs in the field of
public health (U.S. Department of Health and Human
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Services 2002). After some years of arguing that adapting
evidence-based programs was not acceptable, public
health researchers are now trying to articulate guidelines
for ascertaining which components of a program should
and which should not be open to modification to suit
local conditions and cultural differences (O’Connor,
Small, and Cooney 2007).
In a similar vein, education researcher Ann Brown
warned of the “lethal mutations” possible when
practitioners began making changes to researchbased innovations. Datnow, Hubbard, and Mehan
(1998) presented a different perspective, arguing
that the reason it is difficult to “scale up” externally
developed education reforms is that the idea that
a complex reform can be replicated in many sites
is misguided. Implementation, they argued, should
be thought of as “co-construction” between the
developers of an education intervention (or set of
learning resources) and those who will implement
the intervention (including teachers and students).
Educational implementation, they reasoned,
“involves a dynamic relationship among structural
constraints, the culture of a school, and people’s
actions in many interlocking sites or settings” (p.
2). Design-based implementation research (DBIR),
described in Chapter 1, has been heavily influenced
by this latter view of implementation as involving
adaptation. As implementation of an innovation is
studied across a range of contexts, DBIR seeks to
identify the core elements of the innovation design
and implementation that must be in place to obtain
desired outcomes and distinguish them from
elements that may be modified to fit local constraints
or preferences without undermining effectiveness.
Key to building this kind of knowledge is a central
repository of information about adaptations that
have been made, the reasons they were made,
and the context of their use (for example, broader
curriculum context, accountability framework,
teacher qualifications and support, student
characteristics), as well as the outcomes experienced
with the adaptation. Obtaining empirical evidence
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on useful and deleterious adaptations is an ongoing
process that could be accelerated if multiple groups
working with the same intervention shared their
implementation and impact data, as is being done
with the Pathway to College Math project described
in Chapter 1.

Prior Evidence of Effectiveness
A decision that must be made when identifying
appropriate learning resources is whether to rely
on prior research for evidence of effectiveness. This
decision is related to the issues of the weight to place
on expert opinion and whether to make modifications
to the resource or the way it is used.
Chapter 1 noted the value of experimental data testing
the effectiveness of a digital learning resource but
acknowledged the long time and sizable expenditure
of resources required to collect experimental data
across the full range of contexts over which one
wants to generalize. In practice, this rarely happens.
Moreover, differences in the way a learning resource
is implemented can make a great difference in what
students learn (Means 2010). Add in modifications to
the learning resource itself and changes in the mix
of learning resources of which it is a part, and there
are grounds for avoiding uncritical acceptance of
evidence of effectiveness from past studies.
The final chapter of this report suggests the need for
continuing to monitor and improve the effectiveness
of a learning technology. As noted in that chapter,
some groups are exploring ways to start accumulating
evidence of learning resource effectiveness more rapidly.
Collaborations among technology developers,
education researchers, and practitioners offer promise
for more rapidly accumulating evidence of learning
resource effectiveness in different contexts and with
different implementation strategies. Such collaborations
are growing in number and offer promise for
addressing the evidence issues described above.
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Conclusion
This chapter discusses how the explosion in the
availability of digital learning resources on the
Internet gives teachers, schools, and students more
choices while raising issues about how purchasers
and users can ensure the quality of these resources.
Included are descriptions of some of the new
online repositories and communities that can help
users find digital learning resources—which is
difficult enough on its own given the number and
the diversity of resources that exist on the Web—
and expanded approaches for gathering evidence
of their potential to improve learning and other
outcomes. The roles, strengths, and weaknesses of
such methods as aggregating user interactions with
digital learning resources, aggregating user reviews,
user panels, expert ratings, review and curation, and
test beds are discussed. The fragmented nature
of information sources and the potential for selfinterested individuals and organizations to provide
biased reviews expose the need for an objective,
third-party organization that can serve as a trusted
source of evidence about the use, implementation,
and effectiveness of digital learning resources. A
recommendation that the federal government
fund such an organization is included in the
recommendations section of this report.
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Summary and
Recommendations
To take full advantage of the opportunities digital
learning resources present and the learning data they
capture, education stakeholders should collaborate to
adopt R&D and evaluation approaches that enable:
yy d
 igital learning innovations that can be developed
and implemented quickly so every school has the
chance to adopt them;
yy continuous improvement processes to adapt
and enhance these innovations as experience is
gained using them;

Before turning to the recommended actions for
education stakeholders, this report offers:
yy A
 n Evidence Reference Guide summarizing
the six evidence approaches highlighted in this
report as well as other approaches widely used in
education today, and
yy A
 n Evidence Strategy Framework for thinking
about appropriate evidence approaches to use in
implementing a selected learning resource.

yy u
 se of the vast amounts of data that are collected
in real time to ask and answer questions about
how individual learners learn so the needs of
every student can be met; and
yy e
xpanded approaches to evidence gathering
for greater confidence that investments in costeffective and cost-saving technology-based
interventions are wise, producing the outcomes
sought.
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Evidence Reference Guide
Exhibit 1 provides a summary of the evidence-gathering approaches discussed in this report, the kinds of questions they could
help answer, and the types of evidence that each can generate as well as their suggested uses.

Exhibit 1. Evidence Reference Guide: An Expanded View of Selected Evidence Approaches

Collaborative Design

Research Foundations

Note: The six evidence approaches highlighted in this report appear in boldface.

Evidence Approach

Sample Questions

Resulting Evidence

Uses

Review the learning sciences
research literature and
syntheses derived from it.
Analyze the resource or
resource design in terms of
these principles.

What features should digital
learning resources have to
promote better learning?

Indication of the degree to
which the resource reflects
what is known about how
people learn.

Useful in early stages of design.

Co-design new digital
learning resources and
implementations through
collaborations of teams
of developers, education
researchers, and individuals
from the intended group of
users (often teachers).

Are the assumptions this
resource makes about the
nature of human learning
consistent with the learning
science theory and research
literature?
How can this digital learning
resource and the classroom
activities it will be embedded
in be designed to promote the
targeted learning outcomes?

Useful on an ongoing basis
to help improve product by
interpreting data patterns
extracted through data mining.
Useful in making and/or
evaluating claims made about a
resource design.

Documentation of the
learning resource’s theory
of action, including learning
design principles and
implementation constraints.

What constraints of the school
and classroom (for example,
length of class periods,
mandated pacing schedules)
will limit how and how much
this learning resource will be
used?

Combines high level of design
skill with research insights and
insights from the field.
Capitalizes on teachers’
experience with large numbers of
students and their understanding
of the contexts in which school
teaching and learning occur.
Useful in early stages of design
and on an ongoing basis
because it can help developers
interpret data patterns.

Rapid Prorotyping

Applies at each stage of design
and adaptation because this
is the refinement portion of
the iterative cycle of analysis,
refinement, and implementation.
Make early version of a
product freely available
online, collect data while
in use, and mine data for
insights.

How many people choose to use
a freely available digital learning
resource, and how much time do
they spend with it?
What features of the learning
resource do people use?
Do users appear to learn
something?
Where do users appear to get
stuck or lose interest?

Data from many users of
an early version of a digital
learning resource showing
its appeal, features people
use, and where people
appear to get stuck or
lose interest. May include
responses from pop-up
quizzes as well as log data.

Creates a user base providing
data that can be used to
inform rapid cycles of product
improvement and retesting.
Data mining useful at product
launch and throughout product
lifecycle.
It helps to ask users for
information about themselves
so their characteristics and
goals for system use are known.
Continues on next page.
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Exhibit 1. Evidence Reference Guide: An Expanded View of Selected Evidence Approaches, Continued
Note: The six evidence approaches highlighted in this report appear in boldface.

Conduct rapid A/B
experiments within the
learning system.

Will modifying the digital learning Data indicating which
resource in this way lead users to version of the learning
spend more time with it?
resource, A or B, results
in better learning, more
Will this change in the learning
time spent with it, or more
resource result in faster learning
positive user reviews.
or deeper mastery of the target
competencies?

Uses
Provides for rapid collection of data
justifying a causal interpretation
that the manipulated feature
produced the observed impacts.
Sufficient for making claims about
what improves outcomes internal
to the resource.
Ideally, part of ongoing system
improvement process conducted
throughout the learning
resource’s life cycle.

Practitioners team with
research partners to conduct
collaborative design-based
implementation research
(DBIR) on the learning
resource as it is used in
different settings.

What aspects of the way this
digital learning resource is
implemented in these settings
influence learning outcomes?
How could the technology or
implementation practices be
refined to improve outcomes?

Data on the contexts and
implementation practices
associated with obtaining
improved outcomes
through using the resource.

Desirable as part of large-scale
implementation of complex
digital learning systems to
maximize the likelihood that
the innovation will be well
implemented and to learn from
each iteration cycle as part of a
continuous improvement process.
Brings data-informed decision
making to the level of local practice.
Can inform subsequent
effectiveness studies but is
important also for innovations on
which effectiveness studies have
been done to maximize local
benefits from the innovation and
to build knowledge of how to
scale up the innovation without
degradations in its impacts.

How can I tell whether students
Use technology-supported
who perform well in the online
evidence-centered design
system will do so also?
(ECD) to develop valid
assessments of learning
outcomes targeted by the
digital resource and applicable
in other settings as well.

Analysis showing the
knowledge, skills, and
other attributes needed
in executing a type of
task that includes but is
not limited to the tasks
presented by the digital
learning resource.

Necessary when an existing
validated assessment well aligned
with the learning resource focus
cannot be identified.

A/B Testing

Resulting Evidence

Design-Based Implementation Research

Sample Questions

Evidence-Centered Design

Evidence Approach

Continues on next page.
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Exhibit 1. Evidence Reference Guide: An Expanded View of Selected Evidence Approaches, Continued
Note: The six evidence approaches highlighted in this report appear in boldface.

Sample Questions

Resulting Evidence

Uses

Conduct small-scale
experiments (efficacy studies)
using learning outcome
measures external to the
resource.

Does using this digital
learning resource result in
better learning outcomes ?

Data showing whether using
the learning resource results
in improved performance on a
measure of the targeted learning
that is external to the resource.

Tests whether the digital
learning resource can produce
a desirable outcome external to
the resource in some generally
conducive context.

Evidence that performance on
the learning measures internal
to the resource is correlated
with performance on measures
external to the resource that are
theoretically tapping the same
competencies.

Important to establish the
relationship between measures
of learning internal to the
resource and some external
valued outcome.

Fuller picture of individual
students’ support needs and their
accomplishments and challenges
outside the classroom.

Especially useful in working
with vulnerable students who
may be facing multiple barriers
to completion of a course or
education program.

Ratings and Reviews

Linking Systems for Data Mining

Assessing Transfer

Evidence Approach

Participate in collaborations
linking data from learning
systems, education records,
and social services agencies.

What other aspects of this
student's life are likely to be
affecting performance in this
course or program of study?

Can be important in (a)
attracting funding to support
scaling the intervention to more
users/sites and (b) convincing
new users/sites that the
intervention is worth adopting.

Resource for exploring
relationships between social
Requires negotiation of dataservices and education outcomes. sharing agreements and privacy
protections.

Consult user ratings from
a variety of sources on the
properties, contextualized
use, and perceived
effectiveness of digital
learning resources.

Does this digital learning
resource possess the
attributes users view as
important?
What digital learning
resources do most people
think are the best?
Which resources are rated
the best by people like me
or people who care about
the same features that I do?

Data showing how widely
used or well known a learning
technology is.
Indication of whether the
learning resource possesses the
features that other users regard
as important.

Provides at-a-glance overview
that directs potential users to
products that have been used
and highly rated by others.
Information on the time frame
and sources from which ratings
are taken, characteristics of
raters, and any standardization
of rating scales should be
available to those reviewing the
ratings.

Continues on next page.
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Exhibit 1. Evidence Reference Guide: An Expanded View of Selected Evidence Approaches, Continued
Evidence Approach

Sample Questions

Resulting Evidence

Uses

Conduct larger scale,
multisite experiments
(effectiveness studies) using
outcome measures external
to the resource.

Do students from a wide range
of settings who use the digital
learning resource perform
better than those who do not
on learning measures external
to it (for example, performance
assessments)?

Evidence that on average the
intervention involving the
digital learning resource causes
improved outcomes in the types
of settings included in the study.

Useful after the resource
has demonstrated it can be
implemented across a large
range of contexts with positive
results in terms of systeminternal learning measures and
that some evidence exists that
these outcomes are related to an
external outcome of interest.
Variations in the way in which
the resource is implemented
across different contexts may
swamp any impacts of the
technology per se.

Participate in research
consortia that combine
and analyze anonymized
data from multiple studies.

What insights about how
people learn can be derived
from a digital learning system’s
big data?
How similar is the way people
learn with different learning
systems stressing different
approaches or design
principles?

Analyses examining the
generality of learning design
principles across different
learning content and learning
system designs.

Amplifies the value obtained
from the extensive data set
generated through use of
learning systems.
Enables other researchers to
explore hypotheses that had
not occurred to developers
and supports the generality of
instructional design principles
by testing them with multiple
data sets taken from multiple
learning systems.
Developers may be reluctant
to make their datasets public
either through concerns about
protecting learner privacy or
for fear that some analyses will
reflect poorly on their products.
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Research Consortia

May use assessment tasks
developed using evidencecentered design.

Effectiveness Studies

Note: The six evidence approaches highlighted in this report appear in boldface.
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Evidence Strategy Framework
The expanded set of approaches to evidence
presented in the Reference Guide is intended to be
useful for developing and improving digital learning
resources and evaluating them for purchase and
implementation. This section of the report provides
an Evidence Strategy Framework for thinking about
the kinds of evidence—and investment in data
collection and interpretation—that are appropriate
under different circumstances.
This Evidence Strategy Framework does not assume
a linear sequence of research types going from smallscale to large-scale, from weak to strong evidence, or
from developmental to confirmatory data collections.
Nor does it assume an endpoint to data collection and
research on any intervention that entails significant
risk (cost, time, or harm if the intervention should fail
in a new implementation). It is important to gather
evidence as an ongoing practice throughout the
lifecycle of a resource. Ongoing data collection and
reflection are necessary as long as the potential exists
for serious consequences if the intervention should
fail. Even for a mature intervention with extensive
prior research demonstrating effectiveness, education
stakeholders should consider ongoing data collection
as long as the stakes are high.
Instead of a continuum of research stages, the
Evidence Strategy Framework incorporating the
new evidence approaches described in this report
calls for analyzing a decision in terms of two factors:
confidence and risk. 5

5 This Evidence Strategy Framework draws on the conceptualization of
the education research space offered by Tony Bryk, president of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (Bryk 2011).
Bryk’s conceptualization also includes receptivity as a third factor.
While influenced by Bryk’s work, this evidence strategy framework was
developed with a tighter focus on digital learning. Bryk, of course, bears
no responsibility for any limitations of the framework in this report.
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As used here, confidence is defined as the belief that
a digital learning system or resource will produce
better outcomes than the status quo, or similar
outcomes but less expensively, faster, or in a more
engaging way. Confidence can be based on empirical
research, but it also can be based on the reputation
of the organization that produced the system or
resource, knowledge of the process used to develop
it, or knowledge that many people are using it and
believe it helps them. The level of confidence needed
about the effectiveness of an education intervention
depends on the second factor, which is risk. A high
level of confidence is not necessary in all instances,
and the need for more evidence depends on the
amount of risk that trying a new product or approach
would raise.
Implementation risk concerns the magnitude of the
adverse consequences if a learning resource proves
to be ineffective. Important aspects of risk include
the size and scale of the implementation, both in
terms of numbers of students and time; the cost of
purchasing and implementing the intervention; the
extent to which the intervention will disrupt existing
processes and practices; the amount of time it will
take away from other valuable activities; and an
overall consideration of how much there is to lose.
When confidence in a learning resource is high and
implementation risk is low, the decision to implement
it is an easy one. An example would be making the
online reading practice software a school has found
to be effective available to students who want to use it
during the afterschool program. Ongoing lightweight
evidence gathering can be directed toward refining
the way the resource is used or making it available to
more users.
In many situations, however, more attention to
collecting and analyzing evidence is needed. This
is especially important when learning resources
warrant low confidence in their effectiveness
and entail high implementation risk. An example
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would be a districtwide adoption of a new digital
math curriculum that has not been tested for
effectiveness. In such cases, finding ways to stage
implementation, for example, by trying out the
curriculum first in a few pilot schools, is a strategy
for reducing risk. At the same time, evidence of
effectiveness should be collected from the schools
piloting the curriculum to either justify increased
confidence or lead to exploration of other
alternatives, depending on the results.
In other cases, educators have a reasonably high
degree of confidence that an educational resource
will improve outcomes, but there is also sizable risk
because the resource is expensive or it will be the
core curriculum for a key subject. In the case of a
district considering a new digital math curriculum,
confidence might be high because of past research
showing that other districts using the curriculum got
good results or on the basis of results from piloting the
curriculum with a few of the district’s schools. In such
cases, the prior evidence of effectiveness is important
for justifying the initial and ongoing investment in
the curriculum. But continued collection of data on
both outcomes and implementation is still necessary
to make sure that the curriculum is effective as
implemented in all the different settings within
the district. District staff and teachers need time to
reflect on implementation practices and student
outcomes in order to derive implications for how their
implementation of the curriculum can be improved.
Finally, when confidence in a learning resource’s
effectiveness is low but implementation risk is
very low, costly and time-consuming gathering of
effectiveness data may not be necessary before
proceeding. For example, little ongoing evidence
gathering is necessary when a free product is
considered as a self-selected, optional activity, such as
a parent’s selection of an educational app to help his
or her son practice vocabulary outside of school time.
The user’s own experience and satisfaction with the
resource is generally sufficient in these cases.
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Recommendations
The Technical Working Group of researchers and
policymakers who provided input and guidance for
this report also developed a set of recommendations
to help education stakeholders turn the ideas in this
report into action.
1. Developers of digital learning resources, education
researchers, and educators should collaborate to
define problems of practice that can be addressed
through digital learning and the associated kinds
of evidence that can be collected to measure and
inform progress in addressing these problems.
In doing this work, collaborative teams should seek
opportunities to structure the data collected by
digital learning resources in ways useful as evidence.
Learning technology developers should carefully
define their systems’ desired learning outcomes in the
early stages of design and collaborate with education
researchers to design data collection that will provide
strong evidence that these goals have been achieved.
Educators who make decisions about which learning
systems to adopt should use evidence about learning
outcomes and implementation as key criteria. An
example of this type of collaboration that the U.S.
Department of Education endorses is the move to
identify and support regional innovation clusters’
purposeful partnerships to break down domain silos
and create connections between researchers, the
commercial sector, and educators.
2. Learning technology developers should use
established basic research principles and learning
sciences theory as the foundation for designing and
improving digital learning resources.
To assist in this endeavor, education researchers
should make compendiums of research-based
principles for designing learning systems widely
available, more understandable, and more actionable
for learning technology developers.
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3. Education research funders should promote
education research designs that investigate
whether and how digital learning resources teach
aspects of deeper learning such as complex problem
solving and promote the transfer of learning from
one context to many contexts.

Users and adopters should expect to take an active
role in planning technology implementations and
collecting data that can be used in multiple ongoing
cycles of implementation, analysis, and refinement.
Technology developers should seek the resulting
data and use this feedback to improve their products.

Some of the most difficult skills to learn are those
expected by high-performance workplaces—the
ability to work with others to solve difficult problems
and to be able to go beyond what has been taught
to learn and master new things. The new Common
Core State Standards address related competencies
and also raise challenges in trying to judge the
effectiveness of a given learning resource in helping
students achieve competencies that will generalize
across different materials and settings. This area is ripe
for the articulation of goals, processes, and methods
by which learning resources could help achieve these
outcomes.

6. Purchasers of digital learning resources and
those who mandate their use should seek out and
use evidence with respect to the claims made about
each resource’s capabilities, implementation, and
effectiveness.

4. Education researchers and developers should
identify the attributes of digital learning systems and
resources that make a difference in terms of learning
outcomes.
Learning technology developers have incentives to
improve their own specific product but not necessarily
to investigate and share general design principles
for effective online learning. Collaborations between
system developers and researchers with experience
working with multiple digital learning systems can
focus on generalizable principles and make sure
that the world at large benefits from insights gained
through data mining and A/B testing.
5. Users of digital learning resources should work
with education researchers to implement these
resources using continuous improvement processes.

Decision-makers need to have or develop the expertise
to locate and evaluate these kinds of evidence
about the learning technologies being considered.
This report provides some guidance on the kinds of
questions purchasers should ask about the learning
resource design and development process, the
extent of usage in contexts like the purchaser’s own,
and the evidence of impacts on learning outcomes
outside the system as well as on embedded formative
assessments.
7. Interdisciplinary teams of experts in educational
data mining, learning analytics, and visual analytics
should collaborate to design and implement
research and evidence projects. Higher education
institutions should create new interdisciplinary
graduate programs to develop data scientists who
embody these same areas of expertise.
Educational data mining that incorporates learning
analytics is a new field experiencing rapid growth (U.S.
Department of Education 2012a). It draws on multiple
disciplines including statistics, machine learning, and
cognitive science. Experts in these areas report that one
cannot learn the necessary combination of skills without
access to large datasets and guidance from mentors.

In today’s world of myriad digital learning resources
and user choices about technology configuration
and use, labeling a learning resource as one that
does or does not “work” is an oversimplification.
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8. Funders should support creating test beds for
digital learning research and development that
foster rigorous, transparent, and replicable testing
of new learning resources in low-risk environments.
These test beds should be established and managed by
intermediary organizations and through partnerships
between government and industry that can bring
together the required expertise, skills, and personnel.
Funders should kick-start test beds by structuring
funding programs that encourage them and cover
some of the costs of setting them up. Digital Promise
should continue to expand the League of Innovative
Schools, and other programs like iZone should be
designed and funded.
9. The federal government should encourage
innovative new approaches to the design,
development, evaluation, and implementation of
digital learning systems and other resources.
The federal government through the U.S. Department
of Education has proposed to create an Advanced
Research Project Agency for Education (ARPAED). ARPA-ED would fund projects run by industry,
universities, and other innovative organizations based
on their potential to transform teaching and learning.
ARPA-ED should fund directed development projects
so progress can be accelerated and the essential
activities of data aggregation and sharing across
different research and evaluation efforts facilitated.
10. Stakeholders who collect and maintain student
data should participate in the implementation of
technical processes and legal trust agreements
that permit the sharing of data electronically and
securely between institutions, complying with
FERPA and other applicable data regulations, using
common data standards and policies developed in
coordination with the U.S. Department of Education.
Digital learning systems create new opportunities
for collecting large amounts of data that when
anonymized through the removal of personally
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identifying information, aggregated, and analyzed can
contribute to our understanding of how people learn,
how we can better support individual students’ needs,
and how we can improve our education system at all
levels.These possibilities can be realized only if data are
available to educational researchers and developers
across systems and institutions with appropriate data
security and privacy protections in place.
11. Institutional Review Board (IRB) documentation
and approval processes for research involving
digital learning systems and resources that carry
minimal risk should be streamlined to accelerate
their R&D without compromising needed rights and
privacy protections.
In July 2011, the federal government issued an
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM)
as a first step to identifying ways the process can
be streamlined without compromising needed
protections. Changes to the rules regarding approval
processes are pending.
12. R&D funding should be increased for studying the
noncognitive aspects of 21st-century skills, namely,
interpersonal skills (such as such as communication,
collaboration, and leadership) and intrapersonal
skills (such as persistence and self-regulation).
New research suggests that the development of
21st-century skills—a combination of cognitive
skills, interpersonal skills, and intrapersonal skills—
may relate to positive adult outcomes, such as
increased earnings, better health, and greater civic
engagement. Emerging evidence also suggests that
21st-century skills support transfer—the ability to
apply something learned in one situation to a similar
but different situation (Pellegrino and Hilton 2012).
More research is needed on what factors contribute
to students’ development of 21st-century skills, as
well as on how to assess students’ acquisition of them.
Multiple measures of learning outcomes can give a far
richer picture of student learning than standardized
tests alone.
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13. R&D funding should promote the development
and sharing of open educational resources (OER)
that include assessment items that address learning
transfer.
Open educational resources are increasing rapidly,
but most have focused on learning materials rather
than on assessments that could be used with any
number of curricula. What we need now is to also
develop performance assessment OERs that could be
implemented in a variety of contexts as long as they
target the same outcomes.
14. The federal government and other interested
agencies should fund an objective third-party
organization as a source of evidence about the
usability, effectiveness, and implementation of
digital learning systems and resources.
With so many sources of digital learning resources
and the competing claims of different distributors,
educators should have reliable, objective information
not just about effectiveness but also about
implementation issues and usability. To be useful, the
information must be produced rapidly and at a low
enough cost that a large number of digital learning
products in each area can be continuously evaluated
and information about their effectiveness reported
on a regular basis.
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